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Editorial

Adaptation of the Root System to the Environment

Antonio Montagnoli

Department of Biotechnology and Life Science, University of Insubria, Via Dunant, 3, 21100 Varese, Italy;
antonio.montagnoli@uninsubria.it

The plant fine roots system (i.e., diameter smaller than 2 mm) plays a fundamental
role in water and nutrient uptake [1], while bigger root fractions, such as large and coarse
roots, ensure plant anchorage and stability [2]. Both individual roots and root spatial
placement promote effective anchorage of trees [3,4]. Root systems fulfill these functions
by responding to alterations in environmental conditions through a series of changes at
the morphological, physiological, and molecular levels [5–8]. The rooting environment is
influenced by natural conditions (resource availability, sloppy terrain and prevailing high
wind) [9–12] as well as human activities (logging, fire, etc.) [13–15]. In response to external
disturbances, the finest fraction of the root system modifies traits such as length, diameter,
specific root length, and life span [9], whereas the coarse root fraction is spatially displaced
to accomplish maximum plant anchorage [10]. Furthermore, wood production in coarse
roots is laid down asymmetrically, resulting in an eccentric pattern [3,4].

In the paper collection presented here, we aimed at putting together different manuscripts
that illustrate the relationship between plant roots and the environment from a wide per-
spective and at all levels of investigation (seedling, single tree and community, ranging from
morphology to molecular biology). We also looked at innovative research in terms of new
technologies that boost the discovery of new insights in root ecophysiology and biology. It
is important to highlight that the present collection has taken steps in parallel timing with
another Special Issue [16], which was more specifically devoted to forest ecosystems. Together,
these two collections clearly demonstrated the vivid activity of the root science community all
around the globe. Indeed, the papers here collected are highly diverse in terms of the topics
addressed and the number of countries where researchers are based. In particular, in the case
of nine papers, the laboratories involved were based in eight different countries (Italy, Japan,
China, Iran, Iraq, USA, Austria and Switzerland), resulting in a close collaboration to produce
high-quality research in the root field.

Simiele et al. [17] investigated the application of organic amendments to improve root
traits of poplar cuttings to be used in afforesting or reforesting activities. They found that
compost alone seems to be the best solution in both ameliorating substrate characteristics
and increasing plant growth, highlighting the great potential for its proper and effective
application in large-scale forest restoration strategies. Todo et al. [18] aimed to look at a
new methodological approach and demonstrated that point data acquired through 3D laser
scanner measurements is a suitable method for fast and accurate reconstruction of root
system architecture. Xie et al. [19] found that different Taxodium genotypes had different
root foraging abilities for phosphorus suggesting that breeding and screening for fine-
tuning varieties may help to enhance afforestation success in P-limited areas. He et al. [20]
analyzed the concentration of critical secondary metabolites such as organic acids in root
tissues of Taxodium distichum and Salix matsudana in response to cyclical flooding. The
authors found that organic acids concentration in the roots of the studied species were
mainly influenced by winter flooding. In particular, the exotic species T. distichum showed
a more stable metabolism of organic acids, while the native species S. matsudana responded
more actively to long-term winter flooding. Amoli Kondori et al. [21] investigated the effect
of different sized forest gaps on fine root dynamics and chemical composition six years
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after logging. These authors highlighted how, in the medium term and within the adopted
size range, the fine root system can recover to pre-harvest conditions in terms of standing
biomass and morphological traits. Sugai et al. [22] evaluated the impact of soil compaction
and N loading on hybrid larch (Larix gmelinii var. japonica × L. kaempferi) seedling roots.
Outcomes of the study revealed that seedling root development was associated with
soil recovery after compaction, and furthermore that under soil compaction N loading
promoted root development. Lak et al. [23] in their study addressed the plasticity of fine
root traits concerning both interspecific and intraspecific competition of Acer pseudoplatanus
L. and Fagus sylvatica L. seedlings in nutrient-rich soil patches. The authors observed
that both con- and allospecific roots had similar effects on target root growth and most
trait values. Both species showed highly species- but not competitor-specific root traits
plasticity. Deljouei et al. [24] evaluated root tensile force for two temperate tree species
within the Caspian Hyrcanian Ecoregion (i.e., Fagus orientalis L. and Carpinus betulus L.)
at three different elevations, for three diameters at breast height (DBH) classes, and at
two slope positions. They identified tree species and DBH as the main factors affecting
variability in fine root tensile force, with the roots of F. orientalis being stronger than those
of C. betulus in the large DBH class. Finally, Wang et al. [25] carried out a comprehensive
analysis of the TIFY gene family expression profiles in Populus trichocarpa root tissues under
phytohormone treatment and abiotic stresses, such as drought, heat, and cold. The qRT–
PCR analysis revealed that almost all PtrTIFY genes responded to at least one abiotic stress
or phytohormone treatment, revealing their important role in these functional responses.
Together, these papers provide a large perspective on the knowledge advancement in plant
root research, but at the same time give a clear indication of the gaps that still need to
be closed to improve root related issues, such as methodology, plasticity, gene activation,
forest management, and enhancement of afforestation programs.
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Biochar and/or Compost to Enhance Nursery-Produced Seedling
Performance: A Potential Tool for Forest Restoration Programs

Melissa Simiele 1,†, Elena De Zio 1,†, Antonio Montagnoli 2, Mattia Terzaghi 3, Donato Chiatante 2,

Gabriella Stefania Scippa 1 and Dalila Trupiano 1,*

1 Department of Biosciences and Territory, University of Molise, 86090 Pesche, Italy;
melissa.simiele@unimol.it (M.S.); elena.dezio@studenti.unimol.it (E.D.Z.); scippa@unimol.it (G.S.S.)

2 Department of Biotechnology and Life Sciences, University of Insubria, 21100 Varese, Italy;
antonio.montagnoli@uninsubria.it (A.M.); donato.chiatante@uninsubria.it (D.C.)

3 Department of Chemistry and Biology “A. Zambelli”, University of Salerno, 84084 Fisciano, Italy;
mterzaghi@unisa.it

* Correspondence: dalila.trupiano@unimol.it
† These authors contributed equally to this work.

Abstract: Today, the use of nursery-produced seedlings is the most widely adopted method in forest
restoration processes. To ensure and enhance the performance of transplanting seedlings into a
specific area, soil amendments are often used due to their ability to improve soil physicochemical
properties and, in turn, plant growth and development. The aim of the present study was to evaluate
Populus euramericana growth and development on a growing substrate added with biochar and
compost, both alone and in combination. To accomplish this aim, a pot experiment was performed
to test biochar and/or compost effects on growing substrate physicochemical characteristics, plant
morpho-physiological traits, and plant phenology. The results showed that biochar and/or compost
improved growing substrate properties by increasing electrical conductivity, cation exchange capacity,
and nutrient concentrations. On the one hand, these ameliorations accelerated poplar growth
and development. On the other hand, amendments did not have positive effects on some plant
morphological traits, although compost alone increased plant height, and very fine and fine root
length. The combined use of biochar and compost did not show any synergistic or cumulative
beneficial effects and led to a reduction in plant growth and development. In conclusion, compost
alone seems to be the best solution in both ameliorating substrate characteristics and increasing plant
growth, highlighting the great potential for its proper and effective application in large-scale forest
restoration strategies.

Keywords: fine roots; morphological attributes; physiological analysis; Populus euramericana; reforestation

1. Introduction

Forest ecosystems cover thirty-one percent of the global land area [1] and are important
for human livelihoods, climate stability, and biodiversity conservation [2]. However, forests
are still under constant threat because of deforestation and forest degradation, which
continue at an alarming rate [3]. Since 1990, it has been estimated that 420 million hectares
of forest have been lost through conversion to other land uses [4]. Between 2015 and
2020, the rate of deforestation was estimated at 10 million hectares per year, and 15 billion
trees are cut down every year [5]. Currently, forests are no longer endangered solely
by deforestation practices, but in an increasingly warming world, phenomena such as
windstorms, heat waves, and droughts pose new and severe threats [6]. Recently, it has
been documented that forest death in southwestern Australia has been directly linked to a
heat wave that occurs during a “warmer drought” [7].

At the international level, the sustainable management of reforested and afforested
sites has been promoted to contribute to maintaining forest status, preserving biodiver-
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sity [8], guaranteeing ecosystem services, reducing climate change impact [9], and avoiding
soil degradation and desertification [10]. Today, many countries are increasing reforestation
and afforestation efforts to remediate the many practices of forest clearance that occurred
in the past and forest losses caused by harmful events related to climate change [11].

However, both reforestation and afforestation processes are complex, time-demanding [12],
and expensive considering the costs of soil preparation and fertilization, plant tree species
selection and acquirement, maintenance, and management practices [13]. Moreover, forest
restoration projects have high failure rates due to the high mortality of plants before
reaching maturity [14]. For these reasons, it has become increasingly important to develop
methods that may increase seedling survival, growth, and vigor while reducing labor
costs [15]. In particular, it is important to ensure that planted seedlings have high survival
rates and good growth [16], and the use of nursery-produced seedlings is the most widely
adopted method in forest restoration processes [17]. Successful plant establishment depends
greatly on decisions made prior to planting, which must take into account species and site
characteristics [18] and that nursery-produced seedlings will face a variety of stress factors
after nursery production [19].

Several methods have been tested in order to ensure and increase the performance
of seedling outplanting in deforested and degraded lands, in which salinity, low water
holding capacity, and lack of nutrient availability affect the realization of reforestation and
afforestation methods [12,20,21]. To overcome these limitations, soil amendments can be
used to improve the physicochemical properties of soils [22] and guarantee land restoration
success [23].

Among the different amendments, biochar—a charcoal produced by the pyrolysis of
organic waste feedstocks, such as manure and crop residues—has received attention [24].
It is a carbon sequestration agent able to reduce atmospheric CO2 concentrations and
is an excellent soil conditioner [25]. Indeed, it is effective in improving degraded sites
because biochar application increases soil aggregate stability and water holding capacity by
enhancing soil pore characteristics and water retention [26]. In addition to soil responses,
biochar may yield a wide range of benefits for plant germination, growth, productivity,
and survival, and stress management [20]. Several mechanisms may enhance plant devel-
opment in response to soil biochar additions, including: (i) reduction of nutrient leaching
and improvement of plant-available nutrients; (ii) release of carbon, nitrogen, phospho-
rus, and potassium; and (iii) increase of soil biota density and diversity [27]. Thus, it is
evident that biochar has several properties of particular interest from the perspective of
forest restoration. First, its recalcitrance implies that biochar added in the context of a
restoration project will not rapidly decompose [28]. Secondly, biochar positively acts on
plant growth and survival in highly degraded soils, which are frequent in the context of
forest restoration [29]. It is also particularly effective in adsorbing a wide range of materials
that are either generally toxic or adverse to plant growth at high concentrations, including
metals, salts, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, and residual herbicides [30]. Lastly, biochar may
be relatively easily and economically generated from locally available feedstocks, and thus
it offers important potential advantages in both economic and logistic terms [15].

Another soil conditioner that may be profitably used in forest restoration is compost, a
fertilizer able to improve soil quality by: (i) incorporating organic matter [31,32], nutrients,
and electrolytes into soil [33]; and (ii) enhancing soil structure, density, and porosity [34],
which increase water retention capacity and reduce soil erosion and nutrient leaching [35].
In turn, such compost properties result in the compost having positive effects on plant
growth, even because compost amendment may activate a wide range of natural disease
suppressiveness mechanisms against plant pathogens [36]. Moreover, by enhancing the
carbon storage capacity in the soil, compost might be used in reducing global warming [37].

Numerous studies have suggested the application of biochar in combination with
compost as a promising strategy to promote plant growth and performance, having positive
synergistic effects on soil properties [23,38–40]. However, this positive effect is strictly
related to specific soil characteristics, plant species, amendment application rates, and
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feedstock [20]. Thus, more experiments are needed to accurately test synergism using
quantifiable metrics to determine what a “target” seedling might be [41].

The Target Plant Concept (TPC) is an effective framework for defining, producing,
and managing plant material (e.g., seeds, cuttings, and seedlings) based on characteristics
appropriate for a specific site [16]. These characteristics are often scientifically derived
from test factors that are linked to outplanting performance, such as seedling morphology
and physiology [42], genetic origin, and the ability to overcome limiting conditions on
outplanting sites [43]. Commonly measured morphological attributes include bud devel-
opment, dry weight fraction, stem height and diameter, and root development, which are
used in seedling quality assessment programs to monitor plant growth and survival [10].
Seedling morphological attributes cannot be used alone to assess seedling quality because
morphology does not describe physiological vigor [44], and, as mentioned before, seedling
morphology is combined with the assessment of physiological attributes (e.g., nutrient
status, root growth potential, stress tolerance) to relate seedling quality at lifting to field
performance after planting [41].

In line with the above, our study examined the potential for biochar and compost
amendments, alone or in combination, to have benefits in nursery-produced seedling
systems, concomitantly enhancing a range of soil properties, and improving plant growth
and development. The main goal of this study was to conduct targeted research on poplar
plants to highlight the potential beneficial use of biochar and/or compost in reforested
environments. Poplar and its hybrids can be used to create economic benefits and improve
environmental quality in forestry and agroforestry worldwide [45,46]. They have shown
the capacity for rapid biomass accretion [47] and are currently assuming growing impor-
tance for timber and bioenergy production [48]. The adoption of poplar species into the
agroforestry system has the added benefit of sequestering carbon emitted from agricultural
practices [49]. Thus, the outcomes of this research might enlarge the understanding of
soil amendments as ameliorants of soil properties, as well as survival of key species in
reforestation and afforestation programs [50].

To accomplish the objective of the present research, biochar and compost, both alone
and in combination, were tested on hybrid poplar seedlings with the aim of determining if
the addition of biochar and/or compost to a growing media may (i) enhance soil physic-
ochemical properties and (ii) improve plat morphophysiological traits, with particular
regard to root morphology and development.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Design and Growth Characteristics

Two-year-old woody cuttings of the hybrid poplar clone I-214, Populus deltoides ×
Populus nigra (Populus euramericana (Dode) Guinier) were rooted in 3 L pots containing ver-
miculite and kept in a growth chamber under controlled conditions (25 ◦C air temperature,
50–70% relative humidity, 15-h photoperiod) for 60 days.

Then, 40 homogeneously rooted cuttings, with similar morphological traits (e.g.,
size), were selected for the experiment and transplanted, separately, into 20 L plastic pots.
These pots were filled with four different growing medium combinations (hereafter also
called growing substrates or treatments), and ten replicates were set up for each of them.
P. euramericana plants were grown for each treatment in a greenhouse for 12 months. The
experimentation began in July and ended in July of the following year. In the 12 months
of experimentation, hereinafter, are indicated by the acronyms ranging from T0 to T12
(Figure 1). Growth occurred under a controlled water regime and natural photoperiod and
temperature (for minimum, maximum, and average temperature values see Table S1 in
Supplementary Material), and the plants were arranged in a randomized complete block
design and rotated to a different position within the block throughout the trial. The pots
were fully irrigated to prevent water stress (twice a day, as required), and a suspended net
was used to reduce exposure to sunlight.
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Figure 1. Experimental schedule with the main analyses and the sampling times (months).

The four treatments were: (i) control mix (Ctrl), composed of soil and sand (1:1, v:v);
(ii) biochar mix (B), composed of soil and sand (1:1) plus biochar; (iii) compost mix (Co),
composed of soil and sand (1:1) plus compost; and (iv) biochar and compost mix (BCo),
composed of soil and sand (1:1) plus biochar and compost. For treated pots, biochar and
compost were added to the soil and sand mixture at a concentration of 25 g·kg−1 of dry
substrate (application rate of 2.5% w/w).

2.2. Soil, Biochar, and Compost Characteristics

The soil was collected from an uncultivated pasture area, located in Pesche (Molise,
Italy), with a floral composition predominantly of graminoid grasses, not under a rotation
system, and that includes hedges. This area is mainly used for grazing, but the fodder is
harvested mechanically. The soil was loamy mixed mesic soil, according to the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) classification [51]. As reported previously, the soil was
mixed with commercial sand, and this mixture was characterized to determine the pre-
planting physicochemical properties. The soil–sand mix was moderately subalkaline with
a silt loam texture according to the USDA classification. Moreover, it was characterized
by low electrical conductivity (EC), cation exchange capacity (CEC), and nitrogen and
carbon content. For the experiment, the mixture of the soil and sand was air-dried for 72 h,
weighed, finely crushed, and then mixed thoroughly before packing lightly in the pots on
top of the pebbles placed on the base to improve drainage.

The biochar used was a commercial charcoal (provided by Romagna Carbone s.n.c.,
Bagnacavallo, Italy), obtained from orchard pruning biomass through a slow pyrolysis
process with an average residence time of 3 h, at a temperature of 500 ◦C, in a kiln of 2.2 m
in diameter, and holding around 2 ton of feedstock.

The compost was a commercial product (composted olive mill residues) prepared in
a standardized experimental composting process reported by Alfano et al. [52]. Briefly,
compost was prepared by mixing humid olive husks from a two-phase extraction plant with
olive leaves (8% w/w); one-year-old, humid, and composted husks (25% w/w) were then
added to this mixture. A complete overview of both biochar and compost characteristics is
reported by Trupiano et al. [53].

2.3. Growing Substrate Analysis

At the end of the experiment (T12), after 12 months of plant growth, soil samples were
collected (Figure 1) and air dried at 20–25 ◦C for 72 h. The moisture content was calculated
according to the Black method [54] as the difference in sample weight before and after oven
drying to a constant weight at 105 ◦C. The pH was measured in H2O and 0.01 M CaCl2
using a pH meter (Eutech Instruments, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and
a 1:2.5 soil weight:extract-volume ratio. The alkalinity of samples with a pH value greater
than 7.0 was determined by titrimetry according to Rayment and Higginson [55]. Electrical
conductivity (EC) was determined by a conductivity meter (Cond 510, XS Instruments,
Carpi, Italy) on a 1:5 soil:water suspension [56]. Cation exchange capacity (CEC) was
assessed according to the method of Mehlich [57] using BaCl2. Total organic carbon (TOC)
and total nitrogen (Ntot) contents were determined by dry combustion [58] using a CHN
elemental analyzer (Mod 1500, series 2, Carlo Erba Instruments, Cornaredo, Italy). In the
case of TOC, combustion was carried out after the complete removal of inorganic carbon
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with acid. Total phosphorus (Ptot) was detected by spectrophotometry (UV-1601 Shimadzu)
according to the test method described by Bowman [59], while available phosphorus (Pav)
was extracted by a NaHCO3 solution at pH 8.5 and evaluated by spectrophotometry accord-
ing to the Olsen test method [60]. Particle size distribution (also named soil texture) was
quantified by hydrometer analysis through a modification of the Bouyoucos method [61]
(according to Beretta et al. [62]) on samples previously dry-sieved at 2 mm. The fraction
with a diameter smaller than 2 mm was treated with H2O2 and wet sieved at 200 μm, 50 μm,
and 20 μm. Measurements of density were carried out by a hydrometer on samples smaller
than 20 μm previously dispersed with sodium hexametaphosphate solution. Moreover,
in order to quantify the large fraction of macro aggregates, particles that did not pass
through the 2 mm sieve were treated with sodium hexametaphosphate solution to disrupt
aggregates, and subsequently, the difference in weight before and after wet sieving at 2 mm
was measured [63].

2.4. Plant Analysis
2.4.1. Morphological Traits

From the beginning (T0) to the end of the experiment (T12), plant growth was mon-
itored monthly by measuring morphological traits. More detailed, morphological traits
were assessed at time points T1–T5, corresponding to the months of August–December, and
at time points T9–T12, corresponding to the months of April–July. The T1–T5 time points
were equivalent to the months preceding the dormancy phase (January—T6, February—
T7, and March—T8) and T9–T12 to the months of the vegetative phase of P. euramericana
(Figure 1). For morphological traits, the variations in plant height and leaf number (Δ) were
determined. Additionally, the main leaf parameters were assessed: leaf area, perimeter,
length, and width. Image J 1.8.0 software (Wayne Rasbanb National Institute of Health,
Bethesda, MD, USA; http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/ (accessed on 20 November 2020)) was
used for these analyses. The aboveground (leaves and stems) and belowground (roots) dry
weight, at time T12, were also determined after two days of drying in an oven at 80 ◦C, and
stem/root ratio (S/R ratio) was calculated in terms of dry weight. Furthermore, roots were
analyzed using WinRhizo Pro V. 2007d (Regent Instruments Inc. Quebec, QC, Canada). In
particular, roots were divided into two groups on the basis of their diameter to distinguish
very fine roots (diameter measurement between 0 and 0.5 mm) and fine roots (diameter
measurement between 0.5 and 2 mm) [21,64].

2.4.2. Phenology

Phenological stage assessment was performed on poplar plants evaluating apical
bud development in the three months of dormancy (January—T6, February—T7, and
March—T8) and in the first month of active vegetative growth (April—T9) (Figure 1).
Bud development was quantified using six levels of morphology scores (0–6) according to
Trupiano et al. [65]. Briefly, a minimal score (0) was given to the winter bud and a maximum
score (6) to the flushing buds, with a growing stem.

2.4.3. Lignin and Chlorophyll Content

At the end of the experiment (T12), lignin and chlorophyll contents were also assessed
(Figure 1).

Lignin content was measured using the protocol of Doster and Bostock [66] with a
few modifications, as detailed in Trupiano et al. [67]. Briefly, lignin amount within each
sample was calculated by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm, using a specific absorbance
coefficient of 6.0 L·g−1 cm. Since this specific absorbance coefficient provides only an
approximate conversion [66], the samples with the highest lignin content value were used
as a standard in the relative measurements of lignin concentration of the other samples.

Chlorophyll content was measured in three randomly sampled leaf discs (10 mm
in diameter). Extraction was performed with N, N dimethylformamide (DMF) for 48 h
at 4 ◦C, in the dark at a ratio of 1:20 (plant material:solvent, w:v). The extinction coeffi-
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cients proposed by Inskeep and Bloom [68] were used for quantification by spectropho-
tometric analysis. The following equations were used: Chl a = 12.70A664.5 − 2.79A647;
Chl b = 20.70A647 − 4.62A664.5; total Chl = 17.90A647 + 8.08A664.5 where A is absorbance in
1.00 cm cuvettes.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

To evaluate the effect of each treatment on the conducted tests, all statistical analyses
were performed with the R software version 3.4.3 (R Development Core Team 2017). The
normality and homoscedasticity of the data were assessed with the Shapiro and Bartlett
tests, respectively. The mean values were compared using the parametric analysis of
variance test (ANOVA) for normal data or the non-parametric Kruskal test for non-normal
data. Following this, a post hoc test (Tukey HSD or pairwise Wilcox tests, respectively)
was performed.

3. Results

3.1. Growing Substrate Characteristics

At the end of the experiment (T12), the moisture content of the medium with the
compost addition (Co substrate) (1.15 g·kg−1) was 32% lower compared to the control
(1.52 g·kg−1). However, no significant difference was present among the four different
substrates in pH and alkalinity values (Table 1).

Table 1. Main physicochemical characteristics determined after 12 months of P. euramericana grown
on four different substrates (Ctrl, B, Co, and BCo). Different letters indicate significant difference
(p < 0.05) (n = 3 ± SE). Ctrl: control mix of soil and sand; B: mix of soil and sand + biochar; Co: mix of
soil and sand + compost; BCo: mix of soil and sand + biochar + compost.

Ctrl B Co BCo

Moisture content (g·kg−1) 1.52 ± 0.06 a 1.43 ± 0.05 ab 1.15 ± 0.01 b 1.57 ± 0.14 a
pH 7.4 ± 0.0 a 7.4 ± 0.0 a 7.4 ± 0.0 a 7.4 ± 0.0 a

Alkalinity (% CaCO3) 10.00 ± 0.29 a 10.57 ± 0.49 a 9.53 ± 0.33 a 10.83 ± 0.24 a
EC (dS·m−1) 0.233 ± 0.005 c 0.247 ± 0.006 bc 0.447 ± 0.002 a 0.340 ± 0.025 b

CEC (cmol(+)·kg−1) 6.49 ± 0.36 b 8.62 ± 0.27 a 9.69 ± 0.18 a 9.60 ± 0.23 a
TOC (g·kg−1) 12.26 ± 0.94 b 13.38 ± 1.27 b 23.41 ± 1.28 a 23.54 ± 0.69 a
Ntot (g·kg−1) 0.23 ± 0.01 d 0.52 ± 0.01 c 1.60 ± 0.05 b 2.06 ± 0.01 a

Ptot (mg·kg−1) 129.33 ± 4.52 c 215.00 ± 3.24 b 301.00 ± 2.94 a 324.00 ± 5.93 a
Pav (mg·kg−1) <12 b <12 b 16.90 ± 1.49 a 18.63 ± 1.01 a

Particle size distribution *:
ø < 2 μm (%) (clay) 8.90 ± 0.36 b 6.27 ± 0.18 c 13.50 ± 0.18 a 9.63 ± 0.96 b

2 < ø < 20 μm (%) (silt) 53.80 ± 1.61 a 52.70 ± 1.19 a 53.17 ± 1.72 a 54.63 ± 1.70 a
20 < ø < 50 μm (%) (very fine sand) 2.63 ± 0.91 a 1.93 ± 0.05 a 1.90 ± 0.16 a 1.60 ± 0.29 a

50 < ø < 200 μm (%) (fine sand) 8.93 ± 0.55 ab 9.50 ± 0.35 a 7.90 ± 1.38 ab 6.73 ± 0.33 b
200 μm < ø < 2 mm (%) (coarse sand) 6.83 ± 0.49 a 7.20 ± 0.41 a 8.67 ± 0.23 a 9.10 ± 0.79 a

ø > 2 mm (%) (gravel) 27.80 ± 0.89 a 28.67 ± 0.55 a 28.33 ± 0.58 a 28.00 ± 0.36 a

EC = electrical conductivity (dS·m−1); CEC = cation exchange capacity (cmol(+)·kg−1); TOC = total organic
carbon (g·kg−1); Ntot = total nitrogen content (g·kg−1); Ptot = total phosphorus content (mg·kg−1); Pav = available
phosphorous content (mg·kg−1). * The classes of this particle size distribution were defined by the International
Society of Soil Science (ISSS) system [69].

Electrical conductivity (EC) was increased (2-fold) in the Co treatment (0.447 dS·m−1)
compared with the Ctrl growth medium (0.233 dS·m−1). Cation exchange capacity (CEC)
was increased in all three treatments with biochar and/or compost addition (B, Co, and
BCo) compared to Ctrl (6.49 cmol(+)·kg−1). In detail, CEC was increased by 33%, 49%, and
48% in the B, Co, and BCo treatments compared to the Ctrl medium (Table 1). The contents
of total organic carbon (TOC), total nitrogen (Ntot), and total (Ptot) and available phosphorus
(Pav) varied significantly and differently among the four treatments. However, the values of
these nutrients were all higher in the Co and BCo treatments. Specifically, TOC was 2-fold
higher in both the Co and BCo substrates compared to both other two growing media (Ctrl
and B). With regard to Ntot, it was increased 2-fold in the B substrate (0.52 g·kg−1), 3-fold
in the Co medium (1.60 g·kg−1), and 9-fold in the BCo mix (2.06 g·kg−1) with respect to
the control (0.23 g·kg−1). Ptot was also raised by 66% in the B treatment (215 mg·kg−1)
and was increased 2-fold in the Co (301 mg·kg−1) and BCo treatments (324 mg·kg−1)
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compared with the control (129.33 mg·kg−1). The highest values of Pav were measured in
the two Co (16.90 mg·kg−1) and BCo treatments (18.63 mg·kg−1) compared to the control
growth medium and the B treatment in which there was an amount of phosphorus less
than 12 mg·kg−1. Particle size analysis showed that there were differences among the
treatments only for the clay and fine sand fractions (Table 1). Soil with the compost (Co
substrate) had the highest clay content (13.5%), and in detail, the clay fraction was 52%
higher than the control (8.9%). In contrast, the biochar decreased the clay component of
the B substrate (6.27%) by 30% compared to the Ctrl. Regarding the fine sand content,
the analyses showed only a difference between the sand fraction found in the B treatment
(9.5%) and that measured in the BCo mix (6.73%).

3.2. Plant Characteristics
3.2.1. Morphological Traits

After one month of poplar plant growth (T1), the combined addition of the biochar
and compost to the growth substrate (BCo) appeared to negatively influence the increase in
stem height of Populus euramericana seedlings (Figure 2). In the control growing medium
(Ctrl), the stem height increased (50%) with respect to the BCo substrate in which the
percentage of stem height increased only 27% (Figure 2). At time T2, despite the plant
grown on the B, Co, and BCo treatments increasing in stem height of 31%, 7%, and 17%,
respectively, the highest increase for this parameter was observed in the Ctrl plants (67%)
(Figure 2). From October to March (T3 to T8), as the winter dormancy period advanced,
no changes in stem height measurements were recorded in the four different growing
media. At times T9 (April) and T10 (May), the development and growth phase restart of
P. euramericana plants resulted in a significantly higher increases in stem height in both
treatments with the compost (Co) and biochar (B) added alone compared to the Ctrl and
BCo substrates. Indeed, at time T9, the percentage increase in stem height was 9% in the
Co substrate and 5% in the B treatment, while it was 1% in Ctrl and 2% in the BCo mix
(Figure 2). At time T10, the increases in stem height were 7% in Co and 6% in B, while stem
height increased by 5% and 2% in the Ctrl and BCo substrates, respectively (Figure 2). At
time T11, the addition of Co to the soil resulted in the highest percentage of stem growth
(59%) compared to the Ctrl (12%), B (14%) and the BCo mix (21%) (Figure 2).

The leaf number changed in poplar seedlings throughout the experiment, and for the
four different treatments, it showed highly variable and different trends in each month
(Figure 3). The greatest changes between the different treatments of the experiment were
observed at T9 and T10. At time T9, the highest increase in leaf number was measured
in plants grown on B substrate (559%), followed by 261% and 309% percentage increases
observed in the Ctrl and Co growth media, respectively; in the BCo mix, conversely, a
strong decrease in leaf number was reported (−92%) (Figure 3). At time T10, the situation
changed: the combined addition of biochar and compost (BCo) resulted in the highest
percentage of leaf number increase (611%) compared to the Ctrl, B, and Co substrates, in
which the percentages were 43%, 23%, and 8%, respectively.
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Figure 2. Variation (Δ) in stem height (%) determined monthly during the 12 months of P. euramericana
growth on four different substrates (Ctrl, B, Co, and BCo). Different letters indicate significant
differences among the treatments for each sampling time (p < 0.05) (n = 10 ± SE). Ctrl: control mix of
soil and sand; B: mix of soil and sand + biochar; Co: mix of soil and sand + compost; BCo: mix of soil
and sand + biochar + compost. T0 to T12: Sampling times (months).

Figure 3. Variation (Δ) in leaf number (%) determined monthly during the 12 months of P. euramericana
growth on four different substrates (Ctrl, B, Co, and BCo). Different letters indicate significant
differences among the treatments for each sampling time (p < 0.05) (n = 10 ± SE). Ctrl: control mix of
soil and sand; B: mix of soil and sand + biochar; Co: mix of soil and sand + compost; BCo: mix of soil
and sand + biochar + compost. T0 to T12: Sampling times (months).
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The main leaf parameters (leaf area, perimeter, length, and width) reported significant
differences (Figure 4) in the month immediately preceding the winter dormancy phase
(December—T5) and in the two months immediately following dormancy and in which
there was active vegetative growth of P. euramericana plants (April—T9 and May—T10).
In detail, at time T5, all four leaf parameters were lower in B, C, and BCo than in the Ctrl.
After the dormancy phase (times T9 and T10), leaf parameters were unchanged in B and
Co, whereas they were lower in BCo compared to the Ctrl (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Leaf area (a), perimeter (b), length (c), and width (d) determined monthly during the
12 months of P. euramericana growth on four different substrates (Ctrl, B, Co, and BCo). Different letters
indicate significant differences among the treatments for each sampling time (p < 0.05) (n = 10 ± SE).
Ctrl: control mix of soil and sand; B: mix of soil and sand + biochar; Co: mix of soil and sand + compost;
BCo: mix of soil and sand + biochar + compost. T0 to T12: Sampling times (months).

Indeed, more specifically, at time T5, the leaf area in the Ctrl was 98 cm2, while it was
almost twice as small in the B (68 cm2), Co (64 cm2), and BCo substrate (62 cm2) (Figure 4a).
At time T9, as also shown in Figure 3, poplar plants grown in the BCo treatment were
without leaves, and therefore, leaf area was assigned a value of zero (Figure 4a). Conversely,
in the B and Co substrates, they were 15 cm2 and 16 cm2, respectively, and thus 3 times
higher than that measured for the leaves of the Ctrl plants (6 cm2) (Figure 4a). At time
T10, plants grown in the Ctrl, B, and Co growing media had the highest value of leaf area
(30 cm2), which was 7 times bigger than the leaf area of plants grown in the BCo mix (6 cm2)
(Figure 4a).
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Regarding the leaf perimeter (Figure 4b), at time T5, the lowest values were found
in the B, Co, and BCo treatments (approximately 34 cm compared to the 44 cm measured
in the Ctrl plants). At time T9, it was one and a half times bigger in the B (17 cm) and Co
(18 cm) treatments with respect to the Ctrl (11 cm), whereas, as mentioned above, plants
grown in the BCo mix had no leaves. At time T10, plants grown on the Ctrl, B, and Co
substrate had leaf perimeter values of 21 cm, 23 cm, and 24 cm, respectively, which were
twice as high as that of plants grown on the BCo mix (11 cm).

The leaf length value was also lower at time T5 for B (10 cm), Co (10 cm), and BCo
(9 cm) plants compared to the Ctrl poplar seedlings (12 cm) (Figure 4c). At time T9, it
was two-fold higher in B and Co (6 cm in both treatments) compared to the Ctrl and BCo
(Figure 4c), whereas at time T10, it was twice as low only in plants grown on the BCo mix
(4 cm).

The leaf width (Figure 4d), at time T5, was slightly lower in the B (10 cm), Co (9 cm),
and BCo (9 cm) plants than in the Ctrl (12 cm), whereas at time T9, it was approximately
twice as large in the B (4 cm) and Co (5 cm) plants compared to the Ctrl plants (Figure 4d).
This parameter resulted in the lowest BCo at time T9 and T10 (Figure 4d).

The addition of biochar and compost alone (B and Co treatments) had no effect on
the leaf dry weight (Figure 5a). In contrast, the BCo mix decreased the leaf dry weight
of P. euramericana plants by 40% (9.2 g) compared to the Ctrl growth medium (15.2 g)
(Figure 5a). The three treatments—B, Co, and BCo substrates—decreased the stem dry
weight by 13%, 12%, and 10%, respectively, with respect to the dry weight measured in
the Ctrl (87.8 g) (Figure 5a). However, for the root dry weight, the combination of the
two amendments (BCo) resulted in a decrease in dry weight of 47% (11.3 g) compared
to the Ctrl (21.5 g) and 45% with respect to the Co treatment (20.4 g) (Figure 5a). The
highest stem/root ratio (S/R ratio) was found for plants grown in the BCo mix; these
plants had a S/R ratio of 7.42 that was almost two times higher than that found in the
Ctrl (4.12) (Figure 5b). For plants grown in the B and Co substrates, the S/R ratio was not
significantly different from the Ctrl, although it showed an increased trend in the case of B
(5.86) (Figure 5b).

Figure 5. (a) Dry weight (g) of the different organs (black box, leaves; white box, stems; gray box,
roots) of P. euramericana grown on four different substrates (Ctrl, B, Co, and BCo). Different letters
indicate a significant difference among substrates (p < 0.05) (n = 3 ± SE): letters a, b for leaves; letters
y, z for stems; letters α, β for roots. (b) Stem/root ratio calculated as dry weight for stems/dry weight
for roots. Different letters indicate a significant difference among substrates (p < 0.05) (n = 3 ± SE). Ctrl:
control mix of soil and sand; B: mix of soil and sand + biochar; Co: mix of soil and sand + compost;
BCo: mix of soil and sand + biochar + compost.
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The addition of compost to the soil (Co treatment) resulted in the highest increase in
the length of both very fine and fine roots (Figure 6). More specifically, the Co treatment
led to a 33% and 16% increase in very fine root length (12,160 cm) and fine root length
(2932 cm) compared to the control growing medium (9115 cm and 2517 cm, respectively;
Figure 6). On the other hand, there was a 34% decrease in the BCo plants with respect to
the Ctrl substrate (9115 cm) in the case of a very fine root length (Figure 6). Moreover, the
two biochar treatments (B and BCo substrates) resulted in a decrease in fine root length of
27% (1837 cm) and 34% (1660 cm) with respect to the Ctrl (2517 cm), respectively (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Length (cm) of very fine roots (0 < d < 0.5 mm) and fine roots (0.5 < d < 2 mm) (white
box, very fine roots; gray box, fine roots) determined after 12 months of P. euramericana growth on
four different substrates (Ctrl, B, Co, and BCo). Different letters indicate a significant difference
among substrates (p < 0.05) (n = 3 ± SE). Letters a, b, c regard very fine roots; letters x, y, z regard
fine roots. Ctrl: control mix of soil and sand; B: mix of soil and sand + biochar; Co: mix of soil and
sand + compost; BCo: mix of soil and sand + biochar + compost.

3.2.2. Phenology

The evaluation of P. euramericana plant phenological stages (Figure 7) showed that,
during winter dormancy, at time T6 (January), all seedlings (100%) in all substrates (Ctrl, B,
Co, and BCo) had buds with a morphological score of 0. Successively, at time T7 (February),
only seedlings grown in the Ctrl growing medium had buds with a morphological score of
0 (100%). The biochar use (B growth medium) resulted in 20% of the poplar plants having
buds with a morphological score of 1. In the two treatments with the compost addition (Co
and BCo), the seedlings had buds not only in stage 1 but also in stage 2. In detail, 30% and
10% of plants grown in the Co treatment had buds in stages 1 and 2, respectively. In the BCo
mix, 20% and 10% of P. euramericana seedlings had buds that were given morphological
scores of 1 and 2, respectively.

At time T8 (release from dormancy condition), almost all plants in the control substrate
showed buds at stage 1 with only 10% of P. euramericana plants at stage 2. Whereas both
treatments with the addition of either biochar alone (B substrate) or compost alone (Co
substrate) resulted in 20% of plants having stage 1 and those of the remaining 80% having
a morphological score of 2. Instead, the combined biochar and compost addition to the soil
(BCo mix) resulted in the poplar plants still having stage 0 buds, at time T8. In detail, 20%
of the seedlings had buds with the minimum score (0), 70% of P. euramericana plants had
buds at stage 1, and the remaining 10% showed buds with a morphological score of 2.
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Figure 7. Evaluation of phenological stages of P. euramericana grown on four different substrates (Ctrl,
B, Co, and BCo) by bud development analysis at different time points: winter dormancy condition
(T6, January and T7, February), release from dormancy (T8, March), and active vegetative phase
(T9, April). For each time point, the percentage of plants characterized by a specific stage of bud
development is reported. Bud development was quantified using six levels of morphology score
(0–6); minimal score (0) was given to the winter bud, and maximum score (6) to buds with a growing
stem. Ctrl: control mix of soil and sand; B: mix of soil and sand + biochar; Co: mix of soil and
sand + compost; BCo: mix of soil and sand + biochar + compost.

During the active vegetative phase (time T9, April), bud development differed among
the four distinct treatments. Indeed, in the control growing medium (Ctrl), 60% of the plants
had buds at stage 3, and 30% and 10% of the poplar seedlings had buds with morphological
scores of 4 and 5, respectively. At time T9, the addition of the biochar alone (B substrate)
or compost alone (Co substrate) to the growing substrate resulted in buds characterized
by development stages to which scores of 4, 5, and 6 were assigned. In detail, 20% of
P. euramericana grown in the B substrate had buds with a score of 4, 10% showed buds
with a score of 5, and the majority of plants (70%) had buds that were given the maximum
score (6). For the Co treatment, 10% of the seedlings were characterized by buds in stage 4,
30% of poplar plants had buds in stage 5, and 60% showed stage 6 buds. Plants grown in
the BCo mix had buds with morphological scores ranging from 1 to 5. Specifically, 20% of
the plants contained buds with a score of 1, 40% were characterized by buds in stage 2, 20%
showed buds with a morphological score of 3, and the remaining plants were half (10%)
characterized by buds in stage 4 and half (10%) by buds in stage 5.
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3.2.3. Lignin and Chlorophyll Content

The two treatments with the biochar, both added alone (B substrate) and in combi-
nation with the compost (BCo substrate), showed the highest lignin content values in the
P. euramericana roots (Figure 8). In the B treatment, the lignin content was 100%, while in
the BCo mix, it was 87%. Thus, in the two biochar treatments, the lignin content was higher
than the value found for plants grown in the Ctrl growing medium (70%) and 2 times
higher with respect to the content measured for plants developed in the Co substrate (41%).

Figure 8. Lignin content (%) determined after 12 months of P. euramericana growth on four different
substrates (Ctrl, B, Co, and BCo). Lignin content is expressed as a percentage of the value measured
in the roots of plants grown in the B substrate (considered 100%). Different letters indicate significant
difference (p < 0.05) (n = 3 ± SE). Ctrl: control mix of soil and sand; B: mix of soil and sand + biochar;
Co: mix of soil and sand + compost; BCo: mix of soil and sand + biochar + compost.

Regarding the chlorophyll content, Table 2 shows that the values of the total chloro-
phyll content (Chl), chlorophyll a content (Chl a), and chlorophyll b content (Chl b) were
higher in the B and BCo substrates than in the Ctrl and Co substrates. In detail, the total
chlorophyll content in both B (11.51 mg·cm−2) and BCo (11.58 mg·cm−2) was 46% higher
than that measured for plants grown in the Ctrl growing medium (7.91 mg·cm−2) and
two times higher than the total content measured in the Co treatment (5.47 mg·cm−2). The
same trend, as mentioned above, was also observed for Chl a and Chl b content; however,
there were no significant differences between the four different treatments in the ratio of
Chl a to Chl b content.

Table 2. Chlorophyll content (mg·cm−2) of P. euramericana grown on four different substrates (Ctrl, B,
Co, and BCo). Different letters indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) (n = 10 ± SE).

Ctrl * B Co BCo

Chl 7.91 ± 0.13 b 11.51 ± 1.99 a 5.47 ± 0.40 b 11.58 ± 1.70 a
Chl a 6.17 ± 0.40 b 9.02 ± 0.94 a 4.37 ± 0.37 b 9.04 ± 1.15 a
Chl b 1.74 ± 0.27 b 2.48 ± 0.34 a 1.10 ± 0.03 b 2.54 ± 0.55 a

Chl a/Chl b 3.61 ± 0.79 a 3.63 ± 1.99 a 3.93 ± 0.22 a 3.60 ± 0.33 a
* Ctrl: control mix of soil and sand; B: mix of soil and sand + biochar; Co: mix of soil and sand + compost; BCo:
mix of soil and sand + biochar + compost.

4. Discussion

In forest restoration processes, soil amendments (e.g., biochar and compost) may
help to ensure and enhance the performance of nursery-produced seedling transplants,
increasing plant survival rates and growth [16]. This soil conditioner ability is not only
associated with amendment characteristics (e.g., application rate and feedstock), but it is
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also strictly related and influenced by soil physicochemical properties and the choice of
plant species [20].

Several studies have established that pyrolysis temperature and type (fast or slow),
together with feedstock choice, influence final biochar physicochemical characteristics and
consequently its properties as a soil conditioner [70–73]. Pyrolysis temperature affects
biochar longevity, with pyrolysis temperatures higher than 500 ◦C generally leading to
longer-term half-lives [70]. Greater pyrolysis temperatures also led to biochar containing
greater carbon concentrations and a specific surface area [71]. However, it appears that feed-
stock selection has the largest influence on biochar properties [72]. Wood-based biochars
have the greatest specific surface area, while crop- and other grass-based biochars appear
to have cation exchange capacities greater than other biochars, which could potentially
lead to longer-term changes in soil nutrient retention [73].

The selection and combination of feedstock material is also important for the quality
of compost, which is produced primarily from animal and agricultural waste. In general,
animal wastes, such as cow dung, poultry litter, pig manure, and chicken manure, contain
low levels of carbon but high levels of N [74]. Most agricultural wastes, such as crop
residues, sawdust, and rice straw, contain large amounts of carbon but low amounts of
nitrogen and cause a slower decomposition process [75]. It is important to combine the
right materials to achieve compost characterized by correct proportions of C and N. The
ideal C/N ratio for compost should be kept at 25–50 because if it is lower, ammonia is
emitted, and biological activity can be hindered. On the other hand, at higher ratios, N can
be a limiting nutrient, and the composting process will be slow, and too much nitrogen will
cause the material to become acidic and smelly [76].

Thus, more experiments are needed to accurately test the effect (negative, positive,
synergistic/antagonistic) of soil amendments on selected forestry seedlings, such as poplar
plants. In our study, the potential use of biochar and compost, both alone and in combina-
tion, on nursery-produced seedlings was evaluated, taking into account changes in growing
substrate properties and Populus euramericana morphophysiological traits and phenology.

The biochar used was a commercial charcoal obtained from orchard pruning biomass
through a slow pyrolysis process at a temperature of 500 ◦C. This biochar was characterized
by an alkaline pH and a high C/N ratio (125.5). The compost used was prepared from olive
waste and had a pH close to neutrality (7.5) and an appropriate C/N ratio (28.1).

The study showed that the compost amendment alone produced some benefits in
P. euramericana growth performance compared to the biochar that, both alone and in
combination with the compost, seemed to have neutral or antagonistic effects on plant
morphological and physiological traits, although with some differences during the diverse
plant growth phases.

In detail, during the first months of plant growth (T0–T5), the biochar or compost
addition alone had a negligible or negative effect on P. euramericana growth and devel-
opment. Conversely, after the winter dormancy phase (T9–T12), the situation was quite
different, and their addition led to an increase in plant height and in leaf number reaching
the maximum in the compost alone amended substrate. The study by Jarvis et al. [77] also
showed that the addition of compost soil conditioner significantly increased the height
growth of alder, birch, and aspen species. Similar to the results of the present study, Heiska-
nen et al. [78] found that compost increased the growth of pine, willow, red clover, red
fescue, and maiden pink seedlings. This positive effect was also confirmed by phenological
analysis, which showed that the two amendments alone accelerated poplar growth and
development compared to the control, leading to 60% more seedlings having buds with
fully formed leaves after dormancy breaking. Nevertheless, the compost and biochar
mixture induced slowing in bud development and overall plant growth.

The time effect could have been due to the fact that P. euramericana plants were potted
as cuttings, and it was possible that nutrients in initial cuttings were translocated to
offset nutrient demand. Successively, the ability of these two amendments to ameliorate
substrate characteristics could have increased the available nutrient amounts for plants
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and, consequently, accelerated plant growth and development [77,78]. Indeed, despite the
addition of biochar or compost alone having no effect on soil pH [20,79], they increased
soil electrical conductivity and cation exchange capacity; moreover, both amendments
ameliorated substrate chemical characteristics by increasing nutrient concentrations (TOC
and Ntot, and Ptot and Pav), probably due to their content of organic matter and inorganic
ions (e.g., N and P) [80]. Furthermore, the biochar amendment could have facilitated
the biochemical cycling of nitrogen and phosphorus [27], and the compost could have
improved soil aeration and water availability [78].

If growth responses to the biochar and compost alone addition were mainly due to
nutrient provision, their combined use negatively affected the growth of all plant above-
ground parts, despite enhanced soil nutrient availability. Seehausen et al. [81] also found
that the combined addition of biochar and compost in nutrient-limited media had neutral
or antagonistic interactive effects on several plant growth traits and physiological per-
formance. More specifically, the authors found mostly neutral effects on Salix purpurea
plants and antagonistic effects on maximum leaf area, aboveground, and belowground
biomass, reproductive allocation, maximum plant height, chlorophyll fluorescence, and
stomatal conductance of Abutilon theophrasti plants. This could be related to a saturation
of plant nutrient demands resulting in a non-additive positive effect [82] and might have
brought to a decline in poplar growth [83]. The biochar and compost combination might
also have resulted in an oversupply of toxic elements (e.g., Al, As, Pb) and micronutrients
(e.g., B, Mn) [81]. Alternatively, the poplar growth decline may also be due to the fact
that biochar can immobilize/retain nutrients [23] thus reacting with them and acting as a
competitor instead of providing nutrients to plants. For example, biochar could facilitate
phosphate precipitation/absorption reactions and lead to reduced P and N availability to
plants [84,85], as observed in the results reported above. Indeed, biochar has a high cation
exchange capacity, which may significantly increase nutrient retention because of a high
surface charge [78].

In the present study, the soil–sand mix used as the growing plant substrate was
already moderately subalkaline, and an improvement in pH after biochar application was
not expected, as also reported in other studies [86,87]. It is well documented that biochar
application impacts soil pH, which, together with cation exchange capacity, influences
nutrient interactions in soil. Given that, in the present study, biochar application did
not affect substrate pH, immobilization, and retainment of nutrients were likely to be
attributed to the increases in cation exchange capacity. Similarly, Liu et al. [88] documented
that adsorption of NH4

+-N may be due to the high cation exchange capacity of biochar,
and adsorption of ammonium by biochar has also been well documented by Spokas
et al. [89]. Nguyen et al. [90] demonstrated, in a meta-analysis, that biochar addition
reduced soil inorganic nitrogen by about 11% (NH4

+) and 10% (NO3
−) per 56 works

published between 2010 and 2015. The soil availability of other important micronutrients
can be affected by biochar amendments. Sadowska et al. [91] reported that significantly
more soluble Ca, K, and SO4

2− were found in the soil amended with biochar (pH 7.03)
as compared with the control. Similarly, Bista et al. [92] and Marks et al. [93] found that
biochar increased soil concentrations of K+ and SO4

2−, which was attributed to a direct
additive effect. Nevertheless, again, the availability of nutrients and micronutrients is
influenced by biochar and soil properties.

As mentioned, many of the changes in nutrient cycling are related to specific biochar
characteristics (e.g., feedstock, pyrolysis temperature), as well as to how it ages within
soil [10]. For instance, biochar has an inhibitory effect on soil aging, and the intermittent
addition of fresh biochar biomass may be necessary for optimal nutrient cycling in soil [23].
Furthermore, biochar produced from plant feedstocks generally decomposes faster than
biochar produced from wood or grasses [94]. Therefore, the fact that our biochar was
produced from orchid pruning biomass could explain its relatively fast decomposition
rate, which may have led to the lack of positive and long-lasting effects on plant growth.
Indeed, as reported in Trupiano et al. [53] about physicochemical characteristics of the soil
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amendments used in the present study, the C/N ratio for the biochar was high (125.5), and
this may confirm a biochar fast decomposition rate. In addition, soil clay particles have
been found to play an important role in biochar stabilization [95]. Thus, the relatively low
clay content in the growing substrates may have provided low protection against biochar
biophysical degradation.

Another result to point out was that the ability of the biochar and/or compost amend-
ment to induce growth acceleration was not reflected in biomass accumulation. In detail,
we found a reduction in the stem biomass of P. euramericana grown on all the amended
substrates (B, Co, and BCo) and in the leaf and root biomass of plant grown on the biochar
and compost mix. Moreover, we also found a higher S/R ratio in plants grown on the
substrate amended with both biochar and compost. The mixture also negatively affected
the very fine and fine root length, contrary to the compost addition alone, which showed a
great positive impact on this parameter. The results were presumably due to the biochar,
which remained ineffective in other experiments [96]. Mertens et al. [96] showed that root
length density, fine root dry weight, shoot dry weight, and shoot-root ratio of three-year-old
Spondias tuberosa seedlings grown on soil amended with biochar did not report significant
differences compared to control soil.

Shoot/root biomass partitioning is an important mechanism by which plants cope with
the limitations imposed by growth-constraining resources in the environment [97]. Song
et al. [98] indicated that nutrient deficiency (nitrogen and potassium) promoted root growth
and increased N and K allocation in storage organs, especially promoting the growth of
fine roots. In addition, improving fertilizer under sufficient nutrient conditions did not
promote nutrient accumulation in the storage organs, and most of the nutrients were lost
with defoliation [98]. In our case, the high value of S/R ratio for poplar plants grown
in the biochar-compost mixture confirmed the findings reported above. As previously
explained, the combined use of the two amendments might have led to an accumulation of
micronutrients, which, in accordance with the study of Song et al. [98], did not promote root
growth that could be potentially related also to a high vulnerability to water deficiency [99].

Furthermore, taking into account the fact that plant investment in fine root production
is related to efficiently spending resources on water and nutrient uptake [100], the raised
concentrations of all nutrient contents in the biochar and compost mix (BCo) should
be the cause of very fine and fine root length decreasing [101]. Fine roots are a highly
dynamic part of tree biomass that not only have a large influence on forest water and
nutrient cycles, but also represent a major source of soil organic carbon [21,64]. The
morphological plasticity of roots has been reported in previous studies, especially for fine
root fractions [102,103]. In light of this knowledge, we may assert that poplar plants, when
growing in substrates amended by the biochar or compost alone, optimized the investment
of carbon to dynamically and plastically change root morphology and ensured water and
nutrient uptake, without affecting root biomass accumulation [104]. In particular, the
compost addition alone enhanced the very fine and fine root length, presumably, for the
low soil moisture content, high nutrient levels, and good soil aeration [77,79]; whereas,
the compost and biochar combination seemed to confirm an antagonistic effect also on
root system development, inducing a decrease in both root biomass and very fine and fine
root length.

Plant growth and biomass accumulation are tightly coordinated with photosynthesis
to meet the plant demand for the energy required during development [46,47]. Biomass
change is the mass balance between production and loss. However, in this counting, it is
important to take into account that biomass can be allocated to growth, defense, partitioning,
or storage [105], which participate differently in sensu stricto or sensu lato plant growth.
Indeed, plant growth in sensu stricto refers to the irreversible increase in total biomass stored
as compounds that form the structure of plants (cellulose and lignin in the cell walls, lipids
in the membranes, and proteins within the cell). Growth in sensu lato refers to irreversible
increase in cell, organ, or plant volume, together with a reversible increase of storage
proteins and lipids, secondary metabolites, or nonstructural carbohydrates (e.g., sugars,
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starch). Storage compounds can be reversible depleted (negative biomass change) for the
production, accumulation, and release of secondary metabolites as a buffer against any
disturbance-based fluctuation in carbohydrate assimilation, particularly important for plant
defense. Thus, structural growth and storage are potentially competing for carbon resources
to ensure the growth–defense tradeoff [106] and must therefore be highly regulated.

On the basis of these findings, the accelerated growth rate induced by the biochar
could be related to changes in the priority of soluble carbohydrate distribution to grow-
ing organs [94] that should be guaranteed by active photosynthetic activity (high leaf
chlorophyll content) in plants grown on biochar amended substrates (biochar alone and in
combination with the compost).

Several studies showed that exogenous application of biochar increased the chloro-
phyll content due to the enhanced availability of nutrients and water [107,108] and, contrary
to that revealed here, is generally strictly related to a higher plant biomass accumulation.
Other studies demonstrated that the addition of biochar could misbalance the photosyn-
thetic machinery and impair the mechanisms recognizing pathogen-derived molecules
inducing plant defense machinery dysfunction [109,110]. Thus, we can hypothesize, in
the case of poplar plants, a diversion of resources away from energy reserves and toward
defense to optimize plant fitness [111].

In particular, considering that in poplar grown on the biochar amended substrates
(biochar alone and in combination with compost), the root lignin content increased in
accordance with the high leaf chlorophyll content, the carbon flux could be extended
in root toward the phenylpropanoid pathway, and possibly includes the biosynthesis
of lignin [112,113]. It has recently been reported that biochar induces the up-regulation
of several enzymes involved in lignin synthesis that should be indispensable for plant
growth-defense tradeoff, acting as an important physical barrier that protects against
pathogen invasion and preventing toxic compounds ingress [114–116]. However, to date,
crosstalk among lignin content and plant growth–defense tradeoff is complex and remains
unpredictable due to the limited understanding of the underlying mechanisms [117].

In conclusion, our study showed that biochar and/or compost applications improved
growing medium physicochemical characteristics by increasing electrical conductivity,
cation exchange capacity, and nutrient concentrations. These ameliorations led to ac-
celerated P. euramericana growth and development—as revealed by poplar phenology
evaluation—when the biochar and compost were used alone, whereas the biochar-compost
combination induced a slowing in plant bud development. However, the amendment addi-
tions to the growing substrate had negligible or negative effects on poplar morphological
traits, except for the compost added alone, which increased plant height and very fine and
fine root length. The biochar–compost combination was found to have negative effects on
plant growth that could have been due to an accumulation of nutrients and/or micronutri-
ents that, at high concentrations, could become toxic and reduce plant development.

Overall, our results showed that the compost addition alone promoted P. euramericana
growth without affecting the structural features and, thus, plant biomass accumulation.
However, the compost was able to enhance very fine and fine root lengths, guaranteeing
water and nutrient uptake. Conversely, the biochar, both alone and in combination with the
compost, produced a negative/summative effect that was reflected in a carbon metabolism
shift (from primary to secondary) toward lignin biosynthesis for optimizing the growth-
defense tradeoff.

Consequently, the compost amendment alone should be the best solution for the
nursery-produced poplar seedlings, being able to improve both substrate properties and
root system characteristics, which are key aspects in a forest restoration program. These
characteristics may make seedlings better able to cope with the period after transplanting,
overcoming periods of aridity exacerbated by current climate change, and enhancing plant
stability in steep soils.

Future work is anticipated on investigations for the use of biochar and compost in
the long term, focusing on all rhizosphere components and functional interaction. Given
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the importance of nutrient concentration and availability in soil for plant growth, it is
critical that future studies provide more comprehensive details on the surface properties of
biochar in the soil environment, comparing biochar-nutrient interaction against biochar-
compost. Moreover, collectively, our findings suggest that the responses of soil and plants to
biochar are strongly influenced by amendment physicochemical characteristics. Therefore,
determining the practical effectiveness of biochar in the long term requires additional
studies on the type and rate of biochar application, in addition to optimization of feedstock
properties and pyrolysis conditions suitable for better biochar usage. Including short-
term and long-term evaluation of biochar must complement each other to unravel the
possible effect of age on biochar, clarifying the effects of aged versus fresh biochar. It
may also be important to evaluate biochar and compost both developed from the same
feedstock as a part of future line of research. Additionally, a better understanding of the
factors determining very fine and fine root lifespan, turnover, and decomposition will be
crucial for a mechanistic insight into tree responses to diverse amendments and changing
environments and for the quantification of forest carbon turnover. This information will
be useful to scientists/managers involved in smart selection and innovation in properly
applying soil amendments in effective forest restoration strategies.
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Abstract: Three-dimensional (3D) root system architecture (RSA) is a predominant factor in anchorage
failure in trees. Only a few studies have used 3D laser scanners to evaluate RSA, but they do not
check the accuracy of measurements. 3D laser scanners can quickly obtain RSA data, but the data
are collected as a point cloud with a large number of points representing surfaces. The point cloud
data must be converted into a set of interconnected axes and segments to compute the root system
traits. The purposes of this study were: (i) to propose a new method for easily obtaining root point
data as 3D coordinates and root diameters from point cloud data acquired by 3D laser scanner
measurement; and (ii) to compare the accuracy of the data from main roots with intensive manual
measurement. We scanned the excavated root systems of two Pinus thunbergii Parl. trees using a 3D
laser scanner and neuTube software, which was developed for reconstructing the neuronal structure,
to convert the point cloud data into root point data for reconstructing RSA. The reconstruction and
traits of the RSA calculated from point cloud data were similar in accuracy to intensive manual
measurements. Roots larger than 7 mm in diameter were accurately measured by the 3D laser scanner
measurement. In the proposed method, the root point data were connected as a frustum of cones, so
the reconstructed RSAs were simpler than the 3D root surfaces. However, the frustum of cones still
showed the main coarse root segments correctly. We concluded that the proposed method could be
applied to reconstruct the RSA and calculate traits using point cloud data of the root system, on the
condition that it was possible to model both the stump and ovality of root sections.

Keywords: anchorage; coarse root; measurement method; Pinus thunbergii; root cross-sectional area;
root system architecture

1. Introduction

Root systems anchor trees, capture and store resources, and sense the environment [1].
They contribute to the resistance to uprooting and prevent soil erosion, thus supporting
slope stability [2,3].

Three-dimensional (3D) root system architecture (RSA) is a predominant factor in
anchorage failure [4–8]. Root system traits that can be obtained from RSA include: the
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total root cross-sectional area (CSA) in a cross-section parallel to the slope [9], the pull-
out resistance of roots as calculated from root diameter [10], and root volume in the root
compartments such as tap root or horizontal roots [11]. Danjon et al. [7] reviewed the
relationships between the RSA and anchorage and indicated the importance of compart-
ment classification of RSA with different root system types by architectural analysis. Root
systems must be excavated for such investigations, and given their size; it is necessary to
obtain data efficiently.

The RSA of forest trees [12] is often calculated from 3D point data with root connections
determined from xyz coordinates (ground surface position and depth) and diameter. Danjon
and Reubens [12] reviewed and categorized methods for acquiring 3D root point data
into manual, semi-automatic, and automatic methods. The manual measurement was the
simplest but was labor and time-intensive [12,13]. Henderson et al. [14] determined the x
and y coordinates by moving a T-square on an aluminum frame and the z coordinate by
lowering a plumb bob and obtained data on the RSA of Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. with a
stem diameter at a breast height (DBH) of 9.0–11.5 cm. Mulatya et al. [15] obtained data on
RSA by creating a level grid around Melia volkensii Gürke to measure coordinates where the
branching and angles of the root system changed. Semi-automatic methods included the
measurement of 3D root point data using a digital compass and an inclinometer [16] or a
contact digitizer, and AMAPmod software with MTG coding [17–19]. Saint Cast et al. [20]
used semi-automatic methods to obtain RSA data of Pinus pinaster Ait. from the seed to
the mature stage and modeled the 3D structure of the entire root system. The method
of using a 3D digitizer and yielding MTG format files was used extensively because it
provided a precise 3D database of root architecture as a set of axes and segments [12],
allowing the computation of many root traits. In addition, classifying segments in several
root compartments, such as the zone of rapid taper (ZRT), has become the mainstream of
RSA data analysis in recent years [12].

On the other hand, automatic methods that can obtain data on RSA rapidly collect
data as a point cloud that consists of a very large number of points representing the root
surfaces. Lontoc-Roy et al. [21] used computed tomography to obtain point cloud data
of the root systems of tree seedlings, but this method cannot be used on large trees in
the field. Additionally, the method did not convert point cloud data to root axes and
segments. An automatic method that can be applied to large trees uses three-dimensional
(3D) laser scanners. Although 3D laser scanners are expensive, they can collect point
cloud data from 3D surfaces with high accuracy without contact, and thus, are used for
measuring the aboveground parts of trees [22–26]. Lau et al. [27] reported the accuracy
of the traits of branches > 10 cm in diameter reconstructed from the 3D quantitative
structure models (QSM) from point cloud data using a 3D laser scanner in 4, up to 30 m
high, tropical tree species with the leaves, scanned from the ground. However, only large
branches (>40 cm in diameter) could be accurately reconstructed compared to manual
measurements. Gärtner et al. [28] used 3D laser scanning to acquire point cloud data of the
entire root system of 80-year-old Picea abies (L.) Karst. trees. Wagner et al. [29,30] created
annual growth models at the root segments from 3D laser scans of the root system and
2D annual tree-ring data of 12-year-old Pinus sylvestris L. The mean absolute percentage
error per volume of two root segments with diameters of 1.6 cm and 1.8 cm was reported
to be 6.0% on average. Smith et al. [31] measured the volumes of 13 root systems of P. abies
trees with a 19–47 cm stump diameter by converting point cloud data into polygon data
using computer-aided design software. Only a few studies have used 3D laser scanning
to evaluate root systems [12]. The 3D QSM reconstruction method has been used for both
above- and below-ground of trees, but it requires specific parameters to fit the model,
which could vary the accuracy of reconstruction [27,31]. Although only a theoretical
comparison between semi-automatic methods and 3D laser scanning was reported in
Danjon and Reubens [12], the accuracy of root point data reconstructed from 3D laser scan
measurement has never been checked [31]. Moreover, 3D laser scanning has yet to be fully
used for measuring the root system traits such as diameter and CSA from point cloud data.
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Although it is the best available technique to describe the shapes of root surfaces, intensive
intervention is still required for calculating root system traits [12]. Therefore, an automated
step is needed to convert the point cloud data of the root surface measured by a 3D laser
scanner to the root point data.

The purposes of this study were: (i) to propose a new method for easily obtaining root
point data as 3D coordinates and root diameter from point cloud data acquired by a 3D
laser scanner; and (ii) to compare the accuracy of the root point data with that collected by
intensive manual measurement.

Interrelated root segments with just a base and an end diameter will be hereafter
referred to as ‘segments’. Interrelated root points, each with a diameter, forming axes, and
segments, will be referred to as ‘root point data’.

This study focused on Pinus thunbergii Parl., which is the main plantation in Japanese
coastal forests. The excavated root systems of P. thunbergii were scanned using a 3D laser
scanner, and the point cloud data were converted to root point data, from which we
reconstructed the RSA data. Root point data were also acquired manually. We compared
the RSA data obtained by the two methods and examined the reproducibility of both
datasets from the root CSA.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Test Trees

Root systems of Pinus thunbergii Parl. trees were targeted (root system 1, root system 2)
as shown in Figure 1. The trees grew in a coastal forest stretching 8 km to the west end of
the Atsumi Peninsula, Tahara City, Aichi, Tokai District, Japan [32–35], and were replanted
after heavy damage by Typhoon Vera in 1959 [32]. The soil was sandy in nature [36]. From
1981 to 2010, the mean annual temperature was 16.0 ◦C, and the mean annual precipitation
was 1603 mm [37].

 
Figure 1. Measurement of (a) Root system 1, (b) Root system 2 by 3D laser scanner.

After measuring the tree height and DBH, we measured the critical turning moment
in tree-pulling experiments using the method described by Todo et al. [35] and cut the trees
at the ground level. The tree-pulling experiment was performed as follows: a polyester belt
sling (safe working load: 6.3 t) was attached to the tree, connected to a 10 mm diameter wire
rope 1 m above the ground, and this was pulled, parallel to the ground, by an excavator.
A load cell (maximum load 50 kN, LT-50KNG56 NIKKEI Electronic Instruments Co. Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan) was connected between the belt sling and wire rope, and the load data
were recorded at intervals of 0.1 s through a bridge unit (DBU-120A, KYOWA Electronic
Instruments Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Measurements of the loads for the tree-pulling
experiments began before the excavator commenced pulling the wire rope and stopped
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when the load began to decrease after reaching the maximum. In this study, the test trees
were not uprooted because the maximum critical turning moment has already reached
before [35] and the root system could keep the positions in soils.

The trees were aged from the rings in the stump, and the whole root system was dug
out using an air spade [33,34] in January 2014. The two trees were 45 and 50 years old, the
DBHs were 19.5 and 18.5 cm, and the heights were 10.8 m and 11.4 m (Table 1), respectively.
The maximum root depth was 126 cm in root system 1 and 106 cm in root system 2. Both
trees had tap root systems (Figure 1). On the other hand, the critical turning moment in root
system 2 was approximately 1.3 times that in root system 1, probably owing to different
RSAs (Table 1). The excavated root systems were placed inside a room so as to preserve the
3D RSA.

Table 1. Properties of Pinus thunbergii trees.

Properties Root System 1 Root System 2

Age (y) 45 50
Height (m) 10.8 11.4

Stem diameter at breast height (cm) 19.5 18.5
Critical turning moment (kN·m) 25.5 33.6

Maximum depth of root (cm) 126 106

2.2. 3D Laser Scanner Measurement

Point cloud data on the surface of the root system (Figures 2–4) were collected using
3D laser scanners (FARO Focus3D S120, FARO Technologies Inc., Lake Mary, FL, USA)
(Figure 1). The two root systems were suspended while facing up in a room and supported
to maintain the original RSA. The suspended root system was positioned by keeping the
ground surface portion of the stump horizontal and aligning it with the orientation of the
site. The two root systems were individually scanned from eight positions using a 3D laser
scanner (FARO S120) within 2 m from the center of the collar. Scanning was performed to
cover the entire root system, and three spherical targets were identified in each scan. The
scanner had a measurement range of 0.6 m to 120 m with a vertical field of view of 300◦ and
a horizontal field of view of 360◦. The angular resolution was 0.009◦ for both horizontal
and vertical angles. The scanner output was a 905 nm laser beam with a 3 mm circular
diameter and 0.19 mrad divergence. The scanner had a stated error of 2 mm between the
scanner position and the shooting object and a standard deviation in the optimum plane
scan of ≤2 mm [38]. The point cloud data taken from each position were integrated into
one 3D point cloud data by matching the reflected spherical targets. FARO Scene (FARO
Technologies, Inc., version 5.1.6) was used to integrate the point cloud data.
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Figure 2. Acquisition of point cloud data and root point data and reconstruction of root system architecture (RSA).

Figure 3. (A–E) Top and (a–e) side views of Root system 1 drawn from (A,a) point cloud data collected by 3D laser
scanner; root point data; (B,b) converted from point cloud data; (D,d) gathered by hand; and (C,E,c,e) RSA reconstructed by
neuTube software.
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Figure 4. (A–E) Top and (a–e) side views of Root system 2 drawn from (A,a) point cloud data collected by 3D laser
scanner root point data; (B,b) converted from point cloud data; (D,d) gathered by hand; and (C,E,c,e) RSA reconstructed by
neuTube software.

We used free software designed for digital reconstruction of neuron morphologies,
neuTube [39], to generate structural models of the roots from the image data. One method
used to measure the morphology of neurons with complex branching structures is to obtain
a series of images of fluorescently stained neurons while changing the focal plane (confocal
microscopic images) and then reconstruct the 3D structure. As neuTube was developed to
analyze the branching structure of neurons from confocal image data, we thought it may
be useful in analyzing tree root system data.

First, we extracted the point cloud data from only the root surfaces by deleting other
noise data using FARO Scene’s scatter filter and then manually eliminating the remaining
noise. Second, we stratified the point cloud data by depth and created a series of 2D cloud
image data points every 1 cm. As the point cloud data describe only the root surfaces,
the outer periphery of the root CSA appears in each image. Third, the area enclosed by
each circle along the long axis of each root segment was filled manually and visually using
ImageJ software. Even in an unclosed circle such as straight horizontal roots, we could
identify it and fill between unclosed parallel lines manually and visually. The series of
sliced images were loaded into neuTube [39], and the automatic tracing function tracked
each circle in the long axis direction, outputting data related to the diameter at the branch
points and connections between roots, that is, the information of root point data. The
number of root point data converted from the point cloud data in root systems 1 and 2
was 5885 and 2301, respectively. All these steps, including those involving neuTube, can
be performed on a regular PC. The cross-section of each segment was assumed to be a
circle in this software. In this study, we did not collect point data of the stumps from the
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point cloud data because we focused on the possibility of reconstruction of the root system,
particularly the traits of the main roots and root segments.

2.3. Manual Measurement

The root point data were also acquired through manual measurements [13]. Each
root system was fixed upside down over a sheet marked with a 100 mm × 100 mm grid
that served as a guide for the x and y coordinates (Figure S1). The horizontal level of the
stump was maintained at the ground surface to adjust the root position, the y-axis direction
was fixed to the north, and the flexible roots were fixed in stands while comparing the
photos taken in the field to those during the 3D scan. Roots whose z coordinates were
displaced by being upside down were adjusted on a stand. After cutting off thin roots
with a diameter of <5 mm, we measured the 3D coordinates (x, y, z) and the diameter of
roots at root end points, branch points, and where the grid lines intersected with the roots
(Figure S1). Each root point was assigned an ID number, and the connections between the
points were recorded. The horizontal coordinates (x, y) were measured with a steel tape
with reference to the grid lines, and the x and y coordinates were determined using the
center of the root collar as the origin. The z coordinates were determined by measuring
the distance from the measurement point on the root system to the ground along a plumb
line, using the ground surface as the origin. The root diameter was measured vertically
and horizontally using a digital caliper and averaged. The number of measured root data
points was 1791 for root system 1 and 1990 for root system 2.

2.4. Reconstruction of RSA from Root Point Data

The root point data set, either calculated from the point cloud data or measured
manually, was used to reconstruct the RSA (Figures 3 and 4). Pairs of adjacent points
were connected to the approximate frustum of the cones. neuTube was used to analyze
the connecting root point data and to display the roots. Since neuTube can import mor-
phological models based on the SWC file format [39], we saved both scanner and manual
measurement data in SWC format. The SWC format can allow the creation of MTG coding
files, which are often used to study the relationship between RSA and anchorage [40].

2.5. Calibration of RSA Data

RSA data were acquired as pixels. We selected 10 identifiable key points (root end
points and inflection points) in each root system (Figure S2), compared their xyz coordinates
and diameters between the 3D laser scanner data (in pixels) and the manual measurements
(in mm), and derived a formula to convert scanner data to mm (Table S1).

2.6. Comparison of RSA Data Obtained by Different Methods

To evaluate the differences in RSA data at the root point level between the methods,
we compared the xyz coordinates and root diameters at another 10 points in each root
system (Figure 5). The differences (Di) in distances from each coordinate obtained by the
manual measurement to that of the 3D laser scanner were calculated at the 10 root points
in each root system. The accuracy (Ac) of root diameter at the 10 root points in each root
system was defined as the percentage of the diameter estimated by the 3D laser scanner to
that of the manual measurement according to Lau et al. [27]. To evaluate the differences
across all RSA data in each root system, we compared the top and side views of the point
cloud data with the RSA data reconstructed from the laser scanner data, and the latter with
the manual measurements.
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Figure 5. Positions of 10 points (P1–P10) set to evaluate the accuracy of the xyz coordinates and root diameters in root point
data collected in (a,b) Root system 1 and (c,d) Root system 2 by (a,c) 3D laser scanner and (b,d) hand.

We compared the change in root diameter (degree of root taper) in the direction of
root extension between the measurement methods. We selected 10 main root segments
in each reconstructed RSA (Figure 6) and compared the diameters between the methods.
The accuracy (Ac) of the diameter in each root segment was defined as shown above.
We also compared the differences between the methods in total root CSA in the vertical
direction at a given horizontal distance from the collar center in the reconstructed RSAs.
To approximate the root–soil plate as an elliptical pillar or a cylinder, it was necessary
to measure the number, diameter, and CSA of the roots on the side of the cylinder (the
root–soil plate). The total root CSA of the reconstructed RSA was calculated from the cross-
sectional diameter at concentric columnar surfaces every 100 mm (between 300 mm and
1800 mm) from the collar center. The accuracy (Ac) of CSA was defined as the percentage
of CSA by the 3D laser scanner to that of the manual measurement in each root system.
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Figure 6. Ten main root segments in each root system selected to compare tapering between (a,b) in Root system 1; and (c,d)
in Root system 2 measured by (a,c) 3D scanner and (b,d) hand.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Normal distribution of xyz coordinates and diameters of 10 selected root point data,
the diameters of 10 root segments along the long axis data, and total root CSA data in
each root system was confirmed by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. We conducted a paired
t-test to compare the differences in the diameters of the 10 root segments along the long
axis data obtained by the manual measurement with those measurements obtained by the
3D laser scanner. We produced correlations between the manual and 3D laser scanner
measurements in xyz coordinates and the diameter of 10 selected root point data, and total
CSA data. Because of the small sample size for each trait, we calculated bootstrapped
estimates of the correlation coefficient for 1000 iterations and showed the values in the
results. Statistical analyses were conducted using the R software version 4.0.2 [41].

3. Results

3.1. Reconstruction of RSA in Manual and 3D Laser Scanner Measurements

We successfully reconstructed the RSAs of the two P. thunbergii trees using neuTube
software (Figures 3 and 4). Visually, the views from the top (Figure 3B,C and Figure 4B,C)
and side (Figure 3b,c and Figure 4b,c) of the 3D laser scanner RSAs, which were very
similar to those of the point clouds (Figure 3A,a and Figure 4A,a; Figures S3a,b and S4a,b),
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and the main root segments were reproduced. However, the reconstructed RSAs were
more sparse and were simpler than point clouds.

The manual data RSAs (Figure 3D,E,d,e and Figure 4D,E,d,e) were reconstructed to a
similar extent as in the 3D laser scanner RSAs (Figure 3B,C,b,c and Figure 4B,C,b,c) based
on visual comparison. Similarly, the main root segments were well reproduced. However,
the manual data RSAs were simpler and sparser than the surface-shaped 3D laser scanner
RSAs (Figure 3A,a and Figure 4A,a).

3.2. Comparison of Root Point Data between Manual and 3D Laser Scanner Measurements

The positions and root diameters at the 10 points in the root point data were positively
correlated with the 3D laser scanner and the manual measurements in root systems 1
and 2 (p < 0.01; Figure 7). The differences (Di) in the distance of x, y, and z coordinates
were −1.4, −7.7, and −19.0 mm in root system 1 and −45.7, 20.5, and −7.7 mm in root
system 2, respectively (Figure 7a–c). Roots with a diameter of approximately 7 to 50 mm
were measured accurately in the root point data converted from the 3D laser scanner data
(Figure 7d). The accuracies (Ac) of the diameters were 97.7% and 86.6% in root systems 1
and 2, respectively.

Figure 7. Relationships of (a) x, (b) y, (c) z coordinates, and (d) diameter of 10 selected root points between 3D laser scanner
and manual measurements. The correlation coefficient (r) was calculated as the mean value estimated by 1000 bootstraps.
The differences (Di, mean ± standard error) in distances from each coordinate obtained by the manual measurement to that
of the 3D laser scanner were calculated at the 10 root points in each root system. The accuracy (Ac, mean ± standard error)
of root diameter at 10 root points in each root system was defined as the percentage of the diameter estimated by the 3D
laser scanner to that of the manual measurement according to Lau et al. [27].

3.3. Differences in Taper and CSA of Roots between Manual and 3D Laser Scanner Measurements

In a visual comparison, the taper trends of the 20 root segments in both root systems
were similar between the 3D laser scanner and manual measurements, with variation
(Figure 8). The mean difference in root diameter between the two measurement methods
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was 4.0 mm, and the maximum was 16.4 mm. The mean diameters of 14 of the 20 root
segments estimated by manual measurement were not significantly different from the
3D laser scanner (p > 0.05; Figure 8). Although the diameters of the remaining six root
segments were significantly different between the measurements (p < 0.05; Figure 8), the
differences were minimal (−7.44 and 7.94 mm). The average accuracy (Ac) of the 3D laser
scanner measured diameter compared to the manually measured diameter of the root
segment ranged between 80.1% to 117.0% for root system 1 and from 83.0% to 145.1% for
root system 2, respectively (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Changes in the diameters of 10 root segments along the long axis in each root system by 3D laser scanner and
manual measurements. A paired t-test was used to compare the differences in the diameters of 10 root segments along
the long axis data obtained by the manual measurement with those obtained by the 3D laser scanner. NS: not significant
(p > 0.05). The correlation coefficient (r) was calculated as the mean value estimated by 1000 bootstraps. The accuracy
(Ac, mean ± standard error) of the diameter at 10 root segments in each root system was defined as the percentage of the
diameter estimated by the 3D laser scanner to that of the manual measurement according to Lau et al. [27].

The total CSAs tended to decrease with distance from the collar center in both methods
(Figure 9a,b), notably so in root system 1 at <500 mm. The correlations of the total CSAs
between the measurements were consistently high in each root system (root system 1,
r = 0.90; root system 2, r = 0.93; Figure 9a,b). The accuracy (Ac) of CSA was 103.0% in
root system 1 and 95.7% in root system 2. There was a positive correlation between the
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methods, with a slope of 0.82 (r = 0.88), as seen in Figure 9c. This indicated that the
total CSAs estimated by the 3D laser scanner were smaller than those estimated from
manual measurements.

 

Figure 9. Total cross-sectional area (CSA) of (a) Root system 1 and (b) Root system 2 with distance from the collar center
by 3D laser scanner and manual measurements. (c) Relationship of the total CSA of both root systems between 3D laser
scanner and manual measurements. Paired t-test was used to compare the differences in the CSA at the distances from the
collar center obtained by the manual measurement with those by the 3D laser scanner measurement. NS: not significant
(p > 0.05). The correlation coefficient (r) was calculated as the mean value estimated by 1000 bootstraps. The accuracy (Ac,
mean ± standard error) of the CSA at the distances from the collar center in each root system was defined as the percentage
of the CSA estimated by the 3D laser scanner to that of the manual measurement according to Lau et al. [27].

4. Discussion

4.1. Significant Steps in Reconstructing RSA from Point Cloud Data

We proposed an innovative method for reconstructing RSA and calculating traits
such as taper and CSA of roots from root point data converted from point cloud data
collected by a 3D laser scanner. This is the first application of the neuTube software, which
was developed to reconstruct the neuronal structure [39], to the RSA of forest trees. The
accuracy was very similar to that of the manually collected root point data. Although
previous studies have scanned excavated root systems using a 3D laser scanner [28,31,42],
the accuracy of the resultant root system models have not been evaluated against intensive
manual measurements [31]. Moreover, one drawback of measuring RSA using a 3D laser
scanner is that it is obtained as point cloud data [12].

Lau et al. [27] reported an absolute error of 5.14 cm in the diameter class of 10–20 cm
of tree branches and −3.46 cm in the 20–60 cm class when the data calculated by the QSM
model using the point cloud data by the 3D laser scanner were compared with that of
the manual measurement data. The accuracy (Ac) of the root diameter estimated by our
proposed methods using the point cloud data of the 3D laser scanner measurement to the
manually measured root diameter was 98% for root system 1 and 87% for root system 2
(Figure 7c). The difference in root diameter between the methods might have occurred
due to the difference in the degree of dryness of the roots at the time of measurement.
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The maximum difference in distance (Di) between the coordinates of the roots was less
than 46 mm, and the minimum was 1.4 mm (Figure 7a–c). These results indicated that our
proposed method, without any specific parameters, can be reproduced with high accuracy
using a 3D laser scanner. Our proposed method can easily convert point cloud data to root
point data and RSA data and calculate RSA traits. Such analysis is important for examining
the resistance of trees to uprooting and landslides [2,11,43]. Information on root traits can
only be obtained through the direct measurement of the root system. However, if the root
point data or point cloud data are converted to RSA data, further details can be obtained
from the stored data if required.

Another advantage of 3D laser scanner measurement is that it requires less labor and
time to collect data where root systems were set either outside or inside the laboratory
compared to manual and semi-automatic methods [12]. In this study, collecting xy coordi-
nates by hand at intervals of 10 cm and at the branches and tips of roots took three people
and five days per root system. In contrast, 3D laser scanners set at eight points scanned
the root system in 60 min. By collecting a large number of data points, we can reconstruct
subtle root irregularities and changes in root diameter that manual measurement would
not reveal.

On the other hand, for the data treatment after the acquisition, 3D laser scanner
measurement took one person 15 h per root system to eliminate noise from the point
cloud data in 2014. However, the recent software for point cloud analysis has improved
the performance and reduced the time required for noise elimination. Our process of
converting the point cloud data of the root system into root point data was partly manual
using ImageJ. It took about one person-hour to complete the conversion of the whole
root system, and more than 2000 root point data were made. Thus, it took approximately
2.0 person-days to obtain the root point data from the point cloud data using a 3D laser
scanner. The semi-automated method using 3D digitizing also took 2.5 person-days to
obtain the whole root system in a 14-year P. pinaster with a DBH of 17.0–17.4 cm and the
height of 9.7–10.9 m [6]. However, the method proposed in our study did not include the
time for classifying segments in several root compartments, such as the ZRT. On the other
hand, semi-automatic measurements provide the direction of ovality, which is required to
compute flexural stiffness in a given direction of load [6]. Therefore, the 3D laser scanner
method is inferior to the semi-automated method using 3D digitizing. If the time required
for noise processing of point cloud data can be reduced and the work in ImageJ can be
automated, further time reduction can be expected in the proposed method.

4.2. Other Issues to Consider in the Use of 3D Laser Scanning

There are some issues in the acquisition and analysis of point cloud data using 3D
scanner measurements. First, when root systems are scanned, the positions of the excavated
roots should be the same as that of the soil as much as possible, especially in the vertical
direction. In our results, root system 1 and the z coordinates, which indicate root depth,
differed slightly between methods with the x and y coordinates (Figure 7). This may be
because we scanned the root systems upright but measured them while upside down. Thin
horizontal roots can be bolted to a plate [14] or tied to a stage or pole [28], but plenty of
space is needed.

Second, the CSA of roots close to the collar, especially within 500 mm, differed between
methods (Figure 9), perhaps because the laser beam did not reach the whole root surface,
owing to their proximity to each other and the collar. In fact, the slope of the relationship
of CSA between the two methods was 0.99 at 600–1800 mm from the collar center (r = 0.96;
Figure 9c), but was only 0.82 at 300–1800 mm, indicating that the CSA of roots near collars
was larger by manual measurement than by 3D laser scanner measurement. The error can
be reduced by: (i) taking a more detailed scan or using pointer lamps [28], where errors
are likely to occur; and (ii) finding a location where the root diameter changes notably and
then using a correction.
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Finally, a priority task is to tackle the problem of cross-sectional ovality, model the
stump, and convert it into a file for RSA analysis (e.g., MTG file) to obtain a complete
pipeline of measurements. neuTube assumes a circular cross-sectional shape; thus, each
root segment is a frustum of a cone. This assumption is unsuitable for representing the
heterogeneous shapes of root cross-sections, particularly for T- and I-shapes formed under
intense stress [44]. Therefore, it is necessary to adapt this method to tree species with
non-cylindrical roots. Furthermore, in this study, we did not collect point data from the
stump, which is an important part of considering the whole root system and plays a specific
role in anchorage [45].

Resolving these issues would allow for more accurate RSA data acquisition from
3D laser scanner measurements using our proposed method. As other reconstruction
methods for modeling or branch architecture exist, comparison with these methods would
be ideal to elucidate the advantages and disadvantages depending on the objective of the
reconstruction [46].

The limitation of this study is that it focused on only one tree species of two Pinus
thunbergii trees that had typical tap root systems. To establish it as a practical method,
the estimated root traits in several tree species with different root system types and the
advantages and disadvantages of the method during the measurement should be compared
with the most common semi-automatic measurement methods [7].

4.3. Future Aspects for RSA Measurement

3D measurement requires digging out the root system, so time-series data cannot be
collected. Because root point data obtained by non-destructive methods, such as ground-
penetrating radars [47], do not indicate connections, it is difficult to convert them into RSA
data without a connection algorithm [48]. Recently, we devised a connection algorithm
for point data of Cryptomeria japonica roots [13]. Such methods can be used to process
root point data without connection information, but it is still necessary to excavate root
systems and measure root positions, diameters, and connections manually before devising
an algorithm [13]. Our results confirm that the root point data converted from the point
cloud data and the reconstructed RSA are very similar to the manual data. Therefore, using
3D laser scanner data, we can develop connection algorithms for the root systems of other
tree species.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a new method using the neuTube software to convert point cloud data
to root point data to reconstruct the RSA of P. thunbergii. The RSAs proved to be accurate.
The root point data were connected with frustum of the cones, and thus, the reconstructed
RSAs were relatively simple but included the main coarse root segments. Although a 3D
laser scanner can collect detailed data in a short time, it is expensive, the root system must
be brought inside for measurement, and specific technology and time are required for
imaging. In contrast, manual measurement requires intensive labor and time but does not
require special machinery or technology. Semi-automatic measurements can address these
challenges [11,12,20]. Essentially, RSA data can be obtained efficiently by 3D laser scanner
analysis to evaluate the root anchorage and the slope stability of forest trees, provided that
we could succeed in modeling both the stump and ovality of root sections.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/f12081117/s1, Table S1: Conversions of root point data from 3D laser scanner to scale based on
the relationships in the coordinates or diameter of roots between manual measurement data (xm,
ym, zm, dm) and 3D laser scanner measurement data (x3D, y3D, z3D, d3D). Figure S1: How we
measured the root system by hand against a 100 mm× 100 mm grid. This photo shows Cryptomeria
japonica. Figure S2: Positions of 10 points (K1–K10) set to relate the locations of roots to the actual
scale. Figure S3: (a) Top and (b) side views of root system 1 drawn from point cloud data collected by
the 3D laser scanner. These are the same as in Figure 3 (A,a) but enlarged. Figure S4: (a) Top and (b)
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side views of root system 2 drawn from point cloud data collected by the 3D laser scanner. These are
the same as in Figure 4 (A,a) but enlarged.
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Abstract: The phosphorus (P) deficiency is the one of the key constraints for Taxodium ‘Zhong-
shanshan’ afforestation. A hydroponic experiment was conducted to explore root foraging ability
for P in different genotypes of Taxodium ‘Zhongshanshan’ (T.‘Zhongshanshan’) and their parents
(T.mucronatum and T.distichum). Five P levels of CK (31 mg/L), P15 (15 mg/L), P10 (10 mg/L),
P5 (5 mg/L), and P0 (0 mg/L) were set up as the P deficiency stress treatment. The plant P con-
tents, root morphological indices, and plant growth traits of different taxodium genotypes were
measured. Meanwhile, the root foraging ability for P was evaluated with the membership func-
tion method in combination with weight. Results showed that: (1) Except the plant P content, the
root morphology, plant net biomass, and height showed significant differences among the differ-
ent genotypes (p < 0.05); the P deficiency stress had no significant influence on root morphology,
but a significant influence on plant net biomass and height and P content; (2) T.mucronatum and
T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 had relatively lower values of root length, root surface area, root volume, and
plant net biomass, but had no difference of plant P content with the other genotypes; (3) T.mucronatum
and T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 had higher root foraging ability for P than the other genotypes; (4) the
stepwise regression analysis revealed the root volume as the main factor significantly influencing
the root foraging ability. This study concluded that different genotypes of T.’Zhongshanshan’ and
their parents had different root foraging ability for P, and breeding and screening the fine varieties is
conducive for the afforestation in P-limited areas.

Keywords: phosphorus deficiency; T.‘Zhongshanshan’; root foraging ability for phosphorus

1. Introduction

Phosphorus (P) is an essential element for plant growth and crop production [1,2].
It plays a significant role in metabolic processes related to cellular processes involved in
generating and transforming metabolic energy [3,4]. However, large areas of tropical and
subtropical soils in Africa, Latin America, and Asia have P availability limited by low total
P content as well as high P fixation in soils [5,6], thus inhibiting agricultural and forestry
productivity [7]. In the past decades, P fertilizer was commonly used to improve soil P
deficiency and obtain high yields. However, P fertilizers are costly and potentially harmful
to the environment, such as water eutrophication and soil P enrichment [8,9]. Thus, a
genetic screen of plant low P tolerance is an important strategy to increase agricultural
and forestry productivity to satisfy the demand of P in plants and reduce the amount of P
fertilizers [10].

Roots play a crucial role as the primary path for P uptake by plants. P uptake depends
mainly on root characteristics [11]. Da Silva A (2015) reported that twenty-one Brazilian
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wheat cultivars showed potentially greater phosphorus uptake efficiency, and we observed
the importance of root traits for improving the P uptake ability [12]. Previous studies have
shown that plants with low P tolerance were associated with root foraging ability for P, and
the ability was different due to the genotype differences, even for the same species [13–17].
For example, Wu (2019) reported that P deficiency resulted in root proliferation of Chinese
Fir (Cunninghamia lanceolata), including increases in root length, root volume, biomass
of root, and root-shoot ratio, which contributes to foraging P. Besides, families No. 25,
20, and 41 were elite Chinese Fir with strong P foraging ability through comprehensive
evaluation on root morphology and architecture [18]. Aziz T (2011) reported that Two
Brassica cultivars for growth and P uptake was associated with their longer roots [19].
Thus, exploring the differences of root foraging ability for P in among different genotypes
under P deficiency had an important effect on selecting elite germplasm resources with
strong P foraging ability.

Taxodium ‘Zhongshanshan’ (T.‘Zhongshanshan’) is an interspecies hybrid of T.distichum
and T.mucronatum. It has been widely planted in the coastal and wetland areas of south-
eastern China due to its great ecological and economic potential [20–23]. Currently,
there have been increasing concerns on T.‘Zhongshanshan’ afforestation adaptability,
growth rules, salt resistance, cold resistance, and flooding tolerance [24–27]. For example,
T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 (T.distichum♀× T.mucronatum♂) is well-adapted to grow in saline
environment, while T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 (T.‘Zhongshanshan’302♀× T.mucronatum♂)
is well-adapted to grow the waterlogging, and T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 (T.mucronatum♀×
T.distichum♂) have been widely used as timber trees [28–30]. However, the effects of P
deficiency on root foraging ability for P in different genotypes of T.‘Zhongshanshan’ and
their parents have not been well studied.

To fill this gap, we established a hydroponics experiment in the Institute of Botany,
Jiangsu Province, and Chinese Academy of Sciences, Nanjing, Jiangsu province, China. In
this study, we examine the plant P contents (P content of whole plant, P content of above-
ground, and P content of underground), root morphology (root length, root surface area,
root volume) T.‘Zhongshanshan’and plant growth traits (biomass, basal diameter, plant
height, root-shoot ratio) of different genotypes T. ‘Zhongshanshan’ (T.‘Zhongshanshan’118,
T.‘Zhongshanshan’302,T.‘Zhongshanshan’406) and their parents (T.mucronatum and T.distichum)
under P deficiency. The main objectives of this study were (1): To investigate the effects
of P deficiency on plant P contents, root morphology, and plant growth traits of different
genotypes and their parents, (2) to evaluate root foraging ability for P in different geno-
types T.‘Zhongshanshan’ and their parents. This study provides important knowledge
for the further P fertilization management in T.‘Zhongshanshan’ and the selection of elite
T.‘Zhongshanshan’ resources with strong P foraging ability.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Materials

The hydroponics experiment was conducted in a greenhouse of the Institute of Botany,
Jiangsu Province, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences (118◦49′ E, 32◦03′ N), with a
temperature of 18 ◦C–28 ◦C, relative humidity >80%, and day photoperiod of 10h. One-year-
old healthy cuttings (T.‘Zhongshanshan’118,T.‘Zhongshanshan’302, T.‘Zhongshanshan’406,
T.mucronatum and T.distichum) were selected. Their basal diameter, plant height, and
biomass were determined as follows (Table 1). Table 1 Basal diameter, plant height, and
biomass for Taxodium plants.

2.2. Experimental Design

Prior to the hydroponics experiment, one-year-old healthy cuttings were carefully
transplanted into plastic pots (40cm × 30cm × 25cm), three plants per pot. The dosage of
five P levels was designed as 31mg/L (Normal P supply, CK), 15 mg/L (Mild P stress, P15),
10 mg/L (Moderate P stress, P10), 5 mg/L (Severe P stress, P5), 0 mg/L (Extreme P stress,
P0), with each group consisting of 5 replicates, totaling to 125 pots.
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Table 1. Basal diameter, plant height, and biomass for Taxodium plants.

Plants Basal Diameter/mm Plant Height/cm Biomass/g

T.mucronatum 3.21 ± 0.81 18.42 ± 2.7 1.87 ± 0.6
T.distichum 4.26 ± 0.9 23.31 ± 4.25 3.6 ± 1.76

T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 3.39 ± 0.69 13.33 ± 3.75 2.42 ± 1.31
T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 4.37 ± 1.00 19.07 ± 3.19 3.24 ± 1.79
T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 4.68 ± 1.19 23.18 ± 4.22 4.82 ± 1.72

Mean value 4 ± 1.09 19.54 ± 5.13 3.21 ± 1.81

The P solution of the designated concentration was made by mixing the KH2PO4 with
modified Hoagland’s nutrient solution [31]. To compensate for the difference in K supplied,
KCl was added to the low-P treatment. The basal modified Hoagland’s nutrient solution
had the following composition: KNO3 (5 mM), Ca(NO3)2 (5 mM), MgSO4 (2 mM), Fe-EDTA
(1 mM), H3BO3 (46.3 μM), MnCl2.4H2O (9.1 μM), ZnSO4·7H2O (0.8 μM), CuSO4·5H2O
(0.3 μM), H2MoO4·4H2O (0.38 μM). The nutrient solution was renewed every 14d and
adjusted to pH 6.0 with NaOH (1 M) or HCl (1 M).

2.3. Plants Measurements

The plant height, basal diameter, and biomass were measured before and after the
hydroponics experiment. After hydroponics experiment, roots of Taxodium plants were
harvested separately. The root length, root volume, and root surface area were quantified
by the root scanning system (WinRHIZO, version 4.0b). After that, roots and shoots were
dried at 80 ◦C until constant weight to derive their dry weights and the ratio of root–shoot
ratio. The plant P contents was determined spectrophotometrically using ammonium
molybdate blue method.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Results were expressed as means ± standard errors. All statistical procedures were
conducted using SPSS 21.0 (SPSS software, version 21.0, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Two-way
ANOVA was used to test the main effects and interactions of genotypes and P levels on
plant P contents, root morphology, and plant growth. Correlation analysis was performed
to reveal the relationships among the above traits. The membership function method in
combination with weight was performed to evaluate root foraging ability for P in different
genotypes under P deficiency. The main factors driving changes of root foraging ability
for phosphorus were identified by using the best statistical model suggested by stepwise
regression in this study. In order to more reasonably evaluate the sensitivity of Taxodium
plants to low P stress, correlation analysis, membership function method, and regression
analysis all used the ratio between each indicator of the low P treatment and the control
group as its index value.

3. Results

3.1. Interactive Effects of Experimental Materials and P Levels

Except the P content of the whole plant and aboveground, the P content of under-
ground, root morphology, and growth showed significant differences among experimental
genotypes (p < 0.05). Root surface area, biomass, plant height, root–shoot ratio (fresh
weight), root–shoot ratio (dry weight), P content of aboveground, P content of under-
ground, and P content of whole plant showed significant differences (p < 0.05) among
different P levels, while no significant differences were found in root length, root volume,
and net basal diameter. Moreover, there were significant interaction effects of genotypes
and P levels on the net basal diameter, net plant height, root–shoot ratio (fresh weight and
dry weight), P content of aboveground, P content of underground among experimental
materials, and P levels (p < 0.05) (Table 2).
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Table 2. F-value and the results of two-way ANOVA testing the different genotypes and P levels on the growth indexes of
Taxodium plants.

Indicators
Materials P Level Materials × P Level

F p F p F p

Root length 32.720 0.000 2.248 0.070 0.637 0.846
Root surface area 26.770 0.000 2.668 0.037 0.703 0.784

Root volume 27.036 0.000 0.886 0.476 1.232 0.259
Net biomass 13.512 0.000 7.496 0.000 1.308 0.209

Net basal diameter 7.316 0.000 1.284 0.282 2.106 0.014
Net plant height 5.103 0.001 15.109 0.000 2.571 0.002

Root-shoot ratio (fresh weight) 12.724 0.000 32.825 0.000 3.719 0.000
Root-shoot ratio (dry weight) 14.362 0.000 25.047 0.000 5.179 0.000

P content of aboveground 2.451 0.051 14.717 0.000 1.315 0.203
P content of underground 3.076 0.020 12.224 0.000 2.249 0.008
P content of whole plant 1.528 0.200 5.373 0.001 2.010 0.019

P level = Phosphorus level, F = F Value, p = Significance.

3.2. Changes of Root Morphology

No significant effects on root morphology of T.distichum, T.‘Zhongshanshan’118, and
T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 were found in this study (Figure 1). However, the mean values
of root length and root surface area of T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 were significantly higher
(p < 0.05) in the P15 treatment than those in the P5 treatment (Figure 1a,b). The mean value
of root volume of T.mucronatum was significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the P5 treatment than
that in the P0 treatment (Figure 1c).

There were significant effects of P levels on the root length, root surface area, and root
volume of T.mucronatum when its root diameter was in the range of 0.5∼1.0 mm. Besides,
significant effects of P levels on the root length of T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 was observed
when its root diameter was from 0∼0.5 mm (Table 3).

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Root length (a), root surface area (b), and root volume (c) of Taxodium plants under P deficiency experiment. CK = Normal P
supply, P15 = Mild P stress, P10 = Moderate P stress, P5 = Severe P stress, P0 = Extreme P stress, P0.
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Table 3. Effect of phosphorus level on different root length ranges, different root surface area ranges, and different root
volume ranges of Taxodium plants.

Indicators Measuring Range
T.Mucronatum T.Distichum T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 T.‘Zhongshanshan’406

F p F p F p F p F p

Root length
(cm)

0 < Root length ≤ 0.500 0.593 0.672 0.973 0.445 1.29 0.311 2.086 0.121 3.609 0.023
0.500 < Root length ≤ 1.000 3.900 0.018 0.718 0.590 0.320 0.861 0.279 0.888 1.467 0.250
1.000 < Root length ≤ 1.500 1.548 0.229 0.988 0.438 0.696 0.604 1.589 0.216 1.070 0.398
1.500 < Root length ≤ 2.000 0.72 0.589 2.13 0.117 0.624 0.651 1.449 0.255 2.171 0.109
2.000 < Root length ≤ 2.500 0.787 0.548 1.639 0.206 0.727 0.585 0.878 0.495 1.808 0.167
2.500 < Root length ≤ 3.000 0.173 0.949 2.068 0.125 0.607 0.662 1.022 0.420 1.173 0.352

Root length > 3.000 0.668 0.622 1.632 0.207 0.785 0.550 0.986 0.438 1.807 0.167

Root surface
area
(cm2)

0 < Root surface area ≤ 0.500 0.702 0.600 0.929 0.468 1.422 0.267 1.952 0.141 2.82 0.053
0.500 < Root surface area ≤ 1.000 3.829 0.019 0.743 0.574 0.317 0.863 0.275 0.890 1.418 0.264
1.000 < Root surface area ≤ 1.500 1.435 0.261 0.963 0.45 0.698 0.604 1.611 0.210 1.168 0.355
1.500 < Root surface area ≤ 2.000 0.731 0.582 2.125 0.117 0.644 0.638 1.449 0.255 2.140 0.113
2.000 < Root surface area ≤ 2.500 0.778 0.553 1.646 0.204 0.716 0.592 0.851 0.510 1.798 0.169
2.500 < Root surface area ≤ 3.000 0.161 0.955 2.019 0.133 0.598 0.669 1.002 0.430 1.179 0.350

Root surface area > 3.000 0.636 0.643 1.648 0.204 0.757 0.567 0.989 0.436 1.785 0.171

Root volume
(cm3)

0 < Root volume ≤ 0.500 0.941 0.462 0.892 0.488 1.383 0.279 1.827 0.163 2.105 0.118
0.500 < Root volume ≤ 1.000 3.717 0.021 0.76 0.564 0.315 0.864 0.291 0.881 1.352 0.286
1.000 < Root volume ≤ 1.500 1.319 0.299 0.935 0.465 0.698 0.603 1.634 0.205 1.276 0.312
1.500 < Root volume ≤ 2.000 0.743 0.575 2.117 0.118 0.663 0.625 1.453 0.254 2.110 0.117
2.000 < Root volume ≤ 2.500 0.767 0.560 1.660 0.201 0.706 0.598 0.836 0.519 1.786 0.171
2.500 < Root volume ≤ 3.000 0.151 0.960 1.968 0.140 0.588 0.675 0.988 0.437 1.184 0.348

Root volume > 3.000 0.603 0.665 1.679 0.196 0.736 0.580 0.993 0.434 1.762 0.176

F = F Value, p = Significance.

3.3. Changes of Plant Growth

P deficiency led to significant effects on plant growth of T.mucronatum, T.distichum,
T.‘Zhongshanshan’118, T.‘Zhongshanshan’302, and T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 (p < 0.05) (Figure 2).
The mean values of net biomass and net plant height of T.mucronatum were significantly
lower in the P0 treatment than those in the CK treatment (Figure 2a,c), while the mean value
of net basal diameter of T.mucronatum was significantly higher in the P15 treatment than
that in the CK treatment (Figure 2b). The mean value of net plant height of T.distichum was
significantly lower (p < 0.05) in the P0 treatment than that in the CK treatment (Figure 2c).
The mean values of net biomass and net plant height of T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 were signif-
icantly lower in the P0 treatment than those in the CK treatment (Figure 2a,c). The mean
value of net basal diameter of T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 was significantly lower (p < 0.05) in
the P deficiency treatments than that in the CK treatment (Figure 2b). The mean values
of net biomass and net plant height of T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 were significantly lower
(p < 0.05) in the P deficiency treatments than those in the CK treatment (Figure 2a,c).

3.4. Changes of Root–Shoot Ratio

P deficiency led to significant effects on root–shoot ratio of T.mucronatum, T.distichum,
T.‘Zhongshanshan’118, T.‘Zhongshanshan’302, and T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 (p < 0.05) (Figure 3).
The mean values of root–shoot ratio (dry weight) and root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) of
T.mucronatum were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the P10, P5, and P0 treatments than
those in the CK treatment (Figure 3a,b). The mean values of root–shoot ratio (dry weight)
of T.distichum were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the P10 and P0 than those in the CK
treatment, the mean value of root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) of T.distichum was signifi-
cantly higher (p < 0.05) in the P0 treatment than that in the CK treatment (Figure 3a,b).
The mean values of root–shoot ratio (dry weight) and root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) of
T.‘Zhongshanshan’ 118 were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the P0 treatment than those
in the CK treatment (Figure 3a,b). The mean value of root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) of
T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 was significantly higher (p < 0.05) in P0 than that in the CK treatment
(Figure 3a,b). The mean values of root–shoot ratio (dry weight) of T.‘Zhongshanshan’406
were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in P15 and P0 than those in the CK treatment, the mean
value of root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) of T.‘Zhongshanshan’ 406 was significantly higher
(p < 0.05) in the P0 treatment than that in CK (Figure 3a,b).
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Figure 2. Net biomass (a), net basal diameter (b) and net plant height (c) of Taxodium plants under
P deficiency experiment. CK = Normal P supply, P15 = Mild P stress, P10 = Moderate P stress,
P5 = Severe P stress, P0 = Extreme P stress, P0.
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Figure 3. Root–shoot ratio (dry weight) (a) and root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) (b) of Taxodium plants
under P deficiency experiment. CK = Normal P supply, P15 = Mild P stress, P10 = Moderate P stress,
P5 = Severe P stress, P0 = Extreme P stress, P0.

T.distichum, T.‘Zhongshanshan’118, T.‘Zhongshanshan’302, and T.‘Zhongshanshan’
406 (p < 0.05) (Figure 3). The mean values of root–shoot ratio (dry weight) and root–shoot
ratio (fresh weight) of T.mucronatum were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the P10, P5,
and P0 treatments than those in the CK treatment (Figure 3a,b). The mean values of
root–shoot ratio (dry weight) of T.distichum were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the P10
and P0 than those in the CK treatment, the mean value of root–shoot ratio (fresh weight)
of T.distichum was significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the P0 treatment than that in the CK
treatment (Figure 3a,b). The mean values of root–shoot ratio (dry weight) and root–shoot
ratio (fresh weight) of T.‘Zhongshanshan’ 118 were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the
P0 treatment than those in the CK treatment (Figure 3a,b). The mean value of root–shoot
ratio (fresh weight) of T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 was significantly higher (p < 0.05) in P0 than
that in the CK treatment (Figure 3a,b). The mean values of root–shoot ratio (dry weight) of
T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in P15 and P0 than those in the
CK treatment, the mean value of the root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) of T.‘Zhongshanshan’
406 was significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the P0 treatment than that in CK (Figure 3a,b).
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3.5. Changes of Plant P Contents

P content of aboveground for T.mucronatum was significantly lower (p < 0.05) in
the P0 treatment than that in the P5 treatment (Figure 4b), P content of underground
for T. mucronatum were significantly lower (p < 0.05) in the P treatments than that in the
CK treatment (Figure 4c). P content of whole plant and P content of aboveground for
T.distichum were significantly lower (p < 0.05) in the P10, P5, and P0 treatments than those
in the CK treatment (Figure 4a,b). P content of whole plant and P content of aboveground
for T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 were significantly lower (p < 0.05) in the P0 treatment than those
in the CK treatment (Figure 4a,b). P content of whole plant for T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 were
significantly lower (p < 0.05) in the P treatments than those in the CK treatment (Figure 4a),
P content of aboveground for T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 were significantly lower (p < 0.05) in
P10 and P5 treatments than those in the CK treatment (Figure 4b), P content of underground
for T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 were significantly lower (p < 0.05) in P0 treatment than that in
the CK treatment (Figure 4c). P content of whole plant and P content of aboveground for
T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 were significantly lower (p < 0.05) in the P treatments than those in
the CK treatment (Figure 4a,b).

3.6. Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis (using SPSS 21.0) showed that net plant height had significant
positive correlation with net biomass (p < 0.01), P content of whole plant (p < 0.05), and
P content of aboveground (p < 0.05), while net plant height had significant negative
correlation with root–shoot ratio (fresh weight), root–shoot ratio (dry weight) (p < 0.01).
Net biomass had significant positive correlation with root volume, root surface area, P
content of whole plant, and P content of aboveground (p < 0.01), while net biomass had
significant negative correlation with root–shoot ratio (fresh weight), root–shoot ratio (dry
weight) (p < 0.01). Net basal diameter had significant positive correlation with root surface
area (p < 0.05), while net basal diameter had significant negative correlation with P content
of underground (p < 0.01). Root volume had significant positive correlation with root
surface area (p < 0.05) and P content of aboveground (p < 0.01). Root surface area and
root length had significant positive correlation with P content of aboveground (p < 0.05).
Root length had significant positive correlation with P content of whole plant (p < 0.01).
Root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) had significant positive correlation with root–shoot ratio
(dry weight) (p < 0.01), while root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) significant negative correlation
with P content of whole plant (p < 0.01), P content of aboveground (p < 0.05). Root–shoot
ratio (dry weight) significant negative correlation with P content of aboveground (p < 0.05),
P content of whole plant (p < 0.01). P content of whole plant had significant positive
correlation with P content of underground (p < 0.01), P content of underground (p < 0.05)
(Table 4).

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. P content of whole plant (a), P content of aboveground (b), and P content of underground
(c) for Taxodium plants under P deficiency experiment. CK = Normal P supply, P15 = Mild P stress,
P10 = Moderate P stress, P5 = Severe P stress, P0 = Extreme P stress, P0.

Table 4. Correlation matrix of every single index.

Indicators
Net Plant

Height
Net

Biomass
Net Basal
Diameter

Root
Volume

Root
Surface

Area

Root
Length

Root–Shoot
Ratio (Fresh

Weight)

Root–Shoot
Ratio (Dry

Weight)

P Content
of Whole

Plant

P Content
of Above-

ground

P Content of
Underground

Net plant height 1
Net biomass 0.635 ** 1

Net basal diameter 0.206 0.114 1
Root volume 0.097 0.634 ** 0.050 1

Root surface area 0.228 0.515 ** 0.449 * 0.453 * 1
Root length −0.208 0.200 −0.390 0.374 0.077 1

Root–shoot ratio (fresh weight) −0.648 ** −0.560 ** 0.001 −0.044 −0.289 −0.248 1
Root–shoot ratio (dry weight) −0.651 ** −0.509 ** 0.041 −0.099 −0.245 −0.313 0.913 ** 1

P content of whole plant −0.492 * 0.746 ** −0.120 0.371 0.298 0.292 −0.530 ** −0.561 ** 1
P content of aboveground 0.398 * 0.753 ** 0.216 0.595 ** 0.515 ** 0.469 * −0..345 −0.416 * 0.828 ** 1
P content of underground 0.386 0.391 −0.506 ** 0.088 −0.176 −0.112 −0.402 * −0.274 0.501 * 0.039 1

Note: ** Correlation is significant at α = 0.01 (2 − tailed). * Correlation is significant at α = 0.05 (2−tailed).

3.7. Comprehensive Evaluation of Root P-Foraging Ability

The membership function method in combination with weight [22,32] was performed
to evaluate root foraging ability for P in different genotypes T.‘Zhongshanshan’ and their
parents under P deficiency, and gaining the final result shown as Table 5. Results showed
that the comprehensive evaluation value (D) ranged from 0.599 for T.mucronatum to 0.351 for
T.‘Zhongshanshan’406, besides, comprehensive evaluation value for T.‘Zhongshanshan’302
was the highest among the three T. ‘Zhongshanshan’ genotypes. These result indicated
that T. mucronatum and T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 had higher root foraging ability for P than
T.distichum, T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 and T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 (Table 5).
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Table 5. Comprehensive evaluation on growth indexes of Taxodium plants under P deficiency.

Plants
Evaluation D

P15 P10 P5 P0 Mean Value (D)

T.mucronatum 0.516 0.659 0.708 0.513 0.599
T.distichum 0.588 0.305 0.326 0.571 0.448

T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 0.481 0.560 0.605 0.108 0.439
T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 0.424 0.443 0.268 0.738 0.468
T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 0.210 0.303 0.265 0.627 0.351

P deficiency = Phosphorus deficiency, P15 = Mild P stress, P10 = Moderate P stress, P5 = Severe P stress, P0 = Extreme P stress.

3.8. Stepwise Regression Analysis

Referring to the relationship between totally 11 variables (plant P contents, root
morphological, and plant growth traits) and root foraging ability for P, this study set up
the stepwise regression model (using SPSS 21.0) of influencing factors of comprehensive
evaluation value (D) for different genotypes T.‘Zhongshanshan’ and their parents. The
best statistical model suggested by stepwise regression in this study was D = 0.15 + 0.501
X1 (R2 = 0.502, F = 18.157, p = 0.00), where X1 was root volume (Figure 5). This results
indicated that root volume was the main factor driving changes of root foraging ability
for P in different genotypes T. ‘Zhongshanshan’ and their parents. Besides, the statistical
model D = 0.15 + 0.501 X1 could be used for further prediction of root foraging ability for P
in different genotypes T.‘Zhongshanshan’ and their parents.

Figure 5. Regression standard P-P graph of normalized residuals (Dependent variable: D).

4. Discussions

Two-way ANOVA showed that P deficiency led to significant effects on root sur-
face area, net biomass, net plant height, root–shoot ratio (fresh weight), root–shoot ratio
(dry weight), P content of aboveground, P content of underground, and P content of
whole plant (Table 2). Especially in the P0 treatment, P deficiency led to no significant
effects on root length, root surface area, and root volume of T.mucronatum, T.distichum,
T.‘Zhongshanshan’118, T.‘Zhongshanshan’302, and T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 (p > 0.05, vs. the
control treatment) (Figure 1), while the root–shoot ratio (dry weight) and root–shoot ratio
(fresh weight) in the P0 treatment were significantly higher than those in the CK treatment
(Figure 3). These results suggested that the experimental materials could increase the
portion of root and the interaction between the root system and soil, which could improve
the P foraging capacity and maintain the growth of the aboveground biomass [33,34].
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In the comprehensive evaluation analysis, comprehensive evaluation value for T.‘Zhon-
gshanshan’302 was the highest among the three T.‘Zhongshanshan’ genotypes, then
T. ‘Zhongshanshan’118 (Table 5). This study also found that the root length, root sur-
face area, and root volume for T. ‘Zhongshanshan’302 in the P0 treatment were higher
than those in the P0 treatment for T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 (Figure 1). These results indi-
cated that T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 tend to transfer more photosynthetic product to root
system, which increased the growth of root, improving the P foraging capacity. Be-
sides, T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 is an interspecies hybrid clone generated from T.distichum♀,
T.mucronatum♂, T.mucronatum had higher root foraging ability for P than other experi-
mental materials, this result suggested that the low P tolerance of T. ‘Zhongshanshan’302
was attributed to the inheritance of P deficiency resistance in T.mucronatum, which needs
further exploration.

T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 (T.mucronatum♀× T.distichum♂) have been selected and demon-
strated improvements in growth rate, salt tolerance, form, and vigor [35,36]. However, T.
‘Zhongshanshan’406 had higher root foraging ability for P than T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 and
T.‘Zhongshanshan’118. This result may be due to the following two reasons.

Firstly, P deficiency may lead to inhibition effects on photosynthetic pigments syn-
thesis of T.‘Zhongshanshan’406. Some studies showed that under low phosphorus stress,
photosynthetic pigments were inhibited [37], and there was no difference between geno-
types. The decrease of photosynthetic parameters of P efficient genotype was smaller than
that of p inefficient genotype [38]. The harvested leaves color of T.‘Zhongshanshan’406
were lighter than those leaves color of T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 and T. ‘Zhongshanshan’302,
which suggested that the photosynthetic pigments synthesis of T.‘Zhongshanshan’406
was inhibited under P deficiency. The decreases of photosynthetic pigments synthesis
may result in decreasing of photosynthesis, inhibiting the accumulation of dry matter.
In this study, the net biomass of T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 in P treatments was significantly
lower than that in the CK treatment (Figure 2a). The decreases of net biomass may lead
to decreases in root length and root surface area (Figure 1), which in turn inhibited the P
foraging capacity of T. ‘Zhongshanshan’406.

Secondly, P deficiency may lead to inhibition effects on the root exudates of organic
acids in T.‘Zhongshanshan’406. pH change caused by organic acid secretion from roots
is one of the main factors that determine the phosphorus forms in soil [39–41]. Root
exudation of organic acids under P deficiency led to decreasing the rhizosphere pH, thus
making P more available for plant uptake. In this study, pH test during the hydroponics
experiment showed that the mean value of pH in T.‘Zhongshanshan’406 was higher than
that in T.‘Zhongshanshan’118 and T.‘Zhongshanshan’302. These results indicated that the
low concentration of organic acids of T. ‘Zhongshanshan’406 under P deficiency may lead
to inhibition effects on P availability for plant uptake, which in turn inhibited P foraging
capacity of T. ‘Zhongshanshan’406.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, Taxodium species adapted to P deficiency mainly through the changes
of root morphological, such as the significant increases of root–shoot ratio. Besides,
T.mucronatum and T.‘Zhongshanshan’302 with higher root foraging ability are suitable for
planting in P-limited areas.

Stepwise regression analysis showed that root volume was the main factor driving
changes of root foraging ability for phosphorus in different genotypes T.‘Zhongshanshan’
and their parents, besides, root volume was suitable for the statistical model D = 0.15 + 0.501 X1
(X1 is root volume), which could be used for further prediction of root foraging ability for
P in different genotypes T.‘Zhongshanshan’ and their parents.
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Abstract: Organic acids are critical as secondary metabolites for plant adaption in a stressful situation.
Oxalic acid, tartaric acid, and malic acid can improve plant tolerance under waterlogged conditions.
Two prominent woody species (Taxodium distichum-Swamp cypress and Salix matsudana-Chinese
willow) have been experiencing long-term winter submergence and summer drought in the Three
Gorges Reservoir. The objectives of the present study were to explore the responses of the roots of
two woody species during flooding as reflected by root tissue concentrations of organic acids. Potted
sample plants were randomly divided into three treatment groups: control, moderate submergence,
and deep submergence. The concentrations of oxalic acid, tartaric acid, and malic acid in the main
root and lateral roots of the two species were determined at four stages. The results showed that T.
distichum and S. matsudana adapted well to the water regimes of the reservoir, with a survival rate of
100% during the experiment period. After experiencing a cycle of submergence and emergence, the
height and base diameter of the two species showed increasing trends. Changes in base diameter
showed insignificant differences between submergence treatments, and only height was significant
under deep submergence. The concentrations of three organic acids in the roots of two species were
influenced by winter submergence. After emergence in spring, two species could adjust their organic
acid metabolisms to the normal level. Among three organic acids, tartaric acid showed the most
sensitive response to water submergence, which deserved more studies in the future. The exotic
species, T. distichum, had a more stable metabolism of organic acids to winter flooding. However, the
native species, S. matsudana, responded more actively to long-term winter flooding. Both species can
be considered in vegetation restoration, but it needs more observations for planting around 165 m
above sea level, where winter submergence is more than 200 days.

Keywords: hydro-fluctuation zone; Three Gorges Dam Reservoir; winter submergence; Taxodium
distichum; Salix matsudana; organic acids

1. Introduction

Reservoirs have played an essential role in human development throughout the world
for thousands of years by providing water and controlling flooding, as well as generating
power and electricity [1,2]. The Three Gorges Dam Reservoir is one of the largest reservoirs
globally, located in the Yangtze River upper reaches in China [3]. Annually, the water
level in the reservoir fluctuates by 30 m from 145 m to 175 m above sea level (ASL), the
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hydro-fluctuation zone is saturated in winter and dry in summer [4–6]. Therefore, many
native plants sensitive to winter submergence are dying out gradually [7], which leads to
negative environmental effects such as soil degradation and erosion, geology disasters, and
biodiversity loss [2,8,9]. Conducting vegetation restoration in the hydro-fluctuation zone is
important to improve the ecological quality and ecosystem services. In recent years, many
studies have proposed that reforestation in the zone between 165 m and 175 m ASL may
be more effective and sustainable [4,10]. Understanding the physiological and ecological
mechanisms of flood-tolerant plants would be the first step. Such knowledge could be
useful for the restoration in the riparian of the Three Gorges Reservoir.

Plants are exposed to diverse stress conditions throughout their life, including biotic
and abiotic stresses [11]. Abiotic challenges are metal-toxicity, drought stress, flooding-
stress, salt-stress, high or low temperature-stress, nutrient-deprivation, and light-stress [12–14].
Among them, water environmental stresses, including drought and flooding, usually
negatively affected the growth of plants [13,15,16]. The diffusion rate of gasses such as
oxygen and carbon dioxide under submergence is approximately one-ten-thousandth of
that in the air [17], which could disturb the photosynthetic and aerobic respiration activity
and then restrict the growth of plants [18,19]. Flooding results in the increase of toxic
substances such as Fe2+, Mn2+ in the soil, which can be absorbed by the plant; in addition,
ethanol remaining in tissues can be converted into acetaldehyde when re-aeration after a
period of O2 deprivation [20]. Thus, excessive accumulation of Fe2+, Mn2+, and ethanol
in the hypoxic state results in increased plant pathology [21,22]. Moreover, plants can
suffer severe oxidative stress due to high levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) resulting
from metabolic changes following the alternation of flood and drought [23]. Thus, plant
growth and survival in the water-level fluctuation zone of Three Gorges Reservoir can be
challenging.

Numerous investigations have focused on the water tolerance mechanisms of plants,
such as the anatomy and physiological changes under waterlogging submergence condi-
tions [24], rapid formation of adventitious roots and aerenchyma under flooding [25,26],
changes in carbohydrate content, and antioxidant enzymatic activities [27,28], and photo-
synthetic physiological adaption to submergence [24,29]. Many studies have also focused
on the physiology during the recovery period from submergence [29–32]. It is essential to
examine the adaptation processes of plants exposed to long-term periodic submergence
and drought. However, the physiological characteristics of plants to dynamic water levels
of reservoir still remain unclear, as does whether flooding-tolerant plants respond similarly
to submergence.

The root system is the main organ by which plants absorb water and nutrients, but it is
susceptible to environmental changes. Low molecular weight organic acids are secondary
metabolites produced in plants under environmental stress conditions that can remove
free radicals and relieve toxicity [33–35]. It also strengthens disease resistance, activates
insoluble soil phosphorus, chelates heavy metal in contaminated areas, and enhances
antioxidant enzyme activity [36,37]. Oxalic acid, tartaric acid, and malic acid, as critical
organic acids, can improve the tolerance of waterlogged plants to water stress [24,38–40].
How do these organic acids respond to the hydro-fluctuation in the Three Gorges Reservoir
to help flooding-tolerant plants survive?

In the preliminary study, a batch of waterlogged plants screened out has been applied
to reforest in the hydro-fluctuation zone. It was found that the woody plant species Tax-
odium distichum and Salix matsudana can grow well after repeated annual flooding [29,31,40,41].
T. distichum, native to Southeastern North America, has a specialized respiratory root
structure for underwater conditions and was introduced into the hydro-fluctuation zone
due to its flooding-resistant characteristics [42]. S. matsudana is a native tree in the Three
Gorges Reservoir region. They both grow well in the hydro-fluctuation zone of the Three
Gorges Reservoir, and both are considered candidates for the incorporation of reforestation.
The objectives of this study were to explore the responses of the roots of two woody species
during flooding conditions. The concentration of organic acids can reflect the reactions
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to dynamic water stress caused by submergence in winter and drought in summer. This
research can recognize the physiological and ecological adaptation mechanisms of T. dis-
tichum and S. matsudana as reforestation species in the hydro-fluctuation zone of Three
Gorges Reservoir. We hypothesized that: (1) Both species have strong waterlogging tol-
erance, but high-intensity waterlogging would inhibit plant growth to some degree. (2)
Oxalic acid, tartaric acid, and malic acid in the two suitable plant roots will show increasing
responses to a certain degree when suffering from the dynamic variation of soil moisture
in the water-fluctuation zone. (3) The growth and adaptability of two woody plants are
related to their characteristics of organic acid concentrations. The findings from the water
rhythms in situ will enrich researcher knowledge about the adaptive tree species and
benefit the reforestation practices in the Three Gorges Reservoir region.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Region

The experimental Plot (107◦32′–108◦14′ E, 30◦03′–30◦35′ N) is located along the Ruxi
River, Shibaozhai, Gonghe Village, Zhong County, Chongqing Municipality, China. Ruxi
River is a tributary of the Yangtze River, with a subtropical, southeastern monsoonal
mountain climate. The region experiences an annual accumulative temperature of 5787 ◦C
for days ≥10 ◦C, an annual average temperature of 18.2 ◦C, and highest and lowest
temperatures of 40 ◦C and 0 ◦C, respectively. The highest temperatures mainly occur
from July to September. There is a frost-free period of 341 days, total solar radiation of
83.7 × 4.18 kJ/cm−2, and an annual sunshine ratio of 29%. The mean annual precipitation
is 1200 mm, and most rainfalls are in May and June. Plants suffer drought due to high air
temperature and relatively fewer rainfalls in July and August [43,44].

The plants are experiencing annual cycles of periodic submergence and drought grow-
ing in the hydro-fluctuation zone of the Three Gorges Dam (Figure 1). Water level gradually
rises in the fluctuation zone from September to October. It attains the highest altitude
(175 m ASL) from November through to January, then gradually decreases, reaching its
lowest level at 145 m ASL from June to September.

Figure 1. The water-level changes in the hydro-fluctuation zone of the Three Gorges Reservoir from January 2013 to January
2017.

2.2. Experiment Design

Two-year-old potted seedlings of T. distichum and S. matsudana were cultivated in a
greenhouse in Shibaozhai, Zhong County, Chongqing, China, close to the study area, with
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one plant per pot filled with 12.5 kg of purple soil from the water-level fluctuation zone of
the Three Gorges Reservoir.

On 15 September 2015 (T0), for each species, 36 seedlings of uniform growth were
randomly divided into three groups and placed in situ at an altitude of 175 m to 165 m ASL.
The mean plant height and base diameter at T0 for T. distichum were 69.1 cm and 8.38 mm,
compared with 136.25 cm and 17.82 mm for S. matsudana. The three treatment groups
were shallow submergence, serving as control (shallow submergence, abbreviated as SS,
175m ASL), periodic moderate submergence (MS, 170 m ASL), and deep submergence (DS,
165 m ASL). The maximum submergence depth and submergence days in each treatment
were shown in Table 1. At the initial stage of water withdrawal (T1, 16 April 2016), the
stage of the recovery period (T2, 15 July 2016), and the beginning of the next submergence
period (T3, 15 September 2016), 4 plants of T. distichum and S. matsudana were sampled,
respectively, in each treatment for further measurements.

Table 1. Water level changes in situ following treatments at different elevations of the Three Gorges Reservoir.

Elevation (m) Treatment Group
Maximum Submergence

Depth (m)

Experiment Duration (Days)

T0–T1 T1–T2 T2–T3

175 SS 0 0 295 70
170 MS 5 135 160 70
165 DS 10 205 90 70

SS, control; MS, moderate submergence; DS, deep submergence; T0, 15 September 2015; T1, 16 April 2016; T2, 15 July 2016; T3, 15 September
2016.

2.3. Sample Analysis

Before collecting each sample, plant height and base diameter of two species were
measured using a height measuring rod and vernier calipers, respectively.

Primary roots were separated from the laterals root of each plant when collecting
samples and immediately transported to the laboratory in an icebox. They were placed in
an oven at 110 ◦C for 15 min after washing with deionized water, then adjusted to 80 ◦C to
dry until constant weight [45,46], and finally ground into a powder then sifted through a
1 mm sieve.

A 0.1 g sample of root powder was placed in a 10 mL centrifuge tube with 5 mL
of ultrapure water and ultrasonicated for 1 h, then cooled to room temperature. After
centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 10 min, the supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 μm
syringe filter (Millipore, Danvers, MA, USA) to determine the concentrations of oxalic acid,
tartaric acid, and malic acid [47].

A high-performance liquid chromatography method was used to determine the or-
ganic acid concentration in dried roots by the Sepax Sapphire C18 column (4.6 mm ×
250 mm, 5 μm). The mobile phase aqueous and organic components were 95% 20 mmol·L−1

KH2PO4 buffer (pH 2.5, adjusted with phosphoric acid) and 5% methanol. The HPLC
instrument was coupled to an Agilent 1100 diode array multi-wavelength detector. The
mobile phase flow rate was 0.9 mL·min−1, the detection wavelength was 210 nm, the
column temperature was 30 ◦C, and the injection volume was 20 μL [47,48]. Organic acids
in main and lateral roots were measured in milligrams of organic acid per gram of the
mains root and lateral roots dry matter (mg.g−1, DW).

2.4. Statistical Analysis

SPSS 22.0 was used for statistical analyses. Paired sample t-tests were used to analyze
the differences of growth between different experimental periods for the same treatment
(Table 2). Tukey’s tests were applied to determine the significance of differences between
different submerging treatment groups (Table 2). Repeated measures ANOVA was con-
ducted to assess the effects of submergence, experimental period, and their interaction on
the concentrations of organic acids for T. distichum and S. matsudana (Table 3). Repeated
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measurement analysis of variance and Bonferroni method were carried out to analyze the
differences of organic acids among different experimental periods for the same plant [49]
(Figures 2 and 3). One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s tests were carried out to analyze the
differences of organic acids among different treatment groups for the same plant (Figure 4).
The p-value for statistical tests was 0.05.

Table 2. Paired sample t-tests and Tukey’s tests for growth of Taxodium distichum and Salix matsudana.

Indices Treatment Group
T. distichum S. matsudana

15 September 2015 15 September 2016 15 September 2015 15 September 2016

Height(cm)
SS 69.10 ± 0.59 Aa 86.87 ± 0.81 Ba 136.25 ± 0.88 Aa 176.75 ± 0.99 Ba
MS 69.10 ± 0.59 Aa 80.25 ± 0.42 Ba 136.25 ± 0.88 Aa 171.50 ± 1.25 Ba
DS 69.10 ± 0.59 Aa 72.30 ± 0.87 Ab 136.25 ± 0.88 Aa 146.50 ± 0.80 Ab

Base diameter(mm)
SS 8.38 ± 0.54 Aa 11.00 ± 0.64 Ba 17.82 ± 0.86 Aa 20.00 ± 0.55 Aa
MS 8.38 ± 0.54 Aa 9.37 ± 0.59 Aa 17.82 ± 0.86 Aa 19.02 ± 0.83 Aa
DS 8.38 ± 0.54 Aa 9.13 ± 0.35 Aa 17.82 ± 0.86 Aa 18.55 ± 0.77 Aa

Data showed means ± standard error (SE; n = 4). SS, control; MS, moderate submergence; DS, deep submergence. Values with different
capital letters within the same line indicate significant differences between 15 September 2015, and 15 September 2016 (p < 0.05). Values
with different small letters in the same column are significantly different among different submergence treatments (p < 0.05).

Table 3. Repeated measures ANOVA for organic acid concentrations in roots of T. distichum and S. matsudana.

Variable

Treatment Experimental Period Treatment × Experimental Period

df
F

df
F

df
F

T.
distichum

S.
matsudana

T.
distichum

S.
matsudana

T.
distichum

S.
matsudana

Oxalic acid in main roots 2 0.103 ns 0.414 ns 3 56.075 * 16.995 * 6 1.238 ns 2.078 ns

Oxalic acid in lateral roots 2 0.034 ns 3.463 * 3 1.242 ns 12.034 * 6 1.157 ns 5.202 *
Tartaric acid in main roots 2 4.856 * 14.412 * 3 17.263 * 8.404 * 6 5.347 * 1.570 ns

Tartaric acid in lateral roots 2 13.672 * 10.243 * 3 14.659 * 4.282 * 6 1.179 ns 1.153 ns

Malic acid in main roots 2 17.779 * 2.374 ns 3 14.847 * 1.388 ns 6 6.564 * 1.343 ns

Malic acid in lateral roots 2 0.232 ns 0.599 ns 3 4.588 * 15.792 * 6 0.232 ns 1.093 ns

ns p > 0.05; * p < 0.05.

−
−

Figure 2. Repeated measurement analysis of variance and Bonferroni method for oxalic acid, tartaric acid, and malic acid
concentrations in roots of T. distichum. Data are shown as means ± SE (n = 4). SS, control; MS, moderate submergence; DS,
deep submergence. Values with different letters indicate significant differences among different sampling times for the
same treatment (p < 0.05).
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−
−

Figure 3. Repeated measurement analysis of variance and Bonferroni method for oxalic acid, tartaric acid, and malic acid
concentrations in roots of in S. matsudana. Data are shown as means ± SE (n = 4). SS, control; MS, moderate submergence;
DS, deep submergence. Values with different letters indicate significant differences among different sampling times for the
same treatment (p < 0.05).

T.distichum  S.matsudana

−
−

Figure 4. One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s tests to compare organic acid concentrations in the roots of T. distichum and S.
matsudana under different submergence treatments. Data are shown as means ± SE (n = 4). SS, control; MS, moderate
submergence; DS, deep submergence. Values with different letters are significantly different among different submergence
treatments. Capital letters represent T. distichum seedlings, and small letters indicate S. matsudana seedlings.
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3. Results

3.1. Growth of T. distichum and S. matsudana Plants

The survival rate was 100% throughout the experiment for both species. The heights
and base diameters of T. distichum and S. matsudana plants were increased after one year
of growth (Table 2). Compared to the initial values at T0 (15 September 2015), the plant
height of two species in the SS and MS groups and the base diameter of T. distichum in
the SS group at T3 (15 September 2016) were significantly higher. Winter submergence
significantly inhibited the growth height of plants in the DS groups. In contrast, the base
diameter of T. distichum and S. matsudana plants showed fewer differences among different
treatment groups.

3.2. Organic Acid Concentrations in T. distichum Roots

Table 3 shows the repeated measures of ANOVA results for organic acid concentrations
in the roots of T. distichum following different water treatments, experimental periods,
and their interaction. The experimental period had the most significant effect on the
concentrations of organic acids in the root system. Different water treatments significantly
affected tartaric acid in the main and lateral root and malic acid in the main root. In
addition, tartaric acid and malic levels in the main root were significantly affected by
treatment and experimental period interaction.

The response of the oxalic acid, tartaric acid, and malic acid concentrations in T.
distichum roots to soil moisture was shown in Figure 2. The concentrations of three organic
acids in the main and lateral roots displayed similar responses to the changes in soil
moisture in the fluctuating water zone. Most of them increased during the flooding stress
period (T0–T1), then decreased during the recovery growth period (T1–T2), and were no
significant changes under mild drought stress (T2–T3). The concentrations of three organic
acids in roots were influenced by winter submergence. The concentrations of tartaric acid
in lateral roots in the MS and DS groups and malic acid in lateral roots in the DS group
were significantly decreased compared with that in SS group. After emergence in spring,
three organic acid concentrations had no differences among the three water treatments.

3.3. Organic Acid Concentrations in S. matsudana Roots

Different flooding treatments in the water fluctuation zone significantly affected oxalic
acid concentration in the lateral roots and the tartaric acid concentrations in the main and
lateral roots of S. matsudana (Table 3). Except for malic acid in the main roots, oxalic acid
and tartaric acid in both the main and lateral roots, and malic acid in the lateral roots of S.
matsudana were significantly affected by different experimental periods. The interaction
between treatment and experimental periods had little effect on organic acids in the roots of
S. matsudana. Only the oxalic acid concentration in lateral roots was significantly affected.

The response of the oxalic acid, tartaric acid, and malic acid concentrations in S.
matsudana roots to soil moisture was shown in Figure 3. The concentrations of oxalic acid
in the main and lateral roots and tartaric acid in the lateral roots were increased during the
flooding stress period (T0–T1), then decreased during the recovery growth period (T1–T2),
and were no significant changes under mild drought stress (T2–T3). The concentrations
of malic acid in the main and lateral roots and tartaric acid in the main roots increased
during the flooding stress period (T0–T1) and the recovery growth period (T1–T2), and
then decreased under mild drought stress (T2–T3). Under water submergence in winter,
the concentration of oxalic acid in the lateral roots and tartaric acid in the main roots were
significantly increased. All acid concentrations in each treatment showed no significant
difference after emergence from winter flooding.

3.4. Comparison between T. distichum and S. matsudana

Figure 4 showed the difference in mean concentrations of three organic acids in the
whole experimental period between two species. The concentrations of organic acids in the
roots of S. matsudana were higher than those of T. distichum generally.
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The effects of different treatments on the concentrations of oxalic acid in the main
and lateral roots of T. distichum and S. matsudana were similar. Under flooding stress,
there were no significant differences in oxalic acid concentrations in the main and lateral
roots of T. distichum and S. matsudana among the three treatment groups. The tartaric
acid concentrations in the main and lateral roots of T. distichum gradually decreased with
increasing flooding intensity, but it was the opposite trend for S. matsudana. The malic acid
concentrations in the main roots of S. matsudana in MS and DS groups were significantly
higher than those in the SS group. No significant differences in the concentrations of
malic acid in lateral roots of T. distichum and S. matsudana were showed. The malic acid
concentrations in the main and lateral roots were more sensitive to water flooding in S.
matsudana than T. distichum.

4. Discussion

At present, adaptive woody plants such as T. distichum and S. matsudana were screened
by simulated flooding tests and in situ planting analysis [23]. This study has shown that
both T. distichum and S. matsudana adapt well to soil regimes in the water fluctuation zone
of Three Gorges Reservoir. The seedlings of two species survived and grown well after
winter submergence, although the flooding more than 200 days at 165 m ASL still inhibited
the growth height of plants to a certain degree (Table 2). The plants planted around 165 m
ASL should be paying more attention to their growth and survival after years of periodical
winter flooding. The growth of T. distichum and S. matsudana at 170 m ASL recovered
significantly after the emergence and showed no significant differences with plants at
175 m ASL.

Flooding is often accompanied by secondary stresses such as low temperature, low
light, and low dissolved oxygen. The photosynthesis of plants is limited under flooding.
Studies have shown that the survival of plants under flooding stress and the restoration of
growth after flooding are closely related to the regulation of certain metabolic pathways [18].
Organic acids are secondary metabolites related to adaptation that play important roles
in defenses against adverse conditions. The responses of oxalic acid, tartaric acid, and
malic acid in roots of T. distichum and S. matsudana were different to winter flooding in the
hydro-fluctuation zone. However, two species could adjust their organic acid metabolisms
to the normal level after emergence in spring.

Under winter flooding stress, relative to the control group, the tartaric acid concentra-
tions in the main and lateral roots and the malic acid concentration in the main roots of T.
distichum in the DS group decreased significantly. However, the concentrations of tartaric
acid in the main and lateral roots of S. matsudana in the DS group increased significantly,
and the malic acid concentration in the main roots of the flooded group was increased
significantly, while the other organic acids were not altered significantly (Figure 4). Thus,
tartaric acid and malic acid responses in S. matsudana roots were more active than those in
T. distichum roots.

Oxalic acid is one of the most important secondary metabolites in plants under ad-
verse stress conditions, it can stimulate peroxidase activity and improves the antioxidant
capacity [33]. Herein, the concentrations of oxalic acid in the roots of T. distichum and S.
matsudana were greatly affected by the experimental period but not significantly affected
by different flooding treatments. The concentration of oxalic acid in the main roots of T.
distichum was significantly increased at the initial stage of water withdrawal (T1), and grad-
ually decreased during the normal growth period; no significant changes showed under
mild drought stress (Figure 2). The concentrations of oxalic acid in the main and lateral
roots of S. matsudana increased gradually under water flooding stress, and remained high
during the initial stages of plant reoxygenation, then decreased during the normal growth
period, until the drought period (Figure 4), consistent with the simulation results [40].
Metabolic imbalance of active oxygen in flooding and the early stage of reoxygenation can
result in severe oxidative stress. Thus, increased oxalic acid concentrations in the main
roots of T. distichum and the main and lateral roots of S. matsudana may be associated
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with increased antioxidant capacity. During the recovery stage, reactive oxygen species
production and elimination gradually achieve a balance; the oxalic acid concentration of
roots may provide energy for plant growth through catabolic pathways, resulting in a
decrease in oxalic acid concentration during recovery growth after emergence in spring.
Throughout the whole experiment, the concentration of oxalic acid in the main roots of
T. distichum was more sensitive than that in the lateral roots, while the concentration of
oxalic acid in the lateral roots of S. matsudana was more sensitive than that in the main
roots, but the roots of both plants responded positively to flooding in the water fluctuation
zone. Relevant studies have pointed out that lateral root plays a more important role in
responding to abiotic stress for plants [50], and adaptive plants can make full use of lateral
root metabolism regulation to enhance the ability of water flooding tolerance [23].

The concentrations of tartaric acid in the main and lateral roots of S. matsudana was
ordered by DS group > MS group > SS group. Some studies have previously reported
that organic acids not only function as important intermediates in the energy balance and
flow in plants but also participate in plant adaption to abiotic stress [51,52]. The DS group
maintained a higher root tartaric acid concentration than the MS group. Therefore, we
speculated that tartaric acid in the S. matsudana root system could respond positively to
flooding stress in the water fluctuation zone [39]. The concentration of tartaric acid in S.
matsudana differed between main and lateral roots, indicating different response strategies.
Studies have shown that the change of organic acid concentration is closely related to the
adaptation mechanism to environmental stress [52].In this study, changes in tartaric acid
concentration in S. matsudana lateral roots over time were similar to those of oxalic acid in
roots. The concentrations of oxalic acid and tartaric acid in roots are controlled by synthesis,
decomposition, transport, and secretion [53], indicating that tartaric acid may perform
similar physiological functions to oxalic acid upon changes in soil moisture in the water
fluctuation zone. The synthesis of plant oxalic acid is mainly through the photorespiration
glycolic acid pathway [54]. However, there is limited research work available on tartaric
acid concentration mechanism under water-stressed conditions, and it is very important to
be carried out further studies in this field.

5. Conclusions

The exotic species T. distichum and native species S. matsudana are two adaptive woody
plants for reforestation in the hydro-fluctuation zone of the Three Gorges Reservoir. The
two species can grow very well between 170 m to 175 m ASL in the hydro-fluctuation zone
of Three Gorges Reservoir. It needs more observations for plants planted around 165 m
ASL, where the duration of winter submergence is more than 200 days.

The concentrations of three organic acids in the roots of two species were influenced
by winter submergence. After emergence in spring, two species could adjust their organic
acid metabolisms to the normal level. Among three organic acids, tartaric acid was the
most sensitive response to water submergence, which deserved more studies in the future.
The exotic species, T. distichum, had more stable metabolism of organic acids to winter
flooding. The native species, S. matsudana, responded more actively to long-term winter
flooding. Two species showed the different organic acid regulation mechanisms facing
water regimes, and both species can be applied in vegetation restoration.
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Abstract: Research Highlights: Fine roots play an important role in plant growth as well as in carbon
(C) and nutrient cycling in terrestrial ecosystems. Gaining a wider knowledge of their dynam-
ics under forest gap opening would improve our understanding of soil carbon input and below-
ground carbon stock accumulation. Single-tree selection is increasingly recognized as an alternative
regime of selection cutting sustaining biodiversity and carbon stock, along with timber production,
among ecosystem functions. However, the fine root response in terms of morphological and chem-
ical composition to the resulting harvest-created gaps remains unclear. Background and Objectives:
This paper investigates the effect in the medium term (i.e., 6 years after logging) of differently sized
harvest-created gaps on fine root dynamics and chemical composition. Materials and Methods: A total
of 15 differently sized gaps (86.05–350.7 m2) and the adjacent 20 m distant closed canopies (control)
were selected in a temperate Fagus orientalis forest (Hyrcanian region, Iran). Eight soil cores were
collected at the cardinal points of the gap edge, including four facing the gap area—the same at
the adjacent intact forest. Results: For the selected edge trees, the different size of gaps, the core
position, and the tree orientation did not affect the investigated morphological traits, except for the
slightly higher specific root length (SRL) for the larger fine root fraction (1–2 mm) in the side facing
the gap area. Differently, the investigated chemical traits such as N concentration and cellulose:lignin
ratio significantly increased with increasing gap size, the opposite for C:N ratio and lignin. More-
over, N concentration and C:N significantly decreased and increased with the fine root diameter,
respectively. Conclusions: This work highlighted that, in the medium term and within the adopted
size range, artificial gap opening derived from single-tree selection practice affected the chemistry
rather than the biomass and morphology of gap-facing fine roots of edge trees. The medium term of
six years after gap creation might have been long enough for the recovery of the fine root standing
biomass to the pre-harvest condition, particularly near the stem of edge trees. A clear size threshold
did not come out; nevertheless, 300 m2 may be considered a possible cut-off determining a marked
change in the responses of fine roots.

Keywords: forest gap; forest management; fine roots; morphology; lignin; carbon; nitrogen; Fagus
orientalis

1. Introduction

Fine roots (diameter <2 mm) are the most dynamic and sensitive component within
the overall root system [1,2], playing a crucial role in water and nutrient acquisition [3].
They have also been regarded as short-lived and recognized as the most important com-
ponent contributing to below-ground C and N fluxes in forest ecosystems [4,5]. Indeed,
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estimation of fine root production accounts for as much as 33–67% of the total annual net
primary production (NPP) [6], although fine root biomass contributes relatively little to
total forest biomass, usually <5% [7]. Furthermore, fine root mortality contributes from
18 to 58% of total N to forest soils, making the root litter N addition higher than that from
above-ground litterfall in some ecosystems [4,5].

Fine root biomass has been found to vary with forest stand characteristics, i.e.,
tree species, stand age, density, basal area, canopy openness and soil properties, or envi-
ronmental factors such as air temperature, amount of precipitation, geographical location,
and elevation. In general, changes in canopy openness resulting from differently shaped
gaps or coppice conversion to high forest highlighted a significant decrease in fine root
biomass in the exposed soil [8–10]. For both types of management practices, fine root
biomass has been found to decrease in the exposed soil surface of the gap center and
proportionally to its increasing size [9,11], and reduced basal area [12]. Morphological
traits related to fine root biomass also vary with gap opening since the mean diameter of the
fine root population changes with change in the soil moisture caused by the opening in the
canopy cover [13,14]. For example, under drier soil conditions, plants produce longer and
finer roots [13,15], which results in a relatively greater length per unit mass, thereby leading
to an increase in specific root length (SRL, length-to-mass ratio). Concerning the chemical
traits related to the fine root biomass, carbon and nitrogen concentrations are well known
to change with changes in diameter classes, branching order [16,17], and seasonality [16,18].
In beech forests, for example, fine root C and N concentrations show a reverse pattern
compared to each other, with the highest and lowest values for C concentration in July and
October, respectively [18]. However, how fine root morphological and chemical traits vary
with gap size is still poorly investigated.

Forest ecosystems are exposed to natural disturbances, which can have a serious
impact on their functioning especially in a worsening global climate scenario [19]. In par-
ticular, disturbances such as diseases [20–22], storm [23,24], fire [25] may cause injuries
to trees enough to cause the formation of forest gaps. In temperate broadleaf forests,
where large-scale disturbances are rare, natural regeneration occurs predominantly in
gaps [26,27]. Therefore, forest management that approximates nature, such as single-tree
selection practice, appears to be a flexible and useful tool to secure sustainable forest de-
velopment in terms of biodiversity [26,27] and uneven-aged forests [28]. This tool mimics
natural openings of various sizes that follow moderate disturbance events [29]. On the
other hand, both natural and artificial gaps induce the alteration of microclimate conditions
(i.e., soil moisture and temperature, irradiance) either inside or in the proximity of the
gaps [30], leading to below-ground responsive adjustments in terms of fine root dynamics
whose magnitude may change with the increasing size of the gap [11]. Therefore, unveil-
ing the threshold that could lower the impact on fine root morphological and chemical
traits of edge trees may be of interest for sustainable forest management, which would lead
to a higher amount and lasting in time below-ground carbon stock accumulation. This is
particularly relevant as no common agreement exists on the definition of the size class of the
gap; for example, the small criterion ranges from 300 [29], 700 [31,32] to 1250–1960 m2 [29].

Differences in fine root biomass among forest stands have been modeled to change
also from stand initiation to a later stage of stand development (canopy closure) [33].
In particular, short-lived fine roots generally <0.5 mm in diameter [34,35] and character-
ized by higher turnover rate are predominant during the first years following thinning
operations [36,37]. For this reason, short-term (1–4 years) studies may not adequately track
the fine root fraction characterized by a higher longevity and that mostly contribute to the
standing biomass [36,37]. Thus, choosing the sampling time since the gap opening occurred
is crucial for a correct estimation of the fine root standing biomass, and medium-term
investigation may be considered a good compromise.

Fine root form and function may differ among branching orders [38,39] and the
shortcomings of the diameter-based approach are widely recognized [40]. Therefore, in this
study, the size class approach was maintained for a better discrimination between the
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<0.5 mm diameter class (i.e., very fine roots), which represent the most dynamic component
of the root system, and the 0.5–1 and 1–2 mm diameter classes, which represent the more
stable and woodier portion [41–43].

Oriental (or eastern) beech (Fagus orientalis Lipsky) forests represent the most im-
portant tree cover in the temperate-broadleaved forest in northern Iran, playing a key
role in forestry activities. Caspian forests of Iran have been harvested under different
silvicultural systems, such as shelterwood cutting or single-tree selection, which leads
to different canopy openness [19]. Single-tree selection is increasingly recognized as an
alternative regime of selection cutting sustaining biodiversity, recruitment and carbon
stock, along with timber production, among ecosystem functions [44]. Many studies were
conducted about different features of F. orientalis trees, but few on the fine roots [31,32] and
their response at the morphological and chemical level to the different-sized gaps.

In this study, the two-fold hypothesis was that, in the medium term, gap openings
might: (i) induce a reduction in fine root biomass greater than in length and, consequently,
increase the specific root length (SRL), and (ii) increase the metabolism of fine roots leading
to a higher N concentration. These variations would be of greater magnitude with the
increasing gap size. To test these hypotheses, for trees positioned at the edge of different-
sized gaps, fine root biomass, length, and tissue density were measured together with C,
N, lignin, and cellulose concentrations. This approach was intended to use the F. orientalis
tree fine root morpho-chemical traits as indicators of a threshold gap size above which
a significant influence on tree ecophysiology may occur.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

To study the effects of gap size on fine roots properties, a broadleaved Fagus orientalis
L. forest, covering an area of 40.4 ha, was selected in the Caspian area (Mazandaran
province), northern Iran (36◦12′ N,53◦24′ E). The general characteristics of this area were
already described in a previous work carried out on the same site [45]. Briefly, the study
site is located at an elevation of 1000–1200 m a.s.l., on a north-facing slope of 0–30%.
The climate is humid with a mean annual temperature of 10.5 ◦C and a mean annual
precipitation of 858 mm. The pseudogleyic and gley are the dominant soil types. The shade-
adapted and broadleaved F. orientalis trees occupy all canopy layers, from overtopped to
dominant ones, and other tree species including hornbeam (Carpinus betulus), alder (Alnus
subcordata), and maple (Acer velutinum) are also present. The oriental beech stand in
the study site is multi-layered, uneven-aged, and developed from natural regeneration.
At the time of fine root sampling, the stand density was 178 trees ha−1, with a mean
tree height and diameter at breast height (DBH) of 30.95 ± 0.79 m (mean ± SE) and
58.83 ± 2.37 cm, respectively. No natural disturbance regime, such as storm, heavy snow
or fire, is recorded in the forestry plan. The silvicultural practice historically adopted is
the single-tree selection, which produced different-sized artificial gaps depending on the
crown size of the harvested tree.

2.2. Experimental Design

In 2011, 45 gaps were randomly opened on the stand by felling different-sized trees.
A 50 m buffer of trees was maintained between all gaps, equal to twice the diameter of the
largest gap. Forest harvesting operations were conducted to prevent soil disturbance as
much as possible within the stand. In total, 15 elliptical different-sized gaps ranging from
86.05 to 350.7 m2 were selected for this study. Detailed information on gap and related tree
sizes are reported in Table S1. Each single gap was considered as the experimental unit,
making this experimental design a point comparison approach rather than a replicated
experiment on the ecosystem scale. The gap area was measured using the formula for an
ellipse: A = (πLW)/4, where L and W (m) are the longest and the largest perpendicular
to L distances within the gap, respectively (Figure 1). These distances were measured
between stems of the edge trees. All gaps were oriented with the short distance W always
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parallel to the north direction. To compare with undisturbed forest, the adjacent 20 m
distant closed-canopy clustered trees (uncut control) were selected for each gap size.

 

Figure 1. Sketch of location of the sampling points in the gap (white area) and adjacent intact forest
(light green area). Large black circles indicate the sampled trees, small brown circles the soil core
position, in the front and back of the selected trees. Dashed L and W lines indicate the distances
among stems used for ellipse calculation. All gaps were oriented with the short distance of the ellipse
always parallel to the north direction.

2.3. Fine Root Sampling

Field sampling of fine roots was carried out late in the growing season in October 2017
in all 15 artificial gaps and adjacent intact forest, i.e., 6 years after gap creation. Soil samples
were collected by hand soil corer (Root Auger 80 mm inner diameter, ELE International,
Bedfordshire, UK) to 20 cm soil depth at 1 m distance from the trunk. The sampling
protocol followed the scheme reported in Figure 1 [41]. For each gap, eight soil cores were
collected at the cardinal points of the gap border, and eight at the adjacent intact forest at
20 m from the gap. Of the eight cores, four were sampled in the side facing the gap area
(front) and four on the opposite side (back). Core samples were stored in plastic bags in
a commercial cool box (mod. 9315, Gio Style Spa, Italy) including ordinary freezer packs,
transported to the laboratory, and kept at 4 ◦C until processed.

2.4. Morphological Features of Fine Roots

In the laboratory, all soil samples were washed on a sieve (1 mm mesh size) to
remove the soil. Soil freed fine roots were further cleaned from soil residues under a
stereo-microscope, and beech fine roots were distinguished from other understory roots
by morphological characteristics. Beech fine roots appear reddish and stiffer than the
understorey roots; these morphological characteristics were previously established from
samples dug near the tree. Fine root samples were then scanned at a resolution of 500 dpi
with a calibrated flatbed scanner coupled to a lighting system (Expression 10,000 XL,
Epson America Inc., Long Beach, CA, USA). The resulting images were analyzed with
WinRhizo Pro V. 2007d software (Regent Instruments Inc., Quebec, QC, Canada), which,
setting the diameter classes with different colors, made it possible to group with high
accuracy the root axes in three diameter classes (<0.5; 0.5–1.0; 1.0–2.0 mm); root axes were
separated from each other where necessary with scissors or scalpels. The morphometric
measurements as length and mean diameter were performed. Successively, fine-roots
belonging to each diameter class were grouped, oven-dried at 70 ◦C (48 h), and weighed
for dry mass measurements. Morphometric data, together with dry weight data, were also
used to calculate the relative morphological traits specific root length (SRL, m g−1) and
root tissue density (RTD, g cm−3).
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2.5. Chemical Composition of Fine Roots

In our samples, as the dry weight per core sample for the three fine root diameter
classes ranged from 0.05 to 0.87 g, the amount was not sufficient for testing the chemical
properties, particularly for very fine roots. Then, in the laboratory, for each diameter class,
all eight cores for each gap size were pooled together, the same for the closed canopy,
resulting in one sample per diameter class per gap size, i.e., 15 per diameter class in
total. Successively, only 9 gap sizes were selected by eliminating the even values from
the series of 15 gaps (2, 4, 6 . . . sample). In detail, every even sample was equally split,
one half pooled with the previous sample and the second half with the successive one.
In this way, the critical amount of 2–3 g per sample has been achieved, totaling 18 samples
corresponding to 9 gaps and 9 closed canopies for each diameter class (54 in total). Each of
the 54 samples was ground in liquid nitrogen with mortar and pestle and milled to pass a
40-mesh (37 μm mesh opening) screen; the powder was used for carbon, nitrogen, lignin,
cellulose, and phosphorus concentrations measurement.

2.5.1. Carbon and Nitrogen

C and N concentrations were measured with a CHN analyzer (NA-2000 N-Protein;
Fisons Instruments S.p.A., Rodano [MI], Italy). The analyzer was calibrated with an
atropine standard (Sigma-Aldrich, A-0132, St. Louis, Missouri, MO, USA) and every 10th
sample with an atropine sample. The mean total N and C recovery rate for nutrient analysis
of atropine was 100.28 ± 0.59% and 100.62 ± 0.22%, respectively.

2.5.2. Cellulose and Lignin

The method used to measure total cellulose content was based on that developed by
Leavitt and Danzer [46,47] and consisted of removing as many non-cellulosic compounds
as possible from the root material. The first compounds to be removed were lipids (waxes,
oils, and resins). Each sample was poured into a Teflon sachet (no. 11803, pore size 1.2 μm)
and in groups of nine placed into a soxhlet extractor (50 mm i.d., 200 mL capacity to siphon
top, mod. 64826, Supelco|Sigma-Aldrich) equipped with a flask containing a 700 mL
mixture of toluene 99%–ethanol 96% (2–1; v/v) heated until boiling point. After 24 h of
extraction, the extractor solution was replaced with 700 mL of ethanol heated to the same
temperature. After 24 h, the samples were removed from the soxhlet and immersed in
distilled water heated to 100 ◦C for 6 h. This process removes hydrosoluble molecules from
the sample. The second compounds to be removed were lignin. All samples were placed
in a 250 mL beaker containing 160 mL of distilled water, 1.5 g of sodium chlorite (NaClO2),
and 0.5 mL of acetic acid. The sample and solution were shaken using a magnetic stirrer
and heated to 70–80 ◦C for 1 h (this procedure was repeated three times, 3 h in total).
After the flask was cooled to a constant temperature, the sample was removed and filtered
using a filter flask and washed with distilled water until it was free from acid. The samples
were dried at ambient temperature during 12 h and weighed. The percentage of cellulose
was evaluated by calculating the relative difference in the initial and final weight of each
sample (0.5 g).

Lignin content was measured according to a previous protocol [48], with minor modifi-
cations. For lignin extraction, 1 g of powdered sample was poured in a 15 mL plastic falcon
and boiled with 2 mL ethanol for 30 min and left overnight on a tilting plate. After centrifu-
gation, Falcons were centrifuged at 10,000× g for 15 min at 25 ◦C, the supernatant removed
and the pellet homogenized in 10 mL of extraction buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, 0.01% Triton X-
100 (10 g L−1), 1 M NaCl, pH 8.3). The suspension was stirred, centrifuged at 10,000× g for
10 min, washed twice with 4 mL of extraction buffer, twice with 2 mL of 80% (v/v) acetone,
and twice with 2 mL of acetone, and then dried in a concentrator. Each pellet was then
treated with 0.4 mL of thioglycolic acid and 2 mL of 2 M HCl, for 4 h, at 95 ◦C, centrifuged
at 15,000× g for 10 min and washed three times with distilled water. Lignothioglycolic
acid from each pellet was then extracted with 2 mL of 0.5 M NaOH, under stirring for 16 h,
at 25 ◦C. The supernatant was acidified with 0.4 mL of 37% (v/v) HCl in proportion 1:5 to
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the sample volume. Lignothioglycolic acid was then precipitated at 4 ◦C, for 4 h, recovered
by centrifugation at 15,000× g for 20 min, and dissolved in 1 mL of 0.5 M NaOH. The lignin
amount within each sample was calculated by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm, us-
ing a specific absorbance coefficient of 6.0 L g−1 cm−1. Because this specific absorbance
coefficient provides only an approximate conversion (the absorbance of lignothioglycolic
acid from different sources can vary considerably; see Doster and Bostock [48]), all readings
were normalized to the specimen with the highest lignin content [49].

2.6. Statistical Analyses

To compare the different gap sizes and the difference between the fine roots facing
the gap and those facing the opposite side for each cardinal point, 15 artificial gaps of
increasing size and 15 adjacent 20 m distant uncut control plots were established. In this
work, no a priori subjective thresholds, such as small, medium and large sizes, have been
adopted within the considered gap size range (86.05–350.70 m2), so gap size was used as a
covariate in the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Two-way ANCOVA was performed to
evaluate the effects of the fixed factor core position (front, back) and edge tree orientation (N,
S, E, W), as well as their interaction, and the covariate gap size on several morphological
traits of fine roots with diameters of <0.5, 0.5–1.0 and 1.0–2.0 mm. For chemical traits
(Section 2.4), as fine root samples were pooled, a one-way ANCOVA was performed with
the diameter classes as a fixed factor and the gap size as a covariate. All uncut control data
were pooled as one and treated as a control.

Data were square-root or log-transformed where necessary to meet normality and
homoscedasticity assumptions. Data given in figures are not transformed; p and R2 values
of regression analysis refer to data transformed where necessary. All statistical analyses
were performed with SPSS version 20.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) software and were
performed with a 5% rejection level.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Morphological Traits

For the edge trees, the different size of gaps did not affect the investigated morpholog-
ical traits, neither the core position nor the tree orientation (Table 1). If pooled, the mean
values of all morphological traits did not differ from those of the uncut control (closed
canopy), independently from the size of gaps (Figure 2); some deviations either above or
below the control mean occurred in the center-left of the distribution, i.e., for the smaller
gap sizes. The only exception was the slightly higher SRL for the larger fine root frac-
tion (1–2 mm) in the side facing the gap area (Figure 3), which marginally missed the
significance (core position p = 0.071; Table 1).

Table 1. F and p values of ANCOVA (General Linear Model) for the effects of core position and orientation on morphological
fine root traits divided by diameter classes. Gap sizes were used as covariates. Interactions were not significant and therefore
excluded from the model.

Fine Root Trait
Diameter

(mm)

Core Position Orientation Gap Size (c)
(df = 1) (df = 3) (df = 1)

F p F p F p

Length (m m−2)
0.5 0.125 0.724 0.343 0.794 0.087 0.768

0.5–1 0.054 0.817 0.031 0.993 0.152 0.697
1–2 0.274 0.601 0.163 0.921 0.510 0.476

Dry mass (g m−2)
0.5 0.009 0.924 0.329 0.805 0.007 0.935

0.5–1 0.067 0.796 0.338 0.798 0.030 0.862
1–2 0.843 0.360 0.207 0.891 0.253 0.616

RTD (g cm−3)
0.5 0.405 0.525 0.387 0.762 0.137 0.712

0.5–1 0.096 0.756 1.220 0.303 1.387 0.240
1–2 1.082 0.299 0.822 0.483 0.844 0.359

SRL (m g−1)
0.5 0.687 0.408 0.434 0.729 0.804 0.371

0.5–1 0.001 0.998 0.671 0.571 0.659 0.418
1–2 3.296 0.071 1.230 0.299 0.135 0.714

RTD, Root Tissue Density; SRL, Specific Root Length; (c), covariate
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Figure 2. Fine root length, dry mass, root tissue density (RTD), and specific root length (SRL) (columns), according to three
diameter classes (<0.5, 0.5–1, and 1–2 mm) (rows), in relation to gap size. Each point represents the mean of 8 replicates
(front and back position and orientation pooled together) ± SE. The uncut control was conventionally assigned the gap size
value of 1 m2 and was the mean of 120 replicates (front and back position, orientation, and 15 gap size pooled together).
If not reported, the scale for a given variable is the same for all the three panels.
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Figure 3. Relationship between specific root length (SRL) and mean diameter (MD) of the 1–2 mm
diameter fine root class according to the front (filled circle) and back (empty circle) core positions.
Each point represents the mean of 4 replicates ± SE. Continuous and dashed lines represent front
and back linear interpolations, respectively.

The mean diameter (MD) (Figure 3) rather than the RTD (data not shown) contributed
to this slightly higher gap facing, 1–2 mm in diameter SRL, as the relationship was stronger
for the gap-facing side. Moreover, the average diameter slightly increased with increasing
gap size (Figure S1). Therefore, this result does not support the first hypothesis except for
the slightly higher SRL of the larger fine root fraction (1–2 mm).

Unfortunately, no data in the short-term have been collected, making any considera-
tion on fine root dynamics over time merely speculative. Nevertheless, the decrease in fine
root biomass following gap openings is supported by other short-term experiments [8,9]
(6 and 11 months after logging, respectively), which found a consistent decrease at the gap
edge, and almost no growth in the center of the gap compared to the adjacent intact forest.
Furthermore, regarding the spatial localization of the soil sampling points for edge trees,
the adopted distances of 5 and 8 m from the trunk in the same short-term experiments [8,9]
were higher than the 1 m used in the present work, which fell under the canopy crowns
of rather tall trees (on average 31 m). In fact, previous findings on the soil characteris-
tics (moisture content, bulk density, total N, P, and soil organic carbon) from the same
experimental gaps [45] showed a lack of significant differences between edge and closed
canopy trees. These findings also highlighted the low impacts of the adopted manage-
ment practices on soil characteristics, which did not extend over the medium term [50,51].
This scanty soil alteration might explain the lack of significance of the orientation factor for
the edge trees, although a higher soil temperature should be expected for south-faced trees.
Therefore, the fine root biomass of edge trees might have been scarcely reduced after gap
openings, and the medium-term observation adopted in this work may have been long
enough to enable the recovery of fine root biomass to pre-harvest levels, explaining the
lack of morphological differences among the gap sizes investigated.

3.2. Chemical Traits

Interestingly, N concentration significantly (p < 0.001) increased with increasing size
of gaps and significantly (p < 0.001) decreased with increasing fine root diameter (Table 2;
Figure 4). C concentration did not show any trend in response to the different sizes of the
gap, whereas it marginally decreased (p = 0.096) with increasing root diameter (Table 2;
Figure 4). C:N ratio marginally decreased (p = 0.087) with increasing gap size, whereas it
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significantly (p < 0.001) increased with increasing fine root diameter (Table 2, Figure 4). It is
noteworthy that having pooled the samples did not withhold the clear trend obtained for
N concentration.

Table 2. F and p values of ANCOVA (General Linear Model) for the effects of diameter classes on
chemical fine root traits. Gap size was used as a covariate. Interactions were not significant and
therefore excluded from the model. Boldface p values are significant at a probability level of p < 0.05.

Chemical Trait Diam Class (df = 2) Gap Size (c) (df = 1)

F p F p

C 2.598 0.096 1.596 0.219
N 43.73 <0.001 25.28 <0.001

C:N 20.89 <0.001 3.05 0.087
Cellulose 0.374 0.692 0.024 0.879

Lignin 1.747 0.197 9.371 0.006
Cellulose:Lignin 2.299 0.123 13.442 0.001

Lignin: N 3.209 0.059 14.54 0.001
(c), covariate.

These findings are in accordance with the literature which reports a strong inverse
correlation between N concentration and root diameter with the highest concentrations
in the thinnest root portions [17,34], whereas no consistency emerges on the relationship
between C concentration and root diameter [34,52] and references therein. Differently,
a lack of consistency persists about the possible N concentration increase in fine roots in
response to gap opening [30], particularly when consequent to artificial gap formation.
Most of the studies had focused on alteration on soil processes such as nutrient release
during litter decomposition [53,54], microbial activity [45,54], net mineralization and nitrifi-
cation [55], but few papers concern fine roots [8,9,11]. Thinning operations stimulate the N
concentration increase in European beech forests in the Southern Alps, [18], which results
in fine roots with a shorter lifespan than those living in the forest left to grow for many
years. Findings from the present study suggest a similar response at the fine root level to
artificial gap opening derived from single-tree selection practice. Indeed, the lower C:N
ratio observed in larger gaps independently of the diameter class highlighted the lower
construction costs and, consequently, the more ephemeral nature of these fine roots [34].
Although not differentiated between orientation and core position, these chemical trends
would reveal the stimulation of the fine root growth with the increasing size of the gap,
with traces still present six years after gap opening.

For cell wall chemical compounds, lignin concentration did not change between
diameter classes, but significantly decreased with increasing gap size only for the larger
sub-classes, 0.5–1 and 1–2 mm (Table 2, Figure 4). Cellulose also did not differ between the
diameter classes and decreased with increasing gap size, but only for the 1–2 mm diameter
class. Interestingly, the Cellulose to lignin ratio resulted significantly higher in larger gaps
only for the 0.5–1 and 1–2 mm classes, whereas lignin to N ratio decreased significantly with
increasing gap size for the smaller <0.5 and larger 1–2 mm classes, and slightly increased
with increasing diameter (p = 0.059).

The decrease in the cellulose and lignin in the larger fraction of fine roots with in-
creasing gap size is indicative of roots with thinner secondary walls, and the finding of the
slightly higher SRL and lower mean diameter in gap facing 1–2 mm fine roots (Figure 3)
fits to this explanation. Moreover, the increasing trend of the cellulose:lignin ratio with
increasing gap size is indicative of a lignin reduction proportionally higher than that
of cellulose; the latter, in particular, did not significantly change with the different gap
sizes if the last size value was removed from calculation. Xylem percentage area [30]
and cellulose:lignin ratio [56–58] increase with the secondary growth and, consequently,
increasing diameter. Conversely, RTD decreases with increasing root diameter [59,60] or
xylem percentage area [30], although other studies have provided inconsistent results on
these relationships [61]. Thus, the slight increase in the average diameter for the 1–2 mm
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class with the increasing size of the gap (Figure S1) marginally correlated with the increas-
ing trend of the cellulose:lignin ratio. Readjustments in crown closure are well known
to increase the radial growth in stem and structural roots through the enhancement of
photosynthate production [12,62,63], and may have contributed to the moderate 1–2 mm
root class radial growth.

Figure 4. Fine root chemical traits (rows) in relation to gap size, according to three diameter classes
(<0.5, 0.5–1, and 1–2 mm) (columns). Points represent one value per 9 gap sizes only (see Section 2.4);
the uncut control, not included in the regression analysis, was conventionally assigned the gap size
value of 1 m2 and represents the mean of 9 replicates ± SE (see Section 2.5). If significant at p < 0.05,
regression lines and the corresponding R2 were shown.
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The cellulose:lignin and Lignin:N ratios, in particular, also belong to those chemical
traits of plant litter that have the highest impact on the decomposition rates. The lower
Lignin:N ratio with increasing gap size found in the present work could result in higher
decomposition rates [64–66]. However, simple extrapolation from the decomposability
of root litter to, for example, the long-term carbon sequestration in forest soils is not
possible, as additional factors such as the spatial inaccessibility of soil organic matter
and organo-mineral interactions cannot be ruled out (e.g., von Lutzow et al. [67]). Thus,
differently from the center of gaps, it may be assumed that stimulation of growth near the
edge trees was not as remarkable at the morphological level as at it was at the chemical level.
This apparent discrepancy between the morphological and chemical traits is explainable
in that most of the studies on the effects of gap size on tree fine root dynamics refer to
the short-term period, whereas in the present study, the medium term might have veiled
the morphological effects not as much as the nitrogen and lignin content in the larger
fraction. Morphological and chemical traits are frequently decoupled at the root system
level [68]. Indeed, phenotypic plasticity was found to be limited across soil conditions and
growing seasons for several temperate species [16,69,70]. Similarly, a correlation between
morphological traits such as SRL and N concentration was lacking for fine roots of many
softwood and hardwood North American species [68,71].

4. Conclusions

This work highlights that, in the medium term and within the adopted size range,
artificial gap opening derived from single-tree selection practice affected the chemistry
rather than the biomass and morphology of gap-facing fine roots in oriental beech edge
trees. These outcomes suggest that the below-ground carbon stock is not influenced
in the medium term by the forest gap openness following single-tree selection practice,
but readjustments in the crown closure of edge trees may contribute to a moderate radial
growth in the larger and woodier fine root fraction. Consequently, the derived increase in
C:N and decrease in Lignin:N ratios with increasing gap size may increase the fine root
decomposition, and subsequently the carbon input into the soil as medium-long-term
implication. A clear size threshold did not come out since the trends with increasing
gap size were either absent for the morphological or continuous for the chemical traits.
Nevertheless, for this latter, 300 m2 may be considered a possible cut-off determining a
marked change in the responses of fine roots.
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7/12/2/137/s1, Figure S1: Specific root length (SRL) and mean diameter (rows) in relation to gap
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tree-edge characteristics.
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Abstract: Although compacted soil can be recovered through root development of planted
seedlings, the relationship between root morphologies and soil physical properties remain unclear.
We investigated the impacts of soil compaction on planted hybrid larch F1 (Larix gmelinii var.
japonica × L. kaempferi, hereafter F1) seedlings with/without N loading. We assumed that N loading
might increase the fine root proportion of F1 seedlings under soil compaction, resulting in less effects
of root development on soil recovery. We established experimental site with different levels of soil
compaction and N loading, where two-year-old F1 seedlings were planted. We used a hardness
change index (HCI) to quantify a degree of soil hardness change at each depth. We evaluated root
morphological responses to soil compaction and N loading, focusing on ectomycorrhizal symbiosis.
High soil hardness reduced the total dry mass of F1 seedlings by more than 30%. Significant
positive correlations were found between HCI and root proportion, which indicated that F1 seedling
could enhance soil recovery via root development. The reduction of fine root density and its
proportion due to soil compaction was observed, while these responses were contrasting under N
loading. Nevertheless, the relationships between HCI and root proportion were not changed by N
loading. The relative abundance of the larch-specific ectomycorrhizal fungi under soil compaction
was increased by N loading. We concluded that the root development of F1 seedling accelerates
soil recovery, where N loading could induce root morphological changes under soil compaction,
resulting in the persistent relationship between root development and soil recovery.

Keywords: soil compaction; N loading; fine root; root morphology; ectomycorrhizal fungi

1. Introduction

Impacts of forest soil compaction that are caused by forestry machine operation have serious
concerns for sustainable forest management [1–3]. Soil compaction degrades forest ecosystem
functions [4], such as nutrient availability [5,6], the community of soil macro- and microorganism [7],
and tree growth [8–10]. High soil hardness can inhibit root development, resulting in the inhibition of
physiological activities and growth suppression of trees [4]. Soil hardness means pressure resistance
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and it is a general physical parameter [11–13]. The effects of soil compaction on tree growth vary
depending on soil type, condition, and tree species [14–16]. Manipulation experiments can contribute
to more accurate understanding of tree growth response to soil compaction and its mechanisms [17–19].

The recovery of soil structures and functions from compaction (hereafter, soil recovery) varies
depending on several site-related factors, such as soil texture, organic matter content, pedoclimate,
and biomass and activity of soil biota [20–23]. Soil recovery can be associated with the root growth of
planted tree seedlings, which has been primarily studied in alder species (Alnus sp.) [24,25], although the
alder planting has raised other ecological concerns in forest management [26]. Root development can
penetrate the compacted soil layer [27] and form cracks and fissures in soil [28,29]. Root development
under compacted soil would be affected by soil biotic and abiotic factors [30]. Although fertilizer
application could promote both aboveground and belowground growth, even in compacted soil [31,32],
few studies have elucidated root morphological responses and the symbiosis with soil microorganisms
under soil compaction and N loading [33]. Because artificial construction to improve compacted
soil properties has economic and ecological issues [6,24], it is of outmost importance to investigate
the relationship between roots of planted seedlings and soil physical properties for the ecological
managements of forest soil [1].

Larch (Larix sp.) trees have widely been planted for timber production in Northeast Asia [34,35].
Among larch species, hybrid larch F1 (hereafter F1) has been developed for the superior initial
growth [34,36]. However, the overuse of forestry machines has been concerned in afforestation
regions [37–39]. The effects of N loading on tree growth and the symbiosis between ectomycorrhizal
(ECM) fungi have been extensively investigated [40,41]. N loading promotes the growth of F1

seedling [42], whereas excess N loading would reduce its stress resistance [43]. A stable ECM
community of F1 seedlings was observed under N loading [41]. Therefore, we supposed that F1 would
be a suitable model tree species to verify the responses of root development to soil compaction and N
loading under the consistent relationship with ECM fungi.

In this study, we investigated the growth of F1 seedlings planted in the compacted soil where N was
added. Given the root response to soil physical [31] and nutritional conditions [43], we hypothesized
that N loading would increase the fine root proportion of F1 seedlings under soil compaction, resulting
in a reduced effect of root development on soil recovery. We attempted to verify the following objectives:
(1) whether the root developments of F1 would affect soil hardness and (2) how the morphological
traits respond to soil compaction and N loading. We synthesized these results to reveal the capacity of
promoting soil recovery by planting seedlings for forest ecological management [44].

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Site and Experimental Design

This experiment was conducted in Sapporo Experimental Forest of Hokkaido University, Japan
(43◦04′ N, 141◦20′ E, 15 m a.s.l.), during two growing seasons from May 2018 to November 2019.
The climate is cool temperate with high humidity. In 2018, the mean annual air temperature was
9.1 ◦C and the total precipitation was 1282 mm and, in 2019, the mean annual air temperature
was 9.5 ◦C and the total precipitation was 814 mm. The snow-free period is mid-April to early
November. Meteorological data were recorded by the Japan Meteorological Agency near the study site.
The experimental plots were established at the nursery under full sunlight to make them as uniform as
possible. The soil of the experimental area was classified as brown forest soil (Dystric Cambisols) [45].

We examined the effects of soil compaction and N loading using a split-plot design (Figure S1).
Six combinations were set with five replicate plots for each treatment (three levels of soil
compaction × 2 N loading levels × 5 replicated blocks). First, a 40 m track line for each compaction
level was divided into five blocks. The distance from each track line was 1 m, with a trench of 40 cm
depth. Each block size was approximately 1.5 m × 6.0 m, and each block was separated by at least 1 m.
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Each block was divided into two subplots for N loading treatment (a total of 30 subplots). A subplot
size was approximately set as 1.5 m × 2.5 m with a distance of 1 m from each other.

One-year-old seedlings of hybrid larch F1 (L. gmelinii var. japonica × L. kaempferi) were produced
at a nursery of Hokkaido Research Organization, Forestry Research Institute. Before needle unfolding,
four seedlings were transplanted into all subplots on 15 May 2018 (a total of 120 seedlings). A seedling
was planted into the space excavated (0.1 m × 0.1 m × 0.4 m), and the distance from each seedling was
at least 0.5 m in a subplot. The initial size (means ± SD) was 25.53 ± 2.17 cm for aboveground height
and 6.00 ± 0.87 mm for collar diameter. After planting, germinated grasses that were around the F1

seedlings were manually removed.
A root tillage treatment was applied by a cultivator for mixing the soil to a depth of approximately

30 cm in order to set high environmental homogeneity of the study site. Weeding was carried out
before the soil compaction treatment. The soil was compacted with heavy machine passes conducted
on 11 May 2018. The target levels of surface soil hardness were set as 4.7 and 14.0 kg cm−2 based on the
national environmental standards [46]. The heavy machines passed over the study sites until the target
of the soil compaction level was achieved, as measured using a soil hardness tester (Yamanaka’s Soil
Hardness tester, Fujiwara Scientific Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Two types of heavy machinery were
operated on 1.5 m wide and 40 m long tracks: a 1.0 t mini excavator (U-008, KUBOTA, Osaka, Japan)
was used for the low compaction level and a 2.0 t tractor (TA278F, ISEKI, Matsuyama, Japan) was used
for the high compaction level. Three levels of soil compaction were simulated: control, undisturbed
soil after tillage; low compaction treatment obtained with 10 passes of a mini excavator after tillage;
and, high compaction obtained with 23 passes of a tractor after tillage.

Two levels of N loading were simulated: 0 (−N) and 50 kg N ha−1 year−1 (+N). The N loading
level was reflected with the observed maximum value in Japan [47]. Ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4)
was used because of concerns of the recent N deposition in Japan [48]. In plots of +N, N loading
was conducted on 6 July, 20 July, 17 August, 25 September, and 18 October 2018, without rainy days.
(NH4)2SO4 was dissolved in tap water and then applied directly on soil, avoiding the application on
seedling bodies. The applied volume for a seedling was approximately 500 mL during each application.
Plots of −N were irrigated with the same amount of tap water on the treatment dates.

2.2. Soil Environment

In this study, soil hardness (SH) was defined as the pressure resistance acquired by a conical tip
probe pushing into soil using a soil hardness tester (Yamanaka’s Soil Hardness tester, Fujiwara Scientific
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Soil bulk density (SBD) is an indicator of soil packing degree and it is
calculated as the dry weight per unit volume of soil.

The vertical SH was measured along with four depths: 0–10, 10–20, 20–30, and 30–40 cm.
These measurements were taken during the first and final research periods. The first SH along with
depth were measured on 15 May 2018. A mini pit was manually dug into soil with a volume of
approximately 10 cm × 35 cm × 45 cm. The position of the hole was randomly set in each subplot at
least 30 cm away from the planted seedling. Subsequently, SH was randomly measured in a soil face at
each depth. The mean value of these measurements was used as a representative SH value for each
seedling. The final SH along with depth was measured in a space with a volume of approximately
50 cm × 50 cm × 40 cm from the end of October to early November in 2019, where a seedling was
excavated. The three points where the SH was measured were randomly selected at each depth after
excavating a seedling, and the mean value was calculated for each seedling. The hardness change
index (hereafter HCI) was calculated as the difference between the final and first mean values of SH to
evaluate the relationship between soil variation and root development considering soil depth.

The surface SH was also measured on 15 May, 5 June, 20 July, 11 September, and 23 October 2018,
and on 1 May, 3 September, and 2 November 2019. The surface SH was measured at four to six random
points approximately 20 cm away from the seedling stem. The mean value of the points was used as a
representative SH value for each subplot.
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Surface soil sampling was conducted in order to measure SBD and soil water contents (SWC)
on 5 June, 20 July, 11 September, and 23 October 2018, avoiding the rainy days. Soil was sampled
at each subplot using a metal cylinder (5 cm × 20 cm2, Daiki Rika Kogyo Co., Ltd., Saitama, Japan)
without any plant litter. After sampling, the fresh soil mass was immediately weighed using a 0.1 g
scale (EB-3300SW, Shimadzu Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) and then dried for 24 h at 105 ◦C.

On 15 August 2018, another soil sampling was conducted at each subplot in order to determine
three phase fractions of soil. Solid and liquid phases were measured using a digital volume analyzer
(DIK-1150, Daiki Rika Kogyo Co., Ltd., Saitama, Japan), and the residual was calculated as the air
phase fraction.

Fresh soil was sampled for its chemical properties on August 2018. The sampled soil was passed
through a stainless-steel sieve with a 1.0 mm mesh. Subsequently, 10 g of soil was mixed with 25 mL of
2 M potassium chloride solution. The samples were shaken for over 1 h before measurement using a pH
sensor (RM-30P, TOA DKK, Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The soil inorganic N contents of the same samples
were measured. The samples were filtered through a 1-μm filter (No. 5C filter paper, Toyo Roshi,
Tokyo, Japan) for the colorimetric measurement of inorganic N (total value of NH4

+–N and NO3
−–N)

using a flow injection analyzer (AQLA-700, Aqualab Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

2.3. Seedling Performances

2.3.1. Aboveground

The height and the collar diameter of 120 seedlings were regularly measured using a measuring
tape with 0.1 cm resolution and a digital caliper with 0.01 mm resolution (Mitsutoyo, Kanagawa, Japan)
on 10 June, 6 July, 7 August, 5 September, and 8 October 2018, and 14 October 2019. The diameter was
calculated as the mean of two crosswise measurements. The xylem pressure potential of the shoot
tips was measured on 9 September 2019. Five seedlings were randomly selected for each treatment,
and the sampled intact shoot was measured using a pressure chamber (PMS-600, PMS Instrument Co.,
Albany, OR, USA) at predawn (03:30–04:30 h) and mid-day (13:00–14:00 h).

On 21 October 2019, the aboveground plant body of 120 seedlings was harvested. The harvested
biomass of each seedling was divided by stems, branches, and needles. The stems were divided
into three sections at the internode: a current-year stem grown in 2019, a one-year stem formed in
2018, and the two-year stem. The height and collar diameter of these stems were measured using the
same methods described above. All of the branches with needles were divided into three sections,
following the same approach used for the stems. The branches of each stem were counted. The longest
branch was sampled in a current-year stem, and its length and bottom diameter were measured.
Subsequently, all of the separated organs were put into a dry oven at 80 ◦C for two weeks to determine
the dry mass. We defined the branch productivity index (BPI) and needle productivity index (NPI) as
the following formulas in order to evaluate the morphological balance and potential productivity in a
current-year stem:

BPI
(
m−1
)
=

The number o f branch in current–year stem
The length o f current stem (m)

, (1)

NPI
(
g m−1

)
=

Needle dry weight in current–year stem (g)
The length o f maximum current–year branch (m)

. (2)

2.3.2. Belowground

The root systems of the seedlings were carefully excavated at the control and at a high level of
soil compaction treatment from the end of October to early November in 2019. The root systems were
sampled for three seedlings of each subplot (two compaction levels × 2 N loading levels × 5 replicated
blocks × 3 biological replicates, a total of 60 seedlings). Before sampling, the excavating area and depth
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were set to approximately 50 cm × 50 cm × 40 cm. The excavated volume of space was measured using
a measuring tape with 1 cm resolution just after root sampling to avoid any soil deformation.

The root system was carefully washed in order to eliminate soil and separated visually into a
rootstock and other roots. The other roots were divided into lateral roots (diameter ≥ 2 mm) and fine
roots (diameter < 2 mm) using a digital caliper. Finally, the separated roots were dried in an oven at
65 ◦C for a week, and the dry weight was measured. These weights were used to calculate root density
as the ratio between the root weight and excavated soil volume.

When excavating root systems of seedlings, a seedling was randomly selected in each subplot
in order to determine the fine root morphological traits and the ECM association (two compaction
levels × 2 N loading levels × 5 replicated blocks × 1 biological replicates, a total of 20 seedlings).
Approximately six fine roots were collected along each distance from stem (0–10, 10–20, and 20–30 cm).
The sampled roots were covered with wet papers, stored in a plastic bag, and transferred to a dark
refrigerator (4 ◦C) in the laboratory until the following measurements. The remaining soil was
carefully removed from fine roots using a brush. Three intact fine roots were randomly selected
from each seedling and scanned using a double-lamp bed scanner with 800 dpi (GT-X 970, Epson,
Japan). The scanned image was analyzed to determine the total length, surface area, and volume
of each fine root while using root analysis software WinRHIZOTRON 2012 (Regent Instruments,
Quebec, QC, Canada). After scanning, the fine roots were dried in an oven at 65 ◦C for a week, and the
dry weight was measured. These values were used in calculating the following morphological trait
values as a ratio between the acquired values from the image analysis and the dry weight: specific root
length (SRL, a ratio between the total length and dry weight), specific root area (SRA, a ratio between
the total surface area and dry weight), and root tissue density (RTD, a ratio between the total volume
and dry weight). The remaining sampled fine roots that were collected by each distance were pooled
in each treatment and used to evaluate the association of ECM. We classified the ECM taxa using the
morphological characteristics that were observed with a microscope (Olympus szx-ILLK100, Tokyo,
Japan). The relative abundance of ECM was calculated as the ratio of the number of ECM root tips
to the non-ECM root tips. The ECM taxa were verified based on the methods of a previous study by
Wang et al. [41].

2.4. Data Analysis

MS EXCEL 2010 (Microsoft©) and R version 3.4.6 [49] were used for data processing and statistical
analysis. Each response variable was calculated as the representative values per experimental block
(five values for each treatment for statistical analysis). We evaluated the effects of the compaction and N
loading by ANOVA with chi-squared test. ANOVA with chi-squared test was performed on SRL, SRA,
and RTD between the horizontal distance from the root trunk and soil compaction at each N treatment.
We analyzed Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the three types of root density (total root density,
lateral root density, and fine root density), SH of the first and final conditions, and HCI. The values in
each N loading treatment were pooled for the correlation analysis at first in order to evaluate whether
the relationships between the soil and root vary depending on compaction. A significant relationship
was identified using the Bonferroni test. In the detected significant relationships, we analyzed whether
the effects of the root traits on the soil properties vary by N loading using ANCOVA as a post-hoc test.

3. Results

3.1. Environment at the Study Site

Figure 1 shows the seasonal variations of the meteorological factor and surface SH. The total
precipitation from May to November 2018 was 828 mm, and that from May to October 2019 was
482 mm. The compacted surface soil clearly showed a decline in hardness in 2018, whereas the variation
was relatively small in 2019 (Figure 1). In 2018, the compaction treatments reduced the air fraction by
more than 35% and increased bulk density by more than 50% (Table S1), whereas N loading increased
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the total inorganic N contents by more than 20%. Therefore, the soil environment was successfully
manipulated for the experimental design. Table S2 shows the variations of SH along with soil depth.
A negative variation in SH in 2018 was found for high compaction plots: from 1.57 MPa for the surface
soil layer to 0.51 MPa for the deepest layer. In 2019, the variation was positive at the control plots,
and a negative variation was not observed at the high compaction plots.
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Figure 1. Meteorological and soil conditions at the study area. (A) The meteorological conditions
in each month; Diamond: mean air temperature; Bar: total precipitation. (B) The seasonal changes
in average surface SH ± standard error (SE); square: control; diamond: low compaction level;
circle: high compaction level; white: non-N loading (−N); gray: N loading (+N). (n = 5).

3.2. Aboveground Responses

The effects of soil compaction and N loading were significant on most aboveground traits (Table 1).
The final size of the seedlings was reduced in high compaction treatment by approximately 10.2%
and 23.1% for the total height and collar diameter, respectively. Compaction significantly reduced the
total dry mass by more than 30%. The interaction effects of compaction and N loading were observed
(p < 0.05). The increased effects of N loading on dry mass were only significant at the control and
not on compaction treatments. BPI was reduced by only the high compaction level under N loading,
whereas NPI was significantly reduced by compaction alone (p < 0.05). A significant reduction of
xylem water potential was observed in compacted soil at predawn (Table S3).
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3.3. Belowground Responses

The effects of soil compaction were significant on all root densities (Table 2). Significant effects
of N loading were not observed in lateral and fine root densities. Without N loading, the reduction
of root density was approximately 50% in lateral and fine root, but less than 30% in the rootstock.
The interaction effects of soil compaction and N loading were observed in both the rootstock (p < 0.05)
and fine root density (p < 0.001). The effect of soil compaction was almost doubled under N loading in
rootstock, but the fine root density under N loading was not changed by soil compaction. The lateral
root proportion was significantly decreased by soil compaction (p < 0.05). The fine root proportion did
not change significantly under soil compaction. However, the interaction effect of soil compaction
and N loading was observed (p < 0.05). The reduction of fine root proportion due to soil compaction
was not observed under N loading, rather its proportion was increased. The interaction effect of soil
compaction and N loading was also observed in rootstock (p < 0.05), showing that N loading only
increased its proportion without soil compaction.

Table 2. Mean value ± SE of underground responses to soil compaction without N loading (−N) and
with N loading (+N) and the results of ANOVA (Compaction: C; N loading: N). ***: p < 0.001; *: p < 0.05;
N.S.: not significant. (n = 5).

Control High Compaction ANOVA

Traits Root Type −N +N −N +N C N C × N

Root density
(kg m−3)

Total 0.90 ± 0.08 1.16 ± 0.18 0.54 ± 0.07 0.68 ± 0.08 *** *** N.S.
Rootstock 0.37 ± 0.06 0.60 ± 0.20 0.28 ± 0.09 0.33 ± 0.03 *** *** *

Lateral 0.41 ± 0.07 0.46 ± 0.09 0.2 ± 0.02 0.26 ± 0.06 *** N.S. N.S.
Fine 0.12 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.02 *** N.S. ***

Root proportion
to total root
biomass (%)

Rootstock 41.02 ± 6.27 51.9 ± 3.31 50.79 ± 4.78 49.32 ± 5.41 N.S. N.S. *
Lateral 13.6 ± 2.82 8.47 ± 3.12 11.29 ± 2.63 12.27 ± 1.96 * N.S. N.S.

Fine 45.38 ± 5.08 39.63 ± 3.03 37.92 ± 2.45 38.41 ± 4.34 N.S. N.S. *

3.4. Relationship between Soil Hardness and Roots

Correlation analysis showed several significant relationships between SH and root density
(Table S4). The highest correlation was observed between the fine root proportion and surface HCI
under compaction treatment (Figure 2B, p < 0.001). The same positive correlation was observed in the
lateral root proportion under compaction treatment (Figure 2A, p< 0.01). The second highest correlation
was between the 10–20 cm of HCI and total root density of the control (p < 0.001). The relationship
between the 10–20 cm of HCI and fine root proportion was negative (p < 0.001). Similar tendencies of
these relationships were not observed at the control or the compaction treatment (Table S4). The results
of the post-hoc test showed that there was no significant effect of N loading on the relationship between
HCI and each root proportion (Table S5).
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Figure 2. Relationships between (A) lateral root proportion and (B) fine root proportion and HCI
(n = 5). Circle: control; square: high compaction; white: no N loading (−N); gray: N loading (+N).
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3.5. Responses of Root Morphological Traits and ECM Association

SRL was significantly reduced along with the horizontal distance from the root trunk without
N loading, regardless of soil compaction (p < 0.05, Table 3). The maximum reduction of SRL was
approximately 40% (Figure 3A). By contrast, there were significant interaction effects of distance and
compaction under N loading (p < 0.001), indicating that the root under N loading would develop
depending on the SH. The maximum increment of SRL was nearly double under N loading (Figure 3B).
The same pattern was observed in SRL, although there was no significant effect of distance without N
loading. Moreover, RTD was significantly increased by soil compaction (p < 0.05, Table 3), where the
average increment was approximately 20% (Figure 3E).

Table 3. Summary of ANOVA for responses of root morphological traits, specific root length (SRL),
specific root area (SRA), and root tissue density. (RTD) without N loading (−N) and with N loading
(+N). ***: p < 0.001; *: p < 0.05; N.S.: not significant. (n = 5).

SRL SRA RTD

N Loading Variable χ2 p value χ2 p Value χ2 p Value

−N Distance (D) 4.23 * 1.79 N.S. 0.04 N.S.
Compaction (C) 0.06 N.S. 0.51 N.S. 3.90 *

D × C 0.27 N.S. 0.08 N.S. 0.03 N.S.
+N D 0.27 N.S. 0.67 N.S. 0.85 N.S.

C 1.92 N.S. 0.38 N.S. 0.29 N.S.
D × C 11.75 *** 5.18 * 0.74 N.S.
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Figure 3. Mean value ± SE in specific root length (SRL), specific root area (SRA), and root tissue density
(RTD) (n = 5). The responses were showed without N loading (A,C,E) and with N loading (B,D,F).
White and light gray: no compaction; dark gray: high compaction.

The ECM taxa were composed of 55 organisms that were identified to species levels, 23 identified
to genus level, and 18 as anonymous fungi (Table S6). The most abundant species was Wilcoxina,
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except for the soil compaction and N loading sites (Table 4). The genus Suilus, a larch-specific ECM,
was the second most abundant, especially at soil compaction and N loading sites.

Table 4. Results of relative abundance (%) for top five in associated ECM under soil compaction and N
loading (n = 5). The identified fungal taxa were described as genus level.

Control High Compaction

−N +N −N +N

Wilcoxina 33.87 Wilcoxina 31.42 Wilcoxina 34.07 Suillus 42.73
Suillus 23.44 Suillus 19.14 Suillus 16.31 Wilcoxina 15.86
Laccaria 10.10 Dothideomycetes 17.06 Inocybe 11.82 Tetracladium 10.77

Helicorhoidion 5.41 Epicoccum 8.81 Tomentella 8.34 Saitozyma 6.32
Articulospora 3.46 Tomentella 5.14 Tricholoma 7.08 Cryptococcus 3.45

4. Discussion

4.1. Relationship between Roots and Soil

Significant effects of root development on soil physical parameters were found under soil
compaction treatments (Figure 2, Table S4). Namely, the root developments of F1 seedlings could
enhance the recovery of compacted soil, which was supported by previous studies [28–30]. However,
in contrast to the results that were found with alder species [30], almost no effects were found in soil
condition at a deeper layer (Table S4). Our results would be associated with the shallow root system of
larch [34]. Dahurian larch, as one parent of F1, would develop a shallow root system as an adaptation
to a thinner soil layer in the presence of permafrost [34,35]. In fact, there were hardly any roots deeper
than the excavating depth of 40 cm when root systems were dug up. Rather, the root systems under
soil compaction stress showed the shrunken shape. These results indicated that the effects of F1 root
developments on soil recovery would mainly occur in shallow soil layers. Further, the effects of N
loading were not significant on the relationship between HCI and root traits (Table S5), which could
be supported by the persistent relationship between roots and soil physical parameters under N
application [50]. Soil recovery induced by root development of planted F1 might not be associated
with soil N condition, even though N loading increased lateral and fine root proportions [42,43].
Possible reasons for the persistent relationship between root development and soil recovery could be
linked to more specific root morphological responses to soil compaction and N loading.

Relatively shallow soil layers could regenerate faster than the deeper layer [51] because of the soil
surface-specific events, such as swelling, shrinking, and freezing [1,6,20]. These studies supported
our results that the seasonal physical changes of surface soil were significant (Figure 1). Indeed,
the significant physical changes of surface soil in the first year may be partly due to the relatively
high amount of precipitation [1,8,20]. However, there were non-significant effects of N loading on
most physical soil parameters (Tables S1 and S2). These results would be supported by previous
studies [51]. The effects of chemical treatment on forest soil have been mainly evaluated from the
lime application [52,53], and little is known regarding N application [31,32]. Further, soil physical
dynamics could be affected by biological and chemical factors, like soil macro- and micro-fauna [7,28].
Future studies are needed in order to elucidate the effects of N addition on the physical properties of
forest soil, focusing on the interaction between soil chemical and biological factors [22].

4.2. Root Morphological Developments and ECM Symbiosis

It has been reported that there are two types of root development under soil compaction [29]: (i) an
avoidance type with higher root developments for allowing the resource exploration in compacted
soils and (ii) a resistance type with lower root morphological traits for improving root growth per
acquired resources, such as water and nutrients. Non-significant changes in SRL and SRA without N
loading (Figure 3) indicated that the studied F1 seedlings might be a resistance type that is associated
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with lower plasticity in root development [29]. However, contrasting responses occurred with N
loading. That is, root development under soil compaction would vary depending on N loading,
which means that the physical response capacity of the root would be altered by soil chemical factors.
The morphological response at a specific root level can be interpreted as a strategy for efficient resource
acquisition [29,54]. We assumed that F1 seedlings would acclimate to soil compaction via both the
carbon allocation changes within the root system and specific root morphological changes, resulting in
a persistent relationship between root development and soil recovery. Moreover, the diversity of
ECM-associated F1 seedlings under soil compaction was changed by N loading (Table 4). The ECM
community may vary between different soil nutritional conditions, i.e., N and P [40]. In particular,
the specific symbiotic relationship with Suillus sp. was reported in larch species [41], which may
accelerate the root development of host plants [55]. The shorter branching fine roots of F1 seedlings
may be associated with the specific ECM community under soil compaction and N loading given
that ECM fungi could induce a higher frequency of root tips. Because the effects of association and
treatments could not be separated in this study, further investigations are required to more accurately
understand the root–ECM interaction. In the future, the quantitative effects of root morphological
traits on soil recovery also need to be evaluated [1,24,56].

4.3. Aboveground Responses

Different response patterns between NPI and BPI without the N loading condition indicated that
BPI would be persistent more than NPI under compacted soil. Branch number is mostly determined
by the number of buds and its flush condition [57]. Thus, the persistent BPI indicated that soil
compaction would not suppress shoot branching. It has been reported that soil compaction stimulated
the regulation of aboveground growth via phytohormonal [4,58]. The plastic responses of shoot
branches to SH may be a cue for investigating the interaction between above- and below-ground
growth with the complex hormonal regulations. The lower NPI under soil compaction indicated that
soil compaction would inhibit the leaf production and growth in F1 via water stress. Given the lower
xylem water potential (Table S3), the photosynthesis of F1 seedlings would be suppressed by soil
compaction, resulting in NPI reduction.

5. Conclusions

Significant positive correlations between both fine and lateral root proportion and HCI indicated
that the root development of F1 seedlings was associated with the soil recovery after compaction.
N loading promoted root development, especially under soil compaction. N loading increased fine root
density and its proportion under soil compaction, which might be associated with high susceptibility
to drought [43]. Indeed, a significant interaction effect of soil compaction and N loading was observed
on current-year growth parameters (Table 1). The effects of lower precipitation and soil moisture
condition during the growing period in 2019 were also significant (Figure 1). As the water condition
was not manipulated in this study, future studies are needed in order to verify the responses to
drought tolerance under soil compaction and N loading, where the relationship between above-,
and belowground responses should be linked. N loading also changed specific root morphological
traits, which could interact with ECM symbiosis, resulting in the retention of the relationship between
SH and root traits, even with high proportions of fine roots. Our study addressed the understanding
of the capacity of planted F1 seedlings for soil recovery in ecological silviculture management.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4907/11/9/947/s1,
Figure S1: Experimental design of the study site. Table S1: The soil physical and chemical properties in 2018
(n = 5). Table S2: The SH and HCI along with soil depth (n = 5). Table S3: Responses of xylem water potential
in 2019 (n = 5). Table S4: Results of the correlation analysis between root traits and SH. Table S5: Results of
the post-hoc test evaluating the effect of N loading on the relationship between HCI and root proportion under
compaction (n = 5). Table S6: The lists of all identified ECM fungal taxon.
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Abstract: Belowground competition is an important structuring force in terrestrial plant communities.
Uncertainties remain about the plasticity of functional root traits under competition, especially
comparing interspecific vs. intraspecific situations. This study addresses the plasticity of fine root
traits of competing Acer pseudoplatanus L. and Fagus sylvatica L. seedlings in nutrient-rich soil patches.
Seedlings’ roots were grown in a competition chamber experiment in which root growth (biomass),
morphological and architectural fine roots traits, and potential activities of four extracellular enzymes
were analyzed. Competition chambers with one, two conspecific, or two allospecific roots were
established, and fertilized to create a nutrient ‘hotspot’. Interspecific competition significantly reduced
fine root growth in Fagus only, while intraspecific competition had no significant effect on the fine
root biomass of either species. Competition reduced root nitrogen concentration and specific root
respiration of both species. Potential extracellular enzymatic activities of β-glucosidase (BG) and
N-acetyl-glucosaminidase (NAG) were lower in ectomycorrhizal Fagus roots competing with Acer.
Acer fine roots had greater diameter and tip densities under intraspecific competition. Fagus root
traits were generally more plastic than those of Acer, but no differences in trait plasticity were found
between competitive situations. Compared to Acer, Fagus roots possessed a greater plasticity of
all studied traits but coarse root biomass. However, this high plasticity did not result in directed
trait value changes under interspecific competition, but Fagus roots grew less and realized lower N
concentrations in comparison to competing Acer roots. The plasticity of root traits of both species
was thus found to be highly species- but not competitor-specific. By showing that both con- and
allospecific roots had similar effects on target root growth and most trait values, our data sheds light
on the paradigm that the intensity of intraspecific competition is greater than those of interspecific
competition belowground.

Keywords: Acer pseudoplatanus; competition below ground; extracellular enzymes; Fagus sylvatica;
intraspecific and interspecific competition; toot economic spectrum; toot respiration; tree root traits

1. Introduction

There is strong evidence that belowground competition is an important structuring force in
terrestrial plant communities including forests [1–4]—and often at least equally intense as aboveground
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competition [5–7]. Resource competition below ground is either based on exploitation (i.e., reduction
of water and nutrient availability) or interference (i.e., the release of allelopathic compounds inhibiting
growth or uptake), governed via fine roots of neighboring trees and their symbionts. In addition,
intransitive mechanisms (i.e., competition mediated by factors other than resources, e.g., soil biota) are
increasingly considered [8–11]. Competition occurs if negative effects on performance or fitness of a
target plant (or components of it) result from the presence of another plant [12]. The magnitude of
competitive effects (i.e., competition intensity) is a function of the plant’s competitive ability (see [13]
for a discussion on competitive response and effect components). Intraspecific competition is often
assumed to be more intense due to a nearly complete niche overlap [14]. However, over-proportional
reductions of fine root biomass in mixed stands and even over-proliferation of fine roots in soil volumes
shared by allospecific roots have been reported [15–17]—pointing towards either greater or reduced
root competition intensities under interspecific competition.

Evidence for global patterns of functional variation in plants, such as wood and leaf economic
spectra [18,19], indicate that functional traits can enhance our mechanistic understanding of species’
trade-offs (i.e., resource acquisition vs. conservation), community composition (e.g., influenced by
competitive abilities) and ecosystem function [20,21]. As effects of shoot traits on individual plant
strategies are increasingly understood, mechanisms behind species coexistence are progressively
unraveled. For example, three key functional traits—wood density, specific leaf area and maximum
height—have been shown to consistently influence competitive interactions in trees [22], but are also
altered by co-occurring species (e.g., leaf trait variation in beech, [23]). In contrast, variation among
functional traits of (tree) fine root systems remains poorly quantified [21,24–26]. Although it becomes
increasingly clear that soil resource availabilities are among the key drivers of root trait variation [27,28],
few studies have addressed the effects of direct competitive interactions on the plasticity of root
functional traits, particularly physiological root traits (e.g., [11,29,30]). This is unfortunate, as trait
dissimilarities—as well as increasingly plastic traits and intraspecific trait variations per se—are
widely considered to reduce competition intensities and thus increase the probability of species’
coexistence [31–34].

As it remains unclear which root traits are most strongly associated with resource
limitation [24]—and perhaps also methodological difficulties to quantify resource limitations in
(temperate) soils—previous research in forests has largely focused on biomass allocation patterns
under competition. Either reduced, increased or unaffected fine root biomasses, depending on tree
species’ competitive abilities, have been reported [2,17,35]. It remains controversial whether a high
degree of trait organization, i.e., one ‘root economic spectrum’, exists among (tree) fine roots [28,36,37].
However, the suggested traits (e.g., specific root length (SRL), nitrogen (N) content, specific uptake and
respiration rates, and lifespan) are strongly related to resource acquisition or conservation [26]—and
thus also central to access mechanisms of exploitative competition. In particular, the fast proliferation of
active root surface area into heterogeneously distributed, resource-rich patches might be an important
strategy to pre-empt resources ([8,38,39], but see [40]). Once space has been occupied, traits related to
resource mobilization (such as extracellular enzymes exuded by roots or their fungal symbionts [41])
have to be considered. In sum, more detailed information on the plasticity of root functional traits
under competition will facilitate our understanding of plant communities and ecosystem properties.

Mixed stands are increasingly perceived as a way to (partially) mitigate economic and ecological
consequences of climate change [42,43]. Thus, the identification of factors which influence their
regeneration is key [44–46]. In this context, European beech (Fagus sylvatica), the dominant tree
species of a potential natural vegetation in large parts of the sub-mountainous altitude range of
Central Europe [47], is favored. Sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus) is a common competitor of
beech—largely sharing its ecological spectrum, but possessing faster growth on resource-rich sites [47].
Successful regeneration of A. pseudoplatanus in beech-dominated stands of Central Europe has been
attributed to the species’ intermediate-to-high shade tolerance coupled with fast height growth if more
light becomes available [44,45,48]. Fagus and Acer are, moreover, associated with different mycorrhizal
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symbionts, which might influence their nutrient acquisition strategies [49,50]. While ectomycorrhizal
symbionts of Fagus are able to release enzymes to mobilize nutrients [51], arbuscular symbionts of
Acer are suggested to (largely) lack these enzymatic abilities [52]. Admixing of beech with maple
trees has been recently suggested to foster complementarity effects and to reduce competition within
European mixed stands [23]. However, knowledge on the belowground interactions of F. sylvatica and
Acer sp. is rare [30,53,54]—although Simon, et al. [55] underlined the high significance of competitive
interactions of Fagus sylvatica with other vegetation components on its performance under progressing
climate change.

This study aims to identify which root traits of Acer pseudoplatanus and Fagus sylvatica seedlings
adapt under intra- and interspecific competition for a nutrient-rich soil patch. For this purpose,
seedlings of both species were grown in a microcosm experiment. Microcosms were connected by
competition chambers—wherein inserted roots were set foraging for nutrients. Root traits in intra-
and interspecific neighborhoods were compared to roots growing without a competitor (i.e., solation).
It is hypothesized that resource competition for a nutrient-rich spot (1) affects growth (biomass) and
N concentration of Acer and Fagus fine roots negatively but to species-specific extents if growing
with a con- or allospecific root, i.e., indicating different competition intensities. Furthermore, it is
hypothesized that intra- and interspecific competition result in (2) differentiated, directed responses of
specific root traits and that fine root biomass is not the sole trait affected, and (3) root trait plasticity is
highly species-specific.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Experiment Set-Up

The experiment was conducted in a ventilated polytunnel greenhouse under slightly increased
temperature conditions (approximately 5 ◦C above ambient daily average) and near ambient lighting
conditions (approximately 80%–90% of ambient photosynthetically active radiation, midday; data not
shown), in Tulln, Austria (48◦19’05.0” N 16◦03’58.2” E). The experiment took place between mid-April
and early September 2017. Two common broad-leaved European tree species of economic importance
were studied: Acer pseudoplatanus L. (A, Sycamore maple) and Fagus sylvatica L. (F, European beech).
Acer pseudoplatanus is strictly associated with arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi, while Fagus sylvatica is
associated with ectomycorrhizal (ECM) fungi [56]. Two-year-old bare-rooted seedlings of similar height
(0.9–1.1 m), stem diameter and crown characteristics were obtained in early April 2017 (before budburst)
from a local nursery (Natlacen GmbH, Pilgersdorf, Austria); seed certification numbers A/31807-01/2013
(Acer) and D092021322711 (Fagus). Two-year-old seedlings were chosen because the early developmental
stage is crucial for seedling establishment, in particular under competition for limited resources [57],
and practical aspects; two-year-old seedlings featured sufficiently long roots while being not too big
for the deployed microcosm systems [58].

A microcosm system with two attached ‘competition chambers’ (CC), allowing for root competitive
interactions between seedlings at distinct locations, was developed (Figure 1). The CC are analogous to
previously utilized in situ competition chambers described in Rewald and Leuschner [17]—allowing us
to study intra- and inter-specific root competition effects in a highly controlled manner by minimizing
parallel ‘non-target’ competition (e.g., the co-occurrence of intra- and inter-specific competition in
studies using a ‘shared’-pot design). In brief, the system comprises two large microcosms (7 L soil)
interconnected by two small competition chambers (CC; 1 L soil). Initially, all compartments were
filled with a nutrient-poor, sand–silty clay substrate (Supplementary Table S1). One tree seedling was
planted per microcosm by mid-April 2017, and one 5-cm long, ‘average’-branched (comprising two
root orders), terminal fine root axis per plant was carefully inserted into each intra- and interspecific
CC; thus, intra- and interspecific CCs hold two fine root axes, inserted from opposite sides (Figure 1).
In the isolation treatment (i.e., no competition), one opening (i.e., towards the competitor’s microcosm)
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was sealed and only one fine root segment (of the target species) was inserted. See Supplementary
Materials S1 for details.

Figure 1. Microcosm system to study competition for localized nutrient-rich soil patches
(i.e., competition chambers (CC) with NPK fertilization); (A) top view, (B) side view. Five-cm
long sections of target (focal) species and competitor species’ fine roots were inserted from opposite
sides into the CC (in intra- and interspecific competition treatments); in the isolation (no competition)
treatment, the apertures between the competitor and both CC were closed from one side (not displayed).
Positions of tree boles (in microcosms with nutrient-poor substrate) and drippers are displayed.
Nutrient-rich fertilizer (+NPK) was applied to the CC only; CC fertilized with a nutrient solution
lacking nitrogen (+PK) are not part of this manuscript to keep manageable length and focus. Drawings
not at scale.

Thus, three different competition treatments (Table 1) were established per species: (1) isolation
(ISO; ‘no competition’; only a fine root segment of the target species was inserted into each CC);
(2) intraspecific competition (INTRA; roots of two seedlings of the same species, either Acer or Fagus,
were inserted thru opposite sides of the CC); (3) interspecific competition (INTER; roots of one Fagus
and Acer seedling each were inserted from opposite sides of the CC).

Table 1. Experimental set-up with three competitive situations belowground (i.e., isolation, intra- and
interspecific competition) for a nutrient-rich spot by roots of two species, Fagus sylvatica (F) and Acer
pseudoplatanus (A), resulting in six treatments (three per species). A:F and F:A originate essentially
from the same competition chambers, but a distinction is made whether Acer (A:F) or Fagus (F:A) is
considered the ‘target species’ (vs. competitor). Abbreviations of treatments are used throughout the
manuscript; the number of realized replicates are given.

Type of Root Competition § Target Species’
Root

Belowground
Competitor

Treatment
(Abbrev.)

Realized
Replication (n)

Isolation (ISO; no competition) Acer none A 18
Fagus none F 16

Intraspecific competition (INTRA) Acer Acer A:A 48
Fagus Fagus F:F 52

Interspecific competition (INTER) Acer Fagus A:F 40 *
Fagus Acer F:A 39 *

§ Aboveground competition was kept constant with both con- and allospecific neighbors growing at equal distances;
* unequal numbers result from one lost Fagus sample during lab processing.

An automated, pressure-compensated drip irrigation system was installed ensuring ample water
supply. The amount was increased over the growing season in a stepwise manner according to
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evapotranspiration. The CCs were manually fertilized once per week with 0.05 L of Hoagland solution
(+NPK) to create nutrient-rich ‘hotspots’. See Supplementary Material S1 for details.

In total, 131 microcosm systems holding 262 trees were set up; 7 were later excluded (see below),
resulting in 124 analyzed microcosms (Table 1). A distance of 10 cm was kept between microcosms.
The microcosms were set up randomly and in alternating directions (i.e., target species either placed
north or south of competitor), to ensure a homogeneous competition environment above ground.
After four months of fertilization (May–August), the CCs were harvested in early September 2017.

2.2. Harvesting of NPK Fertilized Competition Chambers

During harvest, the roots were (i) cut at the competition chambers’ (CC) apertures (from the inside
towards the microcosm), (ii) the bottom of the CC was opened and the substrate was emptied into
a bowl, and (iii) the root origin (i.e., from one of the two microcosms) was marked. Subsequently,
the apertures (towards the microcosms) were investigated for additional root in-growth (i.e., beside
the initially inserted root axis), and roots were investigated for viability using morphological criteria
and color [17]. If additional root in-growth or dead roots were detected, the CC were excluded from
further analyses (7 CC in total), see realized replicate numbers (Table 1). While induced root death
might be a competition mechanism [29], it cannot be ruled out that dead roots resulted from damage
that occurred during installation. The roots were carefully rinsed under tap water and untangled
into separate root branches—according to the microcosm of origin—keeping the roots moist at all
times. No spatial segregation of roots in the CC was noticed during harvest. Subsequently, coarse root
segments (diameter (d) > 2mm) were manually dissected from fine roots (d ≤ 2 mm) using a caliper
and stored separately.

2.3. Specific Fine Root Respiration

Within 10 min after harvesting, surface-moist fine root sub-samples were entered into 55 mL
plastic tubes with lids and placed in a climate cabinet (20 ◦C) for temperature acclimation (~10–15 min).
Subsequently, the roots were blotted surface dry and the CO2 efflux was determined at 20 ◦C with
an infra-red gas-analyzer (IRGA; EGM-5, PP-Systems International, Inc. Amesbury, MA, USA) as
ΔCO2 (ppm)—recording ppm values every 30 sec for 4–5 minutes (+60 s ‘deadband’ to stabilize CO2

readings before measurements). Slopes of ΔCO2 were calculated by linear regressions (as no curve
flattening, requiring polynomial approaches, was observed); specific (fine) root respiration rates (RRS;
nmol CO2 g−1 s−1) were calculated, taking headspace, air pressure, temperature, and root dry mass
(see below) into account.

2.4. Potential Enzymatic Activity

For measuring the potential enzymatic activity (PEA) of root tips, 4–5 root tips (~2 mm
in length) were randomly sampled per root branch within 10 minutes after harvesting. Root
tips were placed in reaction tubes filled with deionized water, and stored for 14–20 h
at 4–5 ◦C. Two of the sampled tips were used the next morning to determine PEAs
(nmol cm2 h−1) at the rhizoplane, using high-throughput photometric and fluorometric microplate
assays [59,60]. Four enzymes were measured: acid phosphatase (PEAAP, releasing inorganic
phosphate from organic matter), β-glucosidase (PEABG, hydrolyzing cellobiose into glucose),
leucine-amino-peptidase (PEALAP, breaking down polypeptides), and N-acetyl-glucosaminidase
(PEANAG, breaking down chitin). Methylumbelliferone-complexed substrates were used for
AP (4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate), BG (4-methulumbelliferyl β-D-glucopyranoside) and NAG
(4-methylumbelliferyl N-acetyl-β-glucosaminide); 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin (AMC) was used for
LAP (L-leucine-7-amido-4-methylcoumarin hydrochloride). All root tips were subsequently imaged
and analyzed for surface area (see below).
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2.5. Root Morphology, Biomass and Root Competition Intensity

Fine (d ≤ 2 mm) and coarse (d > 2mm) root samples (including samples for respiration
measurements) were stored in tap water at 4–5 ◦C until further processing. Fine root samples
were individually imaged with a flatbed scanner (Expression 10000XL with transparency unit, Epson,
Japan; 600 dpi, grey-scale). Images were analyzed with the software WinRhizo 2012b Pro (Regent,
Quebec, Canada) for morphological root traits including length (cm), surface area (cm2), volume (cm3),
and average diameter (RD; mm). In addition, root tip density (RTD; n cm−1) was calculated by dividing
recorded tip numbers by length.

Root samples were dried to constant mass (65 ◦C) and weighed (±0.1 mg); fine root (FRB) and
coarse root (CRB)) values were recorded (g DM, dry matter). Specific root area (SRA; cm2 g−1) and tissue
density (TD; g cm−3) were calculated for dried fine root samples. In addition, total FRB (i.e., sum of
target and competitor fine root biomass) was calculated per CC with intra- and interspecific competition.

To measure the strength of competition, three relative competition intensity (RCI) indices were
calculated for each species using the fine root biomass (FRB). RCIIntra vs Iso standardizes fine root
biomass (FRB) in intraspecific mixtures (INTRA; i.e., monoculture) with FRB in isolation (ISO, i.e.,
‘alone’, Equation (1); this study), RCIInter vs Iso standardizes FRB in interspecific mixtures (INTER) with
FRB in isolation (Equation (2); sensu [61]), and RCIInter vs Intra standardizes FRB in interspecific mixtures
with FRB in intraspecific mixtures (Equation (3); sensu [62]). Species-specific means (FRB ) under
isolation (Equations (1) and (2)) or under intraspecific competition (Equation (3)) were used to calculate
mean RCI values by comparison with individual FRB values for n competition chambers (n = 39–52).

RCIIntra vs Iso =
1
n

n∑

i=1

(FRBISO − FRBINTRA) / FRBISO (1)

RCIInter vs Iso =
1
n

n∑

i=1

(FRBISO − FRBINTER) / FRBISO (2)

RCIInter vs Intra =
1
n

n∑

i=1

(FRBINTRA − FRBINTER) / FRBINTRA (3)

2.6. Root and Soil Chemical Analysis

For determination of root carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) concentrations, dried (70 ◦C, until constant
mass) fine roots were ground to powder (Pulverisette 5; Fritsch, Idar-Oberstein, Germany). Fine roots
were analyzed by pooling and homogenizing three random samples each per treatment (n = 5). Total C
and N concentrations (mg g−1) were determined by dry combustion using a TruSpec CN analyser
(Leco, St. Joseph, USA) according to the Austrian ÖNORM L1080 protocol. C:N ratios were calculated.
See Supplementary Material S2 for details on soil chemical analysis.

2.7. Root Trait Plasticity

The plasticity of root traits under the different competitive situations was calculated as relative
distance plasticity index (RDPI) with strong statistical power to test for differences in plasticity of traits
within and between species (see [63] for details). Root phenotypic plasticity was determined for the
following (normalized) traits: FRB, CRB (‘biomass traits’); RD, TD, SRA and RTD (‘morphological
traits’); and RRS, PEAAP, PEABG, PEALAP, PEANAG (‘physiological traits’). RDPI(X) values were
calculated for each specific trait (X) as relative phenotypic distances between individuals (dij→i’j’) of
the same species under different competition treatments, divided by the sum (xi′j′ + xij). An RDPI
ranging from 0 (no plasticity) to 1 (maximal plasticity) was obtained for each species as:

RDPI = Σ(dij→i′j′/(xi′j′ + xij))/n, (4)
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where n is the total number of distances. Three ‘types’ of RDPI were calculated: (1) RDPITotal, considering
relative phenotypic distances between all three competition treatments (i.e., ISO | INTRA | INTER),
(2) RDPIINTRA vs ISO, considering relative phenotypic distances between traits under intraspecific
competition and isolation only, and (3) RDPIINTER vs ISO considering relative phenotypic distances
between traits under interspecific competition and isolation only. RDPI values were calculated by
means of the statistical software R, v. 3.5.3, [64] and the R package ‘Plasticity’ [65]. Subsequently,
RDPITotal values of root traits were compared between species. RDPIINTRA vs ISO and RDPIINTER vs ISO

values of specific traits were contrasted to determine if the plasticity of all or some traits differs between
intra- and interspecific competition.

2.8. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using the PC software SPSS v. 24.0 (SPSS, IL, USA) and
Microsoft Excel 2013. The data were transformed to obtain a normal distribution when needed
(Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) and controlled for homogeneity of variances (Leven’s test). Overall
differences in root traits between species and competitive situations were tested with a general linear
model (GLM) with species and competition as fixed variables (see Supplementary Material S4 for
GLM statistics). In addition, all traits were tested for differences between treatments with a t-test; RCI
was tested for differences between species within competitive environments with a t-test; RDPITotal

values among species and/or competition treatments were analyzed by GLMs followed by two-sample
t-tests. Please note, the alpha-value of t-tests were not Bonferroni-corrected, following the arguments
of Moran [66]. All data represent mean ± standard error (SE). Statistical relationships were considered
significant at p < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Root Biomass and Competition Intensity

The fine (FRB; Figure 2a; Supplementary Table S2), coarse (CRB; Supplementary Figure S1,
Table S3), and total root biomass (Supplementary Table S4) of Acer were larger than those of Fagus.
In Acer, FRB did not vary significantly under intra- and interspecific competition compared to isolation
(i.e., no competition). In contrast, significantly less fine and coarse root biomass were found in Fagus
under interspecific competition (F:A) compared to isolation. The relative distance plasticity indices
(RDPITotal; Figure 3a) of FRB and CRB possessed in both species the greatest values across all measured
traits (beside RDPITotal(PEANAG) of Fagus, see below; Figure 3a).

RDPITotal(FRB) of Fagus was significantly greater than that of Acer, while RDPITotal(CRB) values
did not differ between species. The RCI values of Acer were generally lower than RCI values of
Fagus; RCIINTER vs ISO of Fagus under interspecific competition tended (p = 0.06) to be greater than
RCIINTER vs ISO of Acer (Figure 2b).

3.2. Fine Root Respiration

The specific fine root respiration (RRS) rates were significantly lower in both species grown under
intra- and interspecific competition in comparison with isolation (Figure 4). In most cases, RRS did
not differ significantly between species within the same competition treatment; however, the RRS

of Acer under intraspecific competition (A:A) was significantly lower than the RRS of Fagus under
intraspecific competition (F:F). Within species, the t-test indicated no significant differences in RRS

between intra- and interspecific competition, however, a significant interaction in the GLM between
species and competition type may hint at Acer fine roots respiring more under interspecific competition
and Fagus under intraspecific competition (Supplementary Table S5).

RDPITotal (RRS) values of Acer and Fagus’ RRS differed significantly between species (Figure 3a).
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.
Figure 2. (A) Biomass (g DM, dry matter) of fine roots of Acer pseudoplatanus (A) and Fagus sylvatica (F)
grown under three different competition treatments each into nutrient-rich soil patches. A, Acer root
grown in isolation (no competition); A:A, Acer root grown in competition with another Acer root; A:F,
Acer grown in competition with Fagus; F, Fagus grown in isolation; F:F, Fagus grown in competition
with Fagus; F:A, Fagus grown in competition with Acer. Significant differences between treatments are
indicated by different letters (t-test, p < 0.05; mean + standard error (SE), n = 39–52; see Supplementary
Table S2 for GLM statistics on log-transformed FRB data). (B) Relative competition intensity (RCI) based
on fine root biomass (FRB) of Acer (open rectangles) and Fagus (filled triangles) under 1) intraspecific
competition (INTRA) relative to isolation (ISO), 2) interspecific competition (INTER) relative to ISO,
and 3) INTER relative to INTRA. Tendencies between species are indicated by (*) (t-test, p = 0.06;
mean ± SE, n = 39–52).

Acer
Fagus

Acer
Fagus

Acer

Fagus

Figure 3. (A) Relative distance plasticity indices (RDPITotal) for the traits fine root biomass (FRB),
coarse root biomass (CRB), root diameter (RD), tissue density (TD), specific root area (SRA), root
tip density (RTD), specific root respiration (RRS) and the potential enzymatic activities (PEA)
of acid phosphatase (PEAAP), β-glucosidase (PEABG), leucine-amino-peptidase (PEALAP), and
N-acetyl-glucosaminidase (PEANAG) of Acer pseudoplatanus (open rectangles) and Fagus sylvatica
(filled triangles) across isolation, intra- and interspecific competition. The mean RDPITotal value (across
traits and species) is shown as the dotted line. Significant differences between species are marked
(t-test, p < 0.001 ***; mean ± three standard errors (3SE)). (B) Relative distance plasticity indices under
intraspecific competition (RDPIINTRA vs ISO) vs. RDPI under interspecific competition (RDPIINTER vs ISO;
mean ± 3SE); linear regressions (formulae and R2) of trait means are given for Acer and Fagus; the 1:1
line is drawn for comparison (dotted line).
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Figure 4. Specific fine root respiration (RRS; 20 ◦C) of Acer pseudoplatanus (A) and Fagus sylvatica
(F) under three different competition treatments in nutrient-rich soil patches. A, Acer root grown in
isolation (no competition); A:A, Acer root grown in competition with another Acer root; A:F, Acer grown
in competition with Fagus; F, Fagus grown in isolation; F:F, Fagus grown in competition with Fagus;
F:A, Fagus grown in competition with Acer (mean + SE, n = 15–49; see Supplementary Table S5 for
GLM statistics).

3.3. Potential Extracellular Enzymatic Activities

Fagus root tips possessed generally higher potential enzymatic activities (PEA) at the surface than
Acer root tips (Figure 5). Specifically, the PEA of acid phosphatase (PEAAP) possessed no differences
to either intra- or interspecific competition compared to isolation (Figure 5a). Similarly, the PEA
of leucine-amino-peptidase (PEALAP) was unaffected by the competition treatments in both species
(Figure 5c). Finally, the PEAs of both β-glucosidase (PEABG) and N-acetyl-glucosaminidase (PEANAG)
were unaffected by competition in Acer while being significantly reduced in Fagus under interspecific
competition (F:A) compared to isolation (Figure 5b,d).

RDPITotal values of PEAAP and PEALAP ranged in both species from 0.18–0.26; the plasticity of
PEABG had a similar extent compared to PEAAP and PEALAP in Acer but was greater in Fagus (Figure 3a).
PEANAG possessed RDPITotal values of 0.34 ± 0.00 and 0.53 ± 0.01 in Acer and Fagus, respectively.

3.4. Fine Root Morphology

The average fine root diameter (RD) differed significantly between Acer grown under intra-
(A:A) compared to interspecific (A:F) competition, with lower average diameters under interspecific
competition (Figure 6a). The tissue density (TD) and specific root area (SRA) of Acer fine roots were
generally lower or greater, respectively, compared to Fagus; competition had no significant influence
on either trait (Figure 6b,c). GLM evidenced no overall competition effect on root diameter (RD), tissue
density (TD) and specific root area (SRA; Supplementary Tables S6–S8). The root tip density was
generally greater under intraspecific competition as compared to isolation and intraspecific competition
(Supplementary Table S9); this effect was largest in Acer (Figure 6d). Fagus had both higher TD and
RTD than Acer (Supplementary Tables S8 and S9).

The RD and RTD of both species possessed relatively low plasticity indices under competition,
with RDPITotal values of 0.20–0.24; however, RDPITotal (RD) differed significantly between species,
with greater RDPI values in Fagus (Figure 3a). The RDPITotal (TD) differed significantly between Acer
and Fagus. Similar, RDPITotal (SRA) values differed significantly between species, with a significantly
greater plasticity of SRA in Fagus compared to Acer.
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Figure 5. Potential enzymatic activities (PEA; nmol cm−2 h−1) of (A) acid phosphatase (AP),
(B) β-glucosidase (BG), (C) leucine-amino-peptidase (LAP), and (D) N-acetyl-glucosaminidase (NAG)
on the rhizoplane of Acer pseudoplatanus (A) and Fagus sylvatica (F) root tips growing under three
different competition treatments each in nutrient-rich soil patches. A, Acer root grown in isolation
(no competition); A:A, Acer root grown in competition with another Acer root; A:F, Acer grown in
competition with Fagus; F, Fagus grown in isolation; F:F, Fagus grown in competition with Fagus; F:A,
Fagus grown in competition with Acer. Significant differences between treatments are indicated by
different letters (t-test, p < 0.05, mean + SE, n = 14–50).

Figure 6. Morphological traits of fine roots. (A) Average fine root diameter (RD), (B) fine root tissue
density (TD), (C) specific root area (SRA), and (D) root tip density (RTD) of Acer pseudoplatanus (A) and
Fagus sylvatica (F) grown under three different competition treatments into nutrient-rich soil patches.
A, Acer root grown in isolation (no competition); A:A, Acer root grown in competition with another
Acer root; A:F, Acer grown in competition with Fagus; F, Fagus grown in isolation; F:F, Fagus grown in
competition with Fagus; F:A, Fagus grown in competition with Acer. Significant differences between
treatments are indicated by different letters (t-test, p < 0.05, mean + SE, n = 16–52; see Supplementary
Tables S6–S9 for GLM statistics, partially on log-transformed data).
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3.5. Fine Root N Concentrations

No significant differences in total nitrogen (N) concentrations were found between Acer and Fagus
fine roots grown under similar competitive treatments. However, N concentrations were significantly
reduced by approximately 7%–33% under competition in both species (Figure 7, Supplementary
Table S10). In Fagus, the N under interspecific competition (F:A) was significantly lower compared
to both intraspecific competition (F:F) and isolation (F), while in Acer, the N concentration under
interspecific competition was significantly lower compared to isolation only. The low N content under
interspecific competition is reflected by a greater C:N ratio under interspecific competition compared
to the other two treatments; see Supporting Material S2 for fine root total carbon concentration and
C:N ratios (Supplementary Figure S2, Table S11).

Figure 7. Fine root nitrogen (N) concentration of Acer pseudoplatanus (A) and Fagus sylvatica (F) grown
under three different competition treatments into nutrient-rich soil patches. A, Acer root grown in
isolation (no competition); A:A, Acer root grown in competition with another Acer root; A:F, Acer grown
in competition with Fagus; F, Fagus grown in isolation; F:F, Fagus grown in competition with Fagus;
F:A, Fagus grown in competition with Acer. Significant differences between treatments are indicated by
different letters (t-test, p < 0.05, mean + SE, n= 4–5; see Supplementary Table S10 for GLM statistics).

3.6. Plasticity Index

Greater relative distance plasticity index (RDPI) values indicate a greater plasticity of a specific
trait under different environmental conditions, i.e., here understood as the different competition
treatments. Fagus roots possessed greater RDPITotal values for the traits FRB, RD, TD, SRA, RRS and all
four PEAs than Acer (Figure 3a). For both species, the RDPITotal values for the traits FRB and CRB were
above the mean of all traits’ RDPITotal across species (0.32 ± 0.02; dotted line in Figure 6b); RDPITotal

values of TD, PEABG and PEANAG were 30%–50% greater than the mean RDPITotal in Fagus only. In
both species, the traits RD, RTD, PEAAP and PEALAP possessed RDPITotal values well below the mean.

The RDPIINTRA vs ISO and RDPIINTER vs ISO values per species and trait were comparable to the
respective RDPITotal values, but slightly lower (Figure 3). The RDPI values under intra- and interspecific
competition, each relative to the trait values under isolation (Control), were highly related and thus
aligned closely to a hypothesized 1:1 line (Figure 3b).

4. Discussion

4.1. Influence of Competition for a Nutrient-Rich Soil Spot on Fine Root Foraging Behaviour, Root Nitrogen
Status and Root Trait Characteristics

The root biomass production rates, root N concentrations and C:N ratios measured in the
competition chambers (CC) were comparable to values from nutrient-rich top soil layers in mature
stands dominated by either species [67], suggesting that realistic experimental conditions were
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established. No signs of fine root over-proliferation were found [38] but individual root biomasses
were in general lower in CCs with a competing root compared to isolation (Figure 2a). The stronger
decrease in fine root biomass in Fagus as compared to Acer seedlings under competition and the relative
competition intensity (RCI) indices illustrate that Fagus seedlings’ roots are affected to a greater extent
by roots sharing the same soil volume than Acers’ (Figure 2b). In accordance, significant effects of
neighboring plants on Fagus root systems (i.e., reduced total fine root biomass/root length density or
shifted rooting depths) were previously reported for e.g., mature mixed stands of Fagus and Picea
abies [35,68,69], although with contrasting results in regard to the shift of Fagus’ fine root production
to deeper or more shallow soil horizons, respectively. In contrast, Leuschner, Hertel, Coners and
Büttner [2] reported increasing Fagus fine root biomass (i.e., over-proliferation) when competing with
Quercus petraea roots for N-rich top soil layers, concluding that this competitive replacement of Quercus
fine roots by faster growing Fagus roots indicates asymmetric interspecific root competition in favor of
Fagus in the studied stand. Although data on Acer sp. fine root biomass in monocultures is absent, to
the best of our knowledge, Meinen, et al. [70] showed that the (relative) fine root biomass of mature
Acer sp. increased with increasing tree species diversity level in situ. Based on findings on mature
trees, we had thus hypothesized that competition intensities between seedling roots also differ largely
between competitive situations. The supposed difference between intra- and interspecific situations is
usually related to two contrasting ideas—one being that conspecific roots compete for more similar
resources and root growth is thus inhibited to a larger extent compared to interspecific situations,
where facilitative aspects may dominate [17,71], and another being that plants may recognize their
‘kin’ and compete less with conspecifics vs. ‘strangers’, i.e., allospecific roots [32,72]. However, our
data does not support either hypotheses for both species as fine root biomasses and competition
intensities under intra- and interspecific competition did not differ significantly, indicating similar
effects of neighboring roots independent of their identity. However, as the fine root biomass of Fagus
declined significantly compared to isolation while Acers’ did not, the available data underscore that
root foraging behaviors under interspecific competition are in favor of Acer seedlings. Together with
previous results, using similar experimental set-ups in situ [17,71,73], our results add to the conclusion
that root foraging behaviors (of temperate trees) in shared soil patches are highly species-specific and
modulated by the respective environmental conditions [30,71,74]. We thus suggest that our current
understanding of root competitive interactions does not yet allow for drawing general predictions on
the intensity of root interactions under intra- vs. interspecific competition between species.

While a reduced root resource uptake capacity, as related to reduced fine root biomasses, length
or surface, might be ‘counterbalanced’ in theory by increasing specific uptake rates, the fine root N
concentrations of both Fagus and Acer seedlings decreased under interspecific competition while being
significantly lower under intraspecific competition in Fagus (Figure 7). Similarly, Simon, et al. [75]
reported that under interspecific competition, the inorganic N uptake rates (per root dry weight)
decreased by up to 80% in Fagus but increased by 30%–50% in Acer seedlings, resulting in significantly
lower N concentrations in the roots of Fagus compared to intraspecific situations. The results of
Simon and colleagues are also consistent with earlier reports stating 30%–60% lower/decreased
inorganic N accumulation efficiencies/uptake rates in Fagus seedlings under competition with Rubus
fruticosus [74,76]. While we cannot exclude modified N translocation rates (to the shoot or other parts
of the root system), our results on root N concentrations are in line with previous reports indicating
lower N uptake capacities of Fagus roots in comparison to Acer seedlings’ roots.

Specific root respiration (RRS) rates depend on three major energy-requiring processes, namely
ion uptake and mobilization, growth and defense, and maintenance of living cells, and root respiration
represents a major sink of assimilated C [77]. As both species possess relatively similar growth rates at
sapling stage [44,48], and RRS is generally considered to be related to growth rates [77], the similarity of
RRS of Fagus and Acer within the same competitive situation might come as a limited surprise. However,
our results are in contrast to findings on Pisum sativum and root tips of Larix gmelinii, where (nocturnal)
root respiration increased significantly under non-self/interspecific competition for unknown reasons
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(see [11,78] and the discussion within). Furthermore, our experiment did not find significant differences
in RRS between intra- and interspecific competition (Figure 4), while Zwetsloot, Goebel, Paya, Grams
and Bauerle [69] recently reported that oxygen consumption rates of Fagus, and partially Picea abies, fine
roots (of mature trees during spring) were significantly lower under interspecific competition compared
to ‘single species’ conditions. However, it remains open if Zwetsloot and colleagues measured ‘single
species’ RRS on roots competing with roots of conspecifics, the same individual, or isolated roots.
As respiration is highly related to root N concentrations—as a proxy for the amount of protein—it
may serve as a predictor of root tissue activity [26]. Thus, lower root N concentrations and the sum
of reduced, RRS-effective ‘activities’ such as growth and exudation, may underlie the reduced RRS

rates under competition found in our study. Further studies are needed to untangle the contrastingly
reported, potentially direct (e.g., interference competition) or indirect (e.g., resource competition)
effects of roots sharing the same soil volume on specific root respiration rates.

In addition to root biomass and root respiration, root exudates (directly or via C transfer to
exuding mycorrhiza) can be a substantial sink for assimilated carbon and have a major influence
on plant mineralization and nutrient uptake capacity and efficiency. The C investment in symbiotic
microorganisms, in our case ectomycorrhiza for Fagus and arbuscular mycorrhiza for Acer, is reflected
in the potential enzymatic activity (PEA) on the root rhizoplane—as among the four analyzed PEAs,
roots can only produce phosphatase (AP, Figure 5a). In contrast, NAG in particular has been found
to be strongly related to soil fungal biomass [see [79] and references within). The generally higher
PEAs in Fagus are likely based on the higher enzyme exudation rates of ECM compared to AM
fungi [80]; NAG activity has been found to be strongly correlated to Basidiomycota and Ascomycota
(both ectomycorrhizal phyla). Changes in PEAs of BG, LAP and NAG are thus likely (co-)related
to changes in mycorrhizal colonization rates or identity of the symbionts; both parameters were
previously reported to differ between monocultures and mixtures [11,81], but lay beyond the focus of
this study. A lower colonization rate of Fagus under interspecific competition could thus be another
factor underlying the lower extracellular enzymatic activity (reduced PEANAG and PEABG) of Fagus
fine roots and their symbionts under interspecific competition. In contrast, an increase in the enzymatic
activity, especially of NAG, would have indicated a change in nutrient foraging strategy from roots
to hyphae under competition—however, our study does not provide evidence for such potentially
adaptive changes in neither of the two species.

In sum, we could not generally confirm our first hypothesis, namely that that sharing a nutrient-rich
spot with another root strongly affects root biomass and N status of fine roots negatively; Acers’ root
growth and N content were, especially under intraspecific competition, affected only to a minor extent.
However, our data does provide support for the hypotheses that root competition intensities differ for
the two studied tree species but do not confirm that competitive interactions generally differ under
intra- and interspecific situations. This strongly contrasts common findings above ground, namely that
‘competition within species [is] stronger than between species’ [22]—the divergence is likely related to
the multitude of resources below- compared to aboveground.

4.2. Species-Specific Plasticity of Functional Root Traits (under Intra- and Interspecific Competition)

In our third hypothesis, we speculated that different competitive neighborhoods trigger distinct,
species-specific responses among root traits—potentially increasing the differences between specific
root traits. Our results evidence that root traits of Fagus seedlings were in general significantly more
plastic than Acer root traits (Figure 3). This fits with previous studies, which frequently describe the
root system (biomass) of Fagus sylvatica as being very dynamic and adaptable to competitive situations
compared to other Central European tree species (e.g., [17,68,69]). Specifically, we found a high degree
of plasticity in biomass-related traits (i.e., FRB, CRB) of both studied species while the morphological
root traits studied in this work (i.e., RD, TD, SRA), especially of Fagus, possessed limited plasticities.
While the high plasticity of fine root biomass fits previous findings on tree roots competing with other
tree roots [17], it contrasts the findings of e.g., Fagus with herbs where FRB was not responsive [82].
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The low plasticity of morphological traits was surprising as it has been frequently hypothesized that
e.g., the production of thinner roots with a greater SRL or SRA in response to a specific neighbor
could improve nutrient and water uptake under competition [83,84]. Indeed, increased SRL were
previously reported for competing, mature Fagus trees [68], and Fagus seedlings competing with
herbs [82]. Furthermore, consistent responses to N enrichment resulting in greater fine root diameters
of temperate trees has been reported recently [85]. However, similar to our findings (Figure 6a,c),
Lei et al. [86] reported no significant differences in Fagus fine-root diameter and SRL between different
species richness levels. In Acer, on the other hand, fine root diameter (RD) and root tip density (RTD)
were significantly greater under intra- compared to interspecific competition (Figure 6a,d). As we did
not perform a root-order based analysis, we can only speculate that the increased mean fine RD in Acer
is related to the increase in RTD, as ‘swollen’ root tips often feature a slightly larger diameter than
the next higher fine root orders. As the N content of Acer fine roots was sustained under intraspecific
competition, this might point to a benefit of a greater density of ‘physiological active’ root tips for N
uptake [87]; however, studying the underlying (e.g., anatomical) traits of the RD change in greater
detail would be necessary to draw general conclusions [85]. Among the physiological root traits
studied, Fagus showed a high plasticity in PEANAG. As PEANAG is related to the presence of fungal
symbionts, and ectomycorrhiza are only present in Fagus, the high plasticity probably largely reflects
different ectomycorrhizal colonization or activity as discussed above. In contrast, RDPITotal values
do indicate a generally low plasticity of RRS and other PEAs. No consistent patterns regarding the
influence of competition for local nutrient patches on morphological or physiological root traits have
thus emerged in our study.

In summary, our study possesses limited evidence for greater root trait dissimilarities under
interspecific competition. This is further supported by comparing the plasticities between isolation and
intra- (RDPIINTRA vs ISO), and isolation and interspecific (RDPIINTER vs ISO) competition. They follow a
near 1:1 pattern in our study—i.e., indicating very similar trait plasticities irrespective of the competing
species (Figure 3b). Thus, most observed changes in root trait values under competition compared
to isolation might be rather a ‘passive’ reaction to resource availability (or a modified stoichiometry)
and not directed or even adaptive (to specific competitors)—in the sense of increasing the competitive
ability of a specific root. However, as information on root trait values is still scarce in general and
not related to different competitive situations but environmental gradients at best [27,28], it seems
too early to draw general conclusions on root reactions norms under resource competition. However,
due to the marked differences in root traits under isolation compared to ‘competition’, we suggest that
information on the competitive neighborhood (in a shared soil space) is key ancillary data needed to
better interpret functional root traits deposited within databases [88,89].

5. Conclusions

In accordance with previous results [30,53,75], our study underscores the inability of roots of Fagus
sylvatica seedlings to successfully compete with Acer pseudoplatanus roots for nutrient-rich soil patches
under ambient light conditions. This inability of Fagus is embodied by the significantly reduced root
biomass placement under interspecific competition, partially in combination with reduced extracellular
enzymatic activities, which resulted in low root N concentrations. Our findings can be generally
attributed to the different growth patterns of Fagus sylvatica and Acer pseudoplatanus, at least at the
seedling stage. In studies investigating growth performance, Acer sp. had a competitive advantage
over Fagus with increasing light availability and under non-limiting water supply (e.g., [54,90]).

The observed foraging behavior of Fagus sylvatica seedlings under competition seems unfavorable
to exploit a specific, nutrient-rich soil patch. However, we speculate that a (potentially resource
availability- or kin recognition-induced) feedback mechanism may limit root growth (and related
C costs, i.e., respiration, exudation and mycorrhizal symbionts; as evident from our data) into
‘pre-occupied’ soil areas. Limiting C allocation to specific, ‘non-efficient’ roots (in regard to resource
uptake) may result in an overall greater C use efficiency in Fagus seedlings. Diverging C allocation
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and turnover patterns in specific parts of the root system have been previously shown e.g., in Pinus
sylvestris [91]. This may foster the ability of highly shade-tolerant Fagus seedlings to withstand the
limited availability of photosynthetic assimilates—as is prevailing under the light conditions of dense
forest understories. Indeed, the importance of C assimilate availability in determining the N uptake
capacities of Acer and Fagus was demonstrated by Simon, Li and Rennenberg [53]—i.e., a reduced light
availability severely hampering the ammonium and glutamine uptake of Acer but not Fagus under
interspecific competition. The strongly reduced fine root biomass of Fagus might thus be interpreted
as a ‘self-thinning mechanism’, reducing the competitive interactions belowground by curtailing the
overlap of root/mycorrhizal zones (and leading to increased root zone ‘stratification’)—as repeatedly
shown for mature Fagus sylvatica trees in mixtures (see also theoretical consideration in [38]). While in
large parts of Central Europe, the competitive advantage of Fagus sylvatica aboveground is clearly
related to its ability to tolerate shade in the juvenile state and pre-empt light as mature trees, evidence is
thus increasing that Fagus ‘strength’ belowground may not be its competitive effect on neighboring roots
per se but its highly plastic and C-efficient root system. To improve our understanding of competitive
mechanisms belowground, further studies are needed considering C and nutrient metabolism of roots
and their symbionts in relation to whole plant C economics.
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Abstract: In view of the important role played by roots against shallow landslides, root tensile force
was evaluated for two widespread temperate tree species within the Caspian Hyrcanian Ecoregion,
i.e., Fagus orientalis L. and Carpinus betulus L. Fine roots (0.02 to 7.99 mm) were collected from five trees
of each species at three different elevations (400, 950, and 1350 m a.s.l.), across three diameter at breast
height (DBH) classes (small = 7.5–32.5 cm, medium = 32.6–57.5 cm, and large =57.6–82.5 cm), and at
two slope positions relative to the tree stem (up- and down-slope). In the laboratory, maximum tensile
force (N) required to break the root was determined for 2016 roots (56 roots per each of two species x
three sites x three DBH classes x two slope positions). ANCOVA was used to test the effects of slope
position, DBH, and study site on root tensile force. To obtain the power-law regression coefficients,
a nonlinear least square method was used. We found that: 1) root tensile force strongly depends on
root size, 2) F. orientalis roots are stronger than C. betulus ones in the large DBH class, although they are
weaker in the medium and small DBH classes, 3) root mechanical resistance is higher upslope than
downslope, 4) roots of the trees with larger DBH were the most resistant roots in tension in compare
with roots of the medium or small DBH classes, and 5) the root tensile force for both species is notably
different from one site to another site. Overall, our findings provide a fundamental contribution to
the quantification of the protective effects of forests in the temperate region.

Keywords: bioengineering; Carpinus betulus; Fagus orientalis; tensile force

1. Introduction

Worldwide, 24 billion tons of fertile soil are estimated to be lost every year due to erosion and
mass wasting [1]. Vegetation, especially in the mountain regions, plays a remarkable role in stabilizing
slopes and protecting soil from erosion and landslides [2,3]. Particularly for trees, roots are known to
reinforce soil through three mechanisms [4–7]: basal root reinforcement, lateral root reinforcement, and
increasing the stiffness of the root–soil composite material. In all of these mechanisms, the contribution
of roots is defined by their mechanical properties (strength and elasticity) [4,5,8–10] and their density
and spatial distribution [4,6,9,11], although species, environment, root diameter, root branching order,
age of the trees, root architecture, and forest structure are known to influence root reinforcement
variability [12–14].
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A review of the literature reveals an overall lack of agreement regarding the size of the roots that
must be considered in root mechanical estimation. On one hand, some authors consider only roots
with diameters less than 10 mm, because these fine and thin roots act as tensile fibers during slope
failures and provide the major contribution to slope stability [15–17]. On the other hand, a few authors
indicated that roots of a size up to 20 mm in diameter contribute the most slope stability [18], although,
in rare cases, roots with diameter up to 40 mm are said to play an important role in slope stability [19].

In many studies, root reinforcement was estimated for different vegetation species growing in
different regions and environments. The mechanical properties of roots have been studied in several
works [20,21] and it is known that the mechanical properties of roots change depending on the species
and local conditions, such as the amount of nutrients and water content [21–23]. Generally, roots extend
close to the soil surface where the soil has the lowest bulk density and water, oxygen, and nutrients
are most available. With increasing soil depth, soil bulk density increases and aeration decreases;
consequently, root density and size decline [24]. However, a comprehensive and statistically strong
analysis of the influence of factors such as region, species, the diameter at breast height (DBH), and slope
position of the roots relative to the tree stem on root mechanical characteristics is lacking in the literature,
especially in the Hyrcanian Ecoregion. In Iran, this ecoregion is on the UNESCO World Heritage List
from July 2019 because of its biological diversity that provides high economic and social value.

The need for more information about root mechanical characteristics is great. For example, Iran
ranks within the top 10 countries for high risk of soil erosion and mass soil movement [25]. Annually, the
estimated loss of fertile soil in Iran is one to five billion tons per year [26]. From the period 1996 to 2008,
Iran recorded 4900 landslides, and even though these landslides were often shallow in nature [25,27],
they caused about 30 billion US dollars of damage [25]. Forestry and natural hazards policies need to
be based on the scientific background, which can support the decision makers and forest managers.
A simple and reliable quantification of the effect of forests on different types of natural hazards is a key
step in order to define a comprehensive and feasible risk mitigation strategy. Such issues still remain
largely unsolved globally, especially in temperate forests. Vegetation restoration and forest management
are important for the mitigation of such phenomena and preventing hazards, mostly through the impact
of the reinforcement exerted by root systems [28,29].

Thus, toward providing a fundamental contribution in the quantification afforded by fine roots
against a shallow landslide hazard, our study objective was to assess the most important factors that
influence tensile force variability within the roots of the most widespread Iranian tree species in the
Caspian Hyrcanian Ecoregion. We explored root tensile force in Carpinus betulus L. and Fagus orientalis L.;
these two species were selected because they are the most common species in the Hyrcanian forests
and can be found from Europe to the Caucasus and northern Iran [30]. F. orientalis is a shade-tolerant
species whereas C. betulus is semi-shade tolerant [31]. In the Hyrcanian forests of Iran, more than 80
species can be found on typical sites; F. orientalis accounts for about 18% of the total forest area, 30% of
the standing volume, and 24% of the stem number whereas C. betulus contributes 30% of the standing
volume and 30% of the total stem number [30].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Site and Species

Our study site is located in Mazandran Province, northern Iran, within the Hyrcanian Ecoregion
along the southern shore of the Caspian Sea. In particular, our sites are in the ~8000 ha Kheyrud Forest
(Lat. 36◦33′41′′ to 36◦33′51′′ N; Long. 50◦33′14′′ to 103 50◦33′28′′ E; WGS84), classified as temperate
deciduous forest [31]. Meteorological records from 1961 to 2015 (Nowshahr Meteorological Station:
Lat. 36◦38′56′′ N; Long. 51◦29′20′′ E; 23 m a.s.l, 7 Km from study area) characterized the mean annual
precipitation as 1300 mm, with the heaviest precipitation in fall. October is the wettest month (average
235 mm) and the driest (average 42 mm) is August. The coldest and warmest months are February
(7.1 ◦C) and August (25.1 ◦C), respectively. The site has a relatively thin soil mantle, and the lithological
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substrate is mainly calcareous parent material (Jura, Cretaceous) that contains discontinuities and a
large number of cracks that can be penetrated by roots [32,33]. The soil in the study site is an Alfisol
without any diagnostic horizons [34].

Within the Kheyrud Forest, we collected root samples from three districts (Patom, Namkhane,
and Chelir; Figure 1) to compare the effects of different regional environmental factors. These districts,
hereafter study sites, range from low elevation (400 m a.s.l.) with the highest mean temperature and
lowest annual precipitation (Patom, Lat. 36◦36′54′′ N; Long. 51◦33′49′′ E) to mid-elevation (950 m;
Namkhane, Lat. 36◦33′54′′ N; Long. 51◦36′09′′ E) to the highest elevation (1300 m) having the lowest
mean temperature and greatest annual precipitation (Chelir, Lat. 36◦32′02′′ N; Long. 51◦40′24′′ E) [35].
These study sites also have different soil properties (Table 1). Soil properties at the three study sites
were presented in Table 1 [36]. According to the unified soil classification system [37], the soils on the
three study sites were clay with high plasticity (e.g., CH) [36].

 
Figure 1. Location of the Chelir, Namkhane, and Patom study sites within the Kheyrud Forest of Mazandran
Province in northern Iran. This forest is part of the Caspian Hyrcanian Ecoregion.

2.2. Sampling Design

Three classes of tree diameter at breast height (DBH) (small = 7.5–32.5 cm, medium = 32.6–57.5 cm,
and large = 57.6–82.5 cm) were defined to compare the effects of this parameter [39]. On each of the
three study sites and for each of three DBH classes, we randomly selected five trees (with at least 6 m
distance between trees) for each species (three sites × three DBH classes × five trees × two species = 90
trees total).

Root samples were collected randomly from the soil (0.5 to 1.5 m from the stem) by excavating pits
beside the trees at a depth of about 30 cm below the soil surface and from upslope and downslope of
the stem [14]. For each species, site, DBH class, and slope position, we collected about 60 root samples
(Table 2). At the end of each day of sampling, a 15% alcohol solution was sprayed on roots in order to
prevent mould and microbial degradation [17,40], and treated roots were placed into plastic bags and
refrigerated (4 ◦C) until tested; time between sampling and testing in the laboratory was about 48 h.
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Table 1. Mean values (± standard error) of soil properties at the three study sites [36].

Soil Properties Soil Depth (cm)
Study Site

Chelir Namkhane Patom

Dry density (g cm−3) 30 1.13 (± 0.02) 1.09 (± 0.02) 1.16 (± 0.03)

Nitrogen (%) 0–10 22.44 (± 3.02) 24.89 (± 3.02) 21.19 (± 2.25)
10–20 13.94 (± 1.13) 14.10 (± 0.80) 9.19 (± 0.52)

Phosphorus (ppm) 0–10 20.98 (± 3.01) 25.93 (± 3.13) 23.57 (± 2.11)
10–20 22.00 (± 2.59) 34.45 (± 1.06) 28.52(± 2.38)

Potassium (ppm) 0–10 1989.2 (± 197.7) 1253.6 (± 131.6) 1068.1 (± 91.6)
10-20 1228.0 (± 150.5) 1458.3 (± 110.5) 866.7 (± 147.3)

Carbon (%) 0–10 2.84 (± 0.3) 3.12 (± 0.31) 2.50 (± 0.17)
10–20 1.20 (± 0.10) 1.48 (± 0.13) 0.92 (± 0.06)

Organic matter (%) 0–10 4.90 (± 0.52) 5.38 (± 0.59) 4.31 (± 0.41)
10–20 2.08 (± 0.19) 2.56 (± 0.25) 1.59 (± 0.14)

pH 0–10 5.54 (± 0.67) 5.25 (± 0.54) 5.42 (± 0.49)
10–20 5.28 (± 0.57) 5.08 (± 0.36) 5.19 (± 0.40)

EC (ds m−1)
0–10 0.45 (± 0.02) 0.45 (± 0.02) 0.38 (± 0.01)
10–20 0.30 (± 0.01) 0.30 (± 0.01) 0.32 (± 0.01)

Soil liquid limit 1 30 85.70 (± 6.85) 88.52 (± 7.44) 65 (± 6.21)
Soil plastic limit 1 30 37.70 (± 3.71) 38.32 (± 4.89) 26.42 (± 3.05)

Soil plasticity index 1 30 48.00 (± 4.99) 50.20 (± 4.56) 38.58 (± 3.80)
Soil texture 2 Silt loam Silt loam Silt loam

Unified soil classification - CH CH CH
1 Atterberg limit [38]. 2 USDA soil classification [34].

Table 2. Total number of root measurements attempted, and in parentheses, the attempts that yielded
valid results, for each tree species, diameter at breast height (DBH) class, slope position relative to the
main stem, and study site.

Site DBH Classes 1
Carpinus betulus Fagus orientalis

Upslope Downslope Upslope Downslope

Patom
Small 58 (56) 57 (56) 62 (56) 64 (56)

Medium 59 (56) 59 (56) 61 (56) 62 (56)
Large 60 (56) 61 (56) 68 (56) 70 (56)

Namkhane
Small 57 (56) 57 (56) 60 (56) 59 (56)

Medium 58 (56) 60 (56) 61 (56) 62 (56)
Large 59 (56) 59 (56) 64 (56) 63 (56)

Chelir
Small 58 (56) 59 (56) 58 (56) 57 (56)

Medium 59 (56) 60 (56) 61 (56) 59 (56)
Large 62 (56) 61 (56) 63 (56) 62 (56)

1 DBH classes: small = 7.5–32.5 cm; medium = 32.6–57.5; and large = 57.6–82.5 cm.

Tensile tests were performed using a Universal Testing Machine (SMT-5, SANTOM Co., Tehran,
Iran), equipped with 500 kg maximum-capacity load cell (Full Scale, F.S. = accuracy of 0.1% of F.S).
Roots with a length of 10 cm and diameters ranging from 0.02 mm to 7.99 mm were clamped into
position as vertical as possible within the load cell axis. Roots with diameters more than 8 mm could
not be tested due to clumping problems [41]. A strain rate of 10 mm/min [42–44] was applied until
breakage occurred; breakage near the middle of the root between the clamps was considered a valid
test [45], whereas when breakage occurred proximate to the clamps or breakage was due to slippage or
crushing by the clamps, the samples were deemed invalid and discarded (Figure 2). The tensile force
(N) was taken as the maximum load at the rupture point. Root diameter was measured at three points
near the breaking section [40]. For each site, we obtained 336 valid tests for each species (2016 valid
root samples; Table 2).
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Figure 2. Breaking phase of the root in tensile test. A valid test, where the root broke near the middle
(a), and an invalid test, where the root broke proximate the clamp (b).

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to test the effects of slope position, DBH, and study
site on root tensile force. The normality and homogeneity of data were tested before proceeding with
the analysis and, as a result, log transformation was necessary to normalize the data. Preliminary
use of the ANCOVA revealed that DBH classes and root diameter should be considered as covariate
factors, as this model yielded the lowest residuals. Therefore, maximum tensile force was a function of
species, slope position, and their interaction. Eta-squared (η2) was calculated as a measure of the effect
of the parameters on the tensile force.

An analysis of residuals was performed to compare the difference between the fitting curves of
each dataset as a function of root diameter. The relationships between tensile force–root diameter
were interpreted through a regression, which has been proven to be a power-law function [15,40,46].
To obtain the power-law regression coefficients (i.e., F0 and α), a nonlinear least square method was
completed using R software (www.r-project.org, R version 3.3.2, University of Auckland, Auckland,
New Zealand). In order to visualize whether or not the differences between datasets are significant,
ΔFit and sum of 95% confidence interval (CI) were calculated and compared as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the definition of ΔFit and sum of the confidence interval at 95% (CI-95%),
showing an example of overlapping distributions (a), and significantly different distributions (b).
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3. Results

3.1. ANCOVA

A separate covariate analysis for each site revealed that species, slope position, DBH, root diameter,
and the interaction of species and slope position were significant (p < 0.05) for the tensile force (N)
required to break roots (Table 3), except that the interaction was not significant at Namkhane, only
at Chelir and Patom. Regardless of site, F values indicate that tensile force was influenced more by
root diameter (F=4892) than by species or DBH, and the effect of slope position had the least effect on
tensile strength (F=23) (Table 3). The eta-squared (η2) values indicate that root diameter explains more
than 90% of the variance in the studied sites (Table 3).

Table 3. Summary of ANCOVA results for each site, showing the effect of species, slope position,
diameter at breast height class (DBH), and the species x slope position interaction on tensile force (N)
as a function of root diameter.

Site Source df Sum Square Mean Square F Value P Value η2

Chelir

Species (S) 1 7.63 7.63 388.68 0.000 * 0.049
Slope position (SP) 1 0.43 0.43 22.15 0.000 * 0.003

DBH 1 1 6.13 6.13 312.01 0.000 * 0.039
Root diameter 1 1 140.37 140.37 7150.01 0.000 * 0.906

S × SP 1 0.29 0.29 14.95 0.000 * 0.002

Namkhane

Species (S) 1 2.67 2.67 99.10 0.000 * 0.019
Slope position (SP) 1 0.40 0.40 14.83 0.000 * 0.003

DBH 1 1 0.90 0.90 33.46 0.000 * 0.007
Root diameter 1 1 131.95 131.95 4891.88 0.000 * 0.971

S × SP 1 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.90 0

Patom

Species (S) 1 1.44 1.44 47.86 0.000 * 0.009
Slope position (SP) 1 0.33 0.33 10.83 0.001 * 0.002

DBH 1 1 2.44 2.44 81.41 0.000 * 0.016
Root diameter 1 1 146.82 146.82 4891.64 0.000 * 0.970

S × SP 1 0.26 0.26 8.60 0.003 * 0.002
1 Data transformed by log 10 to achieve normality. Significant code: ‘*’ <0.05.

3.2. Species

Tensile force values for F. orientalis at Chelir, regardless of DBH class, and in the medium DBH class
at Patom, were higher than those for C. betulus (Figure 4). The slope of regression (F0) is almost the same
for F. orientalis and C. betulus trees in the smallest DBH class at Namkhane and Patom. In the case of
trees with the largest DBH at Namkhane and Patom, as well as those with medium DBH at Namkhane,
the tensile force values of C. betulus are higher than those of F. orientalis (Figure 4). The variability of
tensile force within a given species is high because of the wide range of root diameters and different soil
properties in these study sites. According to Table 4, significant power-law regressions were observed
about the relationship between tensile force and root diameter in all scenarios (p < 0.05). For C. betulus,
F0 ranges from 13.75 (Chelir site-small DBH) to 76.75 (Namkhane site-medium DBH). The corresponding
values for F. orientalis were 28.01 (Chelir site -small DBH) and 53.84 (Chelir site-medium DBH) (Table 4).
Our results showed that α fluctuates from 1.12 (Namkhane site-large DBH) to 1.41 (Patom site-small
DBH) for C. betulus. For F. orientalis, α variability is higher than that for C. betulus, as the highest and
lowest α were 0.96 (Patom site-small DBH) and 1.29 (Chelir site-small DBH), respectively (Table 4).
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Figure 4. Tensile force at failure point versus root diameter for Carpinus betulus (blue circles) and
Fagus orientalis (red circles) within three classes of diameter at breast height (DBH; small = 7.5–32.5 cm;
medium = 32.6–57.5; and large = 57.6–82.5 cm) at three sites (Chelir, Namkhane, Patom). Solid (C.
betulus) and dashed (F. orientalis) lines show power-law regression curves fitted to the data.

Table 4. Coefficients and statistical parameters of the power-law regressions for tensile force–root
diameter compared by diameter at breast height (DBH) classes.

Site Species DBH 1 F0 α P Value SE

Chelir

Carpinus betulus
Large 32.44 1.16 0.000 1.235 × 104

Medium 26.54 1.24 0.000 1.625 × 104

Small 13.75 1.34 0.000 2.307 × 104

Fagus orientalis
Large 44.92 1.17 0.000 7.444 × 104

Medium 53.84 1.08 0.000 2.224 × 104

Small 28.01 1.29 0.000 7.143 × 104

Namkhane

Carpinus betulus
Large 51.87 1.21 0.000 3.191 × 104

Medium 76.75 1.12 0.004 5.326 × 104

Small 28.98 1.37 0.000 1.278 × 105

Fagus orientalis
Large 42.88 1.18 0.000 5.439 × 104

Medium 31.51 1.21 0.000 3.827 × 104

Small 46.42 1.05 0.000 5.166 × 104

Patom

Carpinus betulus
Large 75.22 1.33 0.000 2.250 × 104

Medium 40.21 1.27 0.000 2.190 × 104

Small 24.25 1.41 0.000 5.236 × 104

Fagus orientalis
Large 40.66 1.12 0.000 2.528 × 104

Medium 30.94 1.19 0.000 1.087 × 104

Small 51.37 0.96 0.000 1.903 × 104

1 DBH: small = 7.5–32.5 cm; medium = 32.6–57.5; and large = 57.6–82.5 cm.
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For tensile force (N), the ANCOVA revealed that at least one species was significantly different on
one of the sites (Table 3). With the data for both species combined, we observed that tensile force was
not significantly different for trees with large DBH at all three sites and the medium DBH trees at Patom
(as evidenced by the overlap of the ΔFit values and sum of the single tail CI-95% values across the
range of root diameter classes; Figure 5). Moreover, it was also not significantly different for trees with
small DBH at Namkhane and Patom (i.e., ΔFit values are well below the CI-95% values). In contrast,
we found a significant difference in tensile force for trees in the small and medium DBH classes at
Chelir and in the medium DBH class at Namkhane (i.e., ΔFit values exceed the CI-95% values).

Figure 5. Calculation of difference between the fitting curves of tensile force vs. root diameter for Carpinus
betulus and Fagus orientalis within three classes of diameter at breast height (DBH; small = 7.5–32.5 cm;
medium = 32.6–57.5; and large = 57.6–82.5 cm) at three study sites (Chelir, Namkhane, Patom).

3.3. Slope Position

For both species, and across sites and DBH classes, the slope of regression (F0) for tensile force
by increasing root diameter ranged from 19.66 to 47.01 downslope and 26.88 to 54.84 upslope, and
α ranged from 1.08 to 1.29 downslope and 1.12 to 1.24 upslope (Table 5). F0 is slightly higher in
the upslope position than in the downslope position at Chelir and Namkhane for C. betulus and at
Namkhane and Patom for F. orientalis (Figure 6 and Table 5). Regression slopes for upslope and
downslope positions were similar at Patom for C. betulus and for F. orientalis at Chelir (Figure 6 and
Table 5). Moreover, significant power-law regressions were observed for the relationship between
tensile force and root diameter in all scenarios (p < 0.05; Table 5). Downslope, α is higher than that for
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upslope for both species across three study sites, and it ranged from 1.23< α <1.29 and 1.08< α <1.20
for C. betulus and F. orientalis, respectively (Table 5).

F. orientalis

C. betulus

Figure 6. Tensile force at failure point versus root diameter for upslope (red circles) and downslope
(blue circles) positions relative to the tree stem at three sites for Carpinus betulus and Fagus orientalis.
Solid (downslope) and dashed (upslope) lines show power-law regression curves fitted to the data.

Table 5. Coefficients and statistical parameters of the power-law regressions for tensile force–root
diameter based on a comparison of upslope versus downslope position.

Site Species Slope Position F0 α P Value SE

Chelir
Carpinus betulus Down 19.66 1.29 0.000 1.436 × 103

Up 26.88 1.18 0.000 1.246 × 104

Fagus orientalis Down 39.72 1.20 0.000 6.109 × 104

Up 42.06 1.15 0.000 3.540 × 104

Namkhane
Carpinus betulus Down 47.01 1.23 0.000 3.198 × 104

Up 54.84 1.17 0.000 4.205 × 104

Fagus orientalis Down 38.59 1.13 0.000 5.875 × 104

Up 41.07 1.16 0.000 4.001 × 104

Patom
Carpinus betulus Down 42.08 1.26 0.000 2.556 × 104

Up 43.63 1.24 0.000 3.198 × 104

Fagus orientalis Down 36.94 1.08 0.000 2.065 × 104

Up 43.11 1.12 0.000 2.188 × 104

In general, the one-tail confidence intervals (CI) overlap by more than 2.5%, indicating that the
differences in the measured maximum tensile forces upslope and downslope were low (Figure 7).
For five combinations of species and site (Carpinus-Chelir; Carpinus-Namkhane; Carpinus-Patom;
Fagus-Chelir; Fagus-Namkhane), slope position had no significant effect on tensile force by root
diameter class (i.e., ΔFit values are well below the CI-95% values) (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Calculation of difference between the fitting curves of tensile force vs. root diameter for the
Carpinus betulus (blue line) and Fagus orientalis (red line) at three study sites (Chelir, Namkhane, Patom).

3.4. DBH

Significant power-law regressions were found observed for the relationship between tensile force
and root diameter for all DBH classess (Table 4). At the three study sites, and for both species, unknown
trends were observed for F0 values; the exception was for small DBH classes of C. betulus that had the
lowest F0 values for this species (Table 4). The F0 of large trees increased slightly at all sites except
Namkhane for C. betulus and for F. orientalis at Chelir (Figure 8). For C. betulus, α value within a small
DBH class is higher than other DBH classes, whereas no obvious trends were observed for F. orientalis
(Table 4).

Figure 9 shows the differences between the fitting curves of tensile force vs. root diameter for
both species with the three DBH classes on the three study sites. The fitting curves for small and
medium, small and large, and medium and large DBH classes were significantly different at all three
sites for C. betulus, except at Chelir site, where the curves for medium and large were not significantly
different (Figure 9). Furthermore, the curves for small and large and medium and large measurements
at Namkhane site and small and medium at Patom site overlap for most of the root diameter classes
with a probability lower than 2.5% (Figure 9). The fitting curves for small and medium, small and large,
and medium and large DBH classes of F. orientalis at Chelir and Namkhane sites are not significantly
different (Figure 9). Small and medium and small and large measurements at Chelir, and medium and
large at Namkhane site, overlap for most of the root diameters, although, in the case of Patom site, ΔFit
is higher than sum of single tail CI-95% (Figure 9). Results of the ANCOVA test showed that the effect
of DBH classes on tensile force was significant (Table 3). F values of ANCOVA test among DBH classes
ranged from 33.46 (Namkhane site) to 312.01 (Chelir site) (Table 3).
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F. orientalis

C. betulus

Figure 8. Tensile force at failure point versus root diameter for diameter at breast height (DBH; small =
7.5–32.5 cm; medium = 32.6–57.5; and large = 57.6–82.5 cm) at three study sites (Chelir, Namkhane,
Patom) for Carpinus betulus and Fagus orientalis. Solid (large), dashed (medium), and long dash dot
(small) lines show power-law regression curves fitted to the data.

Figure 9. Calculation of difference between the fitting curves of tensile force vs. root diameter for the
Carpinus betulus and Fagus orientalis within three classes of diameter at breast height (DBH; small =
7.5–32.5 cm; medium= 32.6–57.5; and large= 57.6–82.5 cm) at three study sites (Chelir, Namkhane, Patom).
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3.5. Study Sites

To evaluate the influence of site on the tensile force–root diameter relationship within each
species, data from the different sites were plotted and compared, revealing that tensile force increased
slightly at different study sites (Figure 10). Significant power-law regressions were observed about the
relationship between tensile force and root diameter across study sites (p < 0.05; Table 4). For C. betulus,
F0 at Patom site is higher than other sites, while no obvious trends were found for F. orientalis (Table 4).
For C. betulus, the α value observed at the Patom site was greater than that observed on the Chelir and
Namkhane sites (Table 4). For F. orinetalis, the α value at Namkhane site was greater than that at other
sites, except within the small DBH class (Table 4).

F. orientalis

C. betulus

Figure 10. Tensile force at failure point versus root diameter for diameter at breast height (DBH; small
= 7.5–32.5 cm; medium = 32.6–57.5; and large = 57.6–82.5 cm) at three study sites (Chelir, Namkhane,
Patom). Solid (Chelir), dashed (Namkhane), and long dash dot (Patom) lines show power-law regression
curves fitted to the data.

For C. betulus, we observed that tensile force was significantly different among Chelir and
Namkhane, Chelir and Patom, within all DBH classes (i.e., ΔFit values exceed the CI-95% values),
whereas tensile force was not significantly different for large, medium (as evidenced by the overlap of
the ΔFit values and sum of the single tail CI-95% values across the range of root diameter classes), and
small (i.e., ΔFit values are well below the CI-95% values) trees of Patom and Namkhane (Figure 11).
Within the data for F. orientalis, tensile force within the medium DBH class at Patom and Namkhane
was significant (Figure 11). No significant differences were observed, however, between large and
small diameter trees at all sites, medium trees at Chelir and Namkhane, or any trees at Chelir and
Patom (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Calculation of difference between the fitting curves of tensile force vs. root diameter of
three classes of diameter at breast height (DBH; small = 7.5–32.5 cm; medium = 32.6–57.5; and large =
57.6–82.5 cm) for Carpinus betulus and Fagus orientalis at three study sites (Chelir, Namkhane, Patom).

4. Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, existing research in the Caspian Hyrcanian Ecoregion on root
mechanical characteristics consists of case studies with small datasets focused only on the effects of
different species on root mechanical characteristics. The novelty of our research is the broadening of
the scope and relevance of root mechanical characteristics. This was achieved through a robust sample
of roots (2016 samples) across a variety of DBH classes, elevational gradients, and slope positions of
the roots of two common species.

Deciduous broadleaf species characterized by an intensive development of fine roots in the upper
soil layer instantly linked to different factors such as climate, age, DBH, and stand composition [47].
Root reinforcement has been noticed as one of the key factors when dealing with slope stability
issues and landslides safety, thereby becoming one of the criteria in managing forests against natural
hazards [10,11]. Large roots anchor the soil, especially across planes of weakness, and fine roots
provide an extensive network that increases soil shear strength [6,48,49]. While coarse roots (>10 mm)
have a higher impact on root reinforcement than fine roots [6,7], fine roots are more numerous and
occupy a larger area around the tree on slopes than do coarse roots [50], playing a key role in slope
stability. Most of the scientists consider that fine and thin roots (<10 mm), which act as tensile fibers
during slope failures, provide the major contribution to slope stability [15–17,51]. Large numbers of
fine roots could limit the number of cracks occurring on the surface soil, thereby stabilizing the shallow
soil more effectively than a small number of coarse roots, which can slip out of the soil upon soil mass
sliding [13,52,53].

In older models of root reinforcement, maximum tensile strength of roots was used to describe
their mechanical characteristics [54]. Maximum tensile strength is calculated using root diameter and
maximum tensile force (the force required to break roots), the later also being calculated in relation
to root diameter. Recently, mechanical tensile force has been used independent of tensile strength to
describe the mechanical characteristics of roots [7,55]. In our study, our models also focused solely
on the tensile force of fine roots to examine their potential contribution to soil reinforcement. We
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did so to alleviate using the root diameter twice for each observation, which can add uncertainty to
the models because of the difficulty involved in accurately determining the very small diameters we
studied [40,44]. In this study, roots larger than 8 mm were not tested, therefore, the results of the
maximum tensile force will be different if coarse roots are considered in the analysis.

We found a significant relationship between root diameter and tensile force, confirming that root tensile
force strongly depends on root size, and similar to the findings of many researchers [15,40,44,46,51,56,57].
This supports the necessity to take the root diameter into account as a covariate for root tensile force
analyzing [9,20,40,58]. Moreover, our results show that root tensile force increases with rising root
diameter regardless of species, DBH class, or elevation, similar to the results of other studies [6–8,43,57].

In most cases, F. orientalis, with higher root resistance than C. betulus, may be preferred in
soil bioengineering systems. Perhaps this type of effect is related to species-specific tree longevity.
Alidadi [59] showed that F. orientalis had a significantly higher longevity than C. betulus, and Abdi [60]
observed that F. orientalis roots were stronger than those of C. betulus of unspecified DBH in the Kheyrud
forest. Our results, which included discrete DBH classes, were similar. Moreover, our comparisons
of tensile force vs. root diameter for these two species are similar to those observed in other studies
(F. sylvatica [22,40,61]; C. betulus [40]).

We did not, however, note any differences in root-system mechanical resistance on the basis of
slope position. This contrasts with the results of Stokes [62], where resistance was greater in the upslope
position compared to the downslope position but concurs with Khuder et al. [63] and Genet et al. [64],
who observed that no differences occur in the mechanical properties of the roots in different positions
around the root system. Commonly, it is believed that no general rule exists to explain the differences
in root growth and mechanical properties on the slope, similar to our results. Although earlier
studies examined a variety of parameters on root tensile force (e.g., slope position, species, soil
types) [9,10,42,51,53,56,58,62]; to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to attempt to examine the
interactions of these parameters. Our finding of an interaction between species and slope positions on
two of three sites (i.e., Chelir and Patom) suggests that the effective parameters on root tensile force are
various and complex.

In general, we found that the roots of the trees with larger DBH were more resistant in tension
compared with the roots of the medium or small DBH classes, which concurs with [11]. This may be
explained by the report of [65], who showed that root resistance was lower in the early growth stage
and increased in older plants.

For the same root diameter, the force needed to break a root was found to decrease with increasing
elevation above sea level [64]. Whenever the tensile strength of the roots decreases, the root system
may adapt based on the situation, and therefore tree anchorage is not comprised [64]. Adaption of
the root system architecture to external stimuli in response to mechanical force was recently shown
as the initiation of new coarse roots [66]. This potential of adaptation based on the environmental
conditions is termed “morphoplasticity” [67] or “phenotypic plasticity” and results in asymmetric
root distribution [66–70]. Our results showed that for C. betulus and F. orientalis the root tensile force is
notably different from one site to another site, although further assessment on root system architecture
is necessary to determine whether any decrease in root resistance associated with increasing elevation
was compensated by morphological adaptation. These findings are similar to those of other studies
performed on a single species [64] or in a small area [71]. These authors attributed site differences to
elevation and the position of the sampling on hillslope. Genet et al. [65], found a significant difference
for the same species sampled at different locations, but the elevation between their locations was
much greater than those in our study. However, in contrast with the results of Genet et al. [65], the
maximum tensile force of roots of Castanea sativa Mill. did not differ between the two sites under
consideration [7]. The mechanical properties of roots between sites with different soil water content
regimes differed significantly [23]. Vergani et al. [40] clarified that the comparisons of sites’ relationships
for different species remarkably are a consequence of varying conditions of the growing sites and
environment. It is discussed that alterations in root mechanical resistance with increasing elevation
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were due to modification in soil’s chemical and physical properties [64]. On our sites, however, the
physical characteristics are almost the same in different sites, although chemical properties showed
differences in nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, carbon, nitrogen, and organic matter (Table 1), making
it difficult to reach any conclusion. Different levels of soil compaction did not significantly affect the
root resistance in the woody plants Acacia senegal L. and Prosopis juliflora DC. [72]. Goodman and
Ennos [73] demonstrated, however, that the roots of two annual plants, Zea mays L. and Helianthus
annuus L., either became stiffer or were unchanged, respectively, when growing in soil with low bulk
density Moreover, Jourgholami et al. [74] investigated the ratio of lateral to main root length, which is
significantly reduced in high intensity compaction in comparison with control treatment, although the
ratio of lateral to main root biomass was not significant among different soil compaction treatments.
Accordingly, to prove if soil physical characteristics affect root resistance and mechanical properties,
further studies are required.

The increased tensile force with increasing root diameter, slope position, tree age and longevity,
and elevation has been attributed to a greater cellulose content as a function of root size, environmental
stimuli, or genetics [22,41,42,65,71,75,76]. Consequently, analyzing the cellulose content of roots for
different size, DBH, slope position, and age classes would be a valuable addition to the literature.

5. Conclusions

This study provides a comprehensive analysis of root tensile force variation of two common
species, Carpinus betulus and Fagus orientalis, across differing DBH classifications, slope positions, and
study site elevations within a temperate deciduous forest. Our results identified that the main factors
affecting variability in fine root tensile force are the tree species and the DBH of the sampled tree.
Study site location had an effect on root tensile force only for C. betulus. No differences in tensile
force were found for roots growing upslope or downslope of the tree stem. This information is useful
for scientists and forest land managers in order to evaluate the variability in root reinforcement due
to different factors, and to account for this uncertainty when evaluating the effectiveness of slope
stabilization using biological engineering measures. The selection of a species in a region can cause
changes in soil reinforcement and slope stability. Understanding the relationship between tree species
and soil bioengineering and the impact of different DBH classes on these processes can be useful for
forest management and the selection of appropriate species for reforestation projects. In the Caspian
Hyrcanian Ecoregion, F. orientalis, with a higher fine root resistance than C. betulus, may be preferred in
soil bioengineering systems.
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Abstract: The TIFY gene family is specific to land plants, exerting immense influence on plant growth
and development as well as responses to biotic and abiotic stresses. Here, we identify 25 TIFY genes
in the poplar (Populus trichocarpa) genome. Phylogenetic tree analysis revealed these PtrTIFY genes
were divided into four subfamilies within two groups. Promoter cis-element analysis indicated
most PtrTIFY genes possess stress- and phytohormone-related cis-elements. Quantitative real-time
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT–PCR) analysis showed that PtrTIFY genes
displayed different expression patterns in roots under abscisic acid, methyl jasmonate, and salicylic
acid treatments, and drought, heat, and cold stresses. The protein interaction network indicated
that members of the PtrTIFY family may interact with COI1, MYC2/3, and NINJA. Our results
provide important information and new insights into the evolution and functions of TIFY genes in
P. trichocarpa.

Keywords: TIFY; Populus trichocarpa; protein interaction network; phytohormone treatment;
abiotic stress

1. Introduction

The TIFY gene family is specific to land plants and was first found in Arabidopsis and annotated
as a transcription factor [1,2]. This gene family contains a core motif, TIF[F/Y]XG, previously known
as ZIM (a zinc-finger protein expressed in inflorescence meristem) [1], and includes 20 members in
Rice, 18 members in Arabidopsis, and 27 members in Maize [3–5]. Depending on the conservative
domain, the proteins are divided into two groups: Group I containing the C2C2-GATA (CX2CX20CX2C)
conservative domain, which is absent in Group II. Generally, the TIFY family can be divided into four
subfamilies: TIFY, JAZ, PPD, and ZML [4]. The TIFY subfamily contains only the TIFY domain. The JAZ
subfamily is named for its conserved Jas motif with 22 amino acids, which contains the TIFY domain
and a C-terminal conserved domain, as well as the distinctive motif of SLX2FX2KRX2RX5PY [6,7].
The PEAPOD (PPD) subfamily was first found by map-based cloning method in ppd mutants, which has
an exclusive N-terminal PPD domain of around 50 amino acids, a TIFY domain, and a Jas motif lacking
the two conserved amino acids “PY” (SLX2FX2KRX2RX5). Finally, the ZML (ZIM-LIKE) subfamily
contains a C-terminal GATA-type zinc-finger domain, a CCT (CONSTANS/CO-like/TOC1) domain,
and a TIFY domain. The CCT domain is known to play an important role in light signal transduction
and takes part in protein–protein interaction [4]. The JAZ (Jasmonate ZIM-domain) subfamily has been
studied mostly as a key regulator of jasmonate signaling pathways [8]. The CCT domain is important
because it allows the proteins of the JAZ subfamily to interact with other proteins to regulate jasmonate
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signaling and take part in response to biotic and abiotic stresses in several plants [7]. For example,
the F-box protein CORONATINE INSENSITIVE1 (COI1) acts as a hormone co-receptor and functions
as a negative regulator of the jasmonate signaling pathway [8,9]. JAZ1 and JAZ9 can interact with
COI1 in Arabidopsis and transgenic plants exhibited JA-insensitive phenotypes and increased resistance
to pathogens [10]. Also, JA regulates the ethylene-stabilized transportation factors EIN3 and EIL1
by binding with the JAZ proteins to pathogen defense and development processes [11]. The R2R3
MYB-type transcription factors MYB21 and MYB24 can interact with JAZ1, JAZ8, and JAZ11 in
yeast and plants to affect jasmonate-regulated stamen development in Arabidopsis. Recently, Ju et al.
reported that the C-terminal region of TaJAZ1 interacts with TaABI5 to modulate seed germination
and negatively modulate ABA response in wheat [12].

Functional analysis of the TIFY gene family has been carried out in several plant species. PnJAZ1
increased tolerance to salt stress and decreased ABA sensitivity during seed germination and early
development in Pohlia nutans [13]. As reported, ZmJAZ14 was significantly induced by polyethylene
glycol (PEG), MeJA, abscisic acid (ABA), and gibberellins (GAs). Overexpression of ZmJAZ14 in
Arabidopsis enhanced the plants’ tolerance to JA and ABA treatments [14]. Additionally, AsJAZ1 can
be involved in nodule development and nitrogen fixation by interacting with AsB2510 in Astragalus
sinicus [15]. The PPD genes regulate tissue growth, modify lamina size, and restrict curvature of the
leaf blade [16]. Removing PEAPOD results in increased leaf lamina size and altered shape of the
silique [16]. In Arabidopsis, AtPPD2 interacts with AtLHP1 to directly or indirectly regulate several
target genes to affect lateral organ development, while Arabidopsis ppd2 shows greater leaf breadth than
wild-type (WT) [17]. In Maize, ZmTIFY4, 5, 8, 26, and 28 respond to drought; additionally, ZmTIFY1
19 and 28 show upregulation when treated by three kinds of pathogens [5]. In summary, different
TIFY subfamily members have different functions during plant growth and development, as well as
different responses to phytohormone treatment and abiotic stress.

Populus trichocarpa serves as a model forest species and is widely used in forest tree genomics
studies [18]. Previous works identified 24 PtrTIFY genes in the P. trichocarpa genome and analyzed their
expression profiles under JA, MeJA, SA, salt, cold stresses, and pathogen infection in leaves [19,20].
In our study, besides these 24 genes, we found a new TIFY family member in the P. trichocarpa genome;
because of the existence of the Jas and TIFY motif, we named it PtrJAZ13. Roots play an important role
in woody plants’ responses to phytohormone treatment and abiotic stress, but there are no reports
to date that focus on the TIFY gene family in P. trichocarpa roots responding to such manipulations.
We therefore used the roots of P. trichocarpa as experimental materials and employed quantitative
real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) to analyze the expression profiles
of all TIFY family genes under ABA, MeJA, and SA treatments plus drought, heat, and cold stresses.
Our results provide new insights for future investigations into the roles of these candidate genes under
hormone treatment and abiotic stress in P. trichocarpa.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Identification of TIFY Genes in P. trichocarpa

We used the protein family database Pfam (http://pfam.xfam.org/) [21] to search for the hidden
Markov model (HMM) profile of the TIFY gene family (protein family ID:PF06200) based on an
expected value (E-value) cutoff of 0.01 in HMMER 3.3 (http://hmmer.org/) to find TIFY genes in
the P. trichocarpa genome. The genomic library, coding sequence (CDS), and protein database of
P. trichocarpa were directly downloaded from the Phytozome v12.0 (https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov)
and NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The Clustal X (version 2.0) and NCBI database were used
to search the identification of the TIFY, ZML, PPD, and JAZ domains. We used the WoLF PSORT
database to predict the subcellular localization of PtrTIFY genes. Aliphatic index, instability index,
and GRAVY (grand average of hydropathy) of PtrTIFY genes were identified for all PtrTIFY proteins
by using ProtParam of Expasy tools (http://web.expasy.org/protparam) [22].
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2.2. Phylogenetic Analysis

The ClustalX (version 2.0, http://www.clustal.org/clustal2/) [23] program and Bioedit 7.2 [24]
software were used to performed multiple sequence alignment using the full-length protein sequence.
In order to analyze the molecular features and phylogenetic relationships of the TIFY gene family in
plants, MEGA 7.0 [25] was used to build an unrooted phylogenetic tree using the neighbor-joining (NJ)
method, with a bootstrap test performed using 1000 replications and the poisson model. Gene clusters
referring to the homologs within the three species (P. trichocarpa, A. thaliana, and O. sativa) which
identified based on the NCBI database by BLAST and query cover >75% was regarded as homologous
genes. The PtrTIFY gene exon/intron organization was determined using GSDS2.0 online software
(http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn) [26]. MEME 5.1.0 [27] was used to find motifs in PuTIFY genes using the
default parameters and a conserved motif number of 15.

2.3. Promoter Cis-Element Analysis

The NCBI and Phytozome V12.0 (https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html) databases were
used to search for cis-regulating elements, which were limited the 2000 bp upstream of the ATG codon
for each of the analyzed genes [28]. The online software Plantcare (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.
be/webtools/plantcare/html/) [29] was used to predict and locate their cis-elements and analyze the
functions of the TIFY gene family.

2.4. Plant Materials, Abiotic Stress, and Phytohormone Treatment

For plant samples, the clonally propagated P. trichocarpa (genotype Nisqually-1) was grown in
woody plant medium (WPM) supplied with 20 g/L sucrose and 5.5 g agar. In vitro plants were cultured
in 250 mL plastic containers and grown in a growth chamber with the 16 h light/8 h dark cycling at
23–25 ◦C with a light intensity of 46 μmol photons m−2 s−1 irradiation. Two-week-old in vitro plants
were used for abiotic stress and phytohormone treatment. For abiotic stress, 7% PEG6000 simulated
drought stress, 42 ◦C simulated heat stress, and 4 ◦C simulated cold stress. For phytohormone
treatments, plants were exposed to a WPM medium containing 100 μM MeJA, 200 μM ABA, or 100 μM
SA. Each treatment lasted for 0, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h. The 42 ◦C stress time points were at 0, 0.5, 1, and 3 h.
Untreated in vitro plants at each time point served as control. Fresh roots undergoing each stress were
frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after being harvested and stored at −80◦C for later use. Three
independent biological replicates were performed for each treatment to ensure reliable data.

2.5. RNA Isolation and Real-Time Quantitative PCR

Highly purified RNA was extracted using the CTAB method [30]. The TransScript® First-Strand
cDNA Synthesis SuperMix (TransGen) was used to obtain the cDNA, with the following reaction
system: 500 ng of total RNA, 1 μL of anchored oligo(dT)18, 10 μL of 2 × ES reaction mix, 1 μL of
EasyScript®RT/RI enzyme mix and appropriate ddH2O to make the total volume to 20 μL. The cDNA
was diluted 10-fold (cDNA:nuclease free water = 1:10) for further qRT–PCR analysis. Gene-specific
primers were designed using Primer Premier 6.25, and NCBI primer-BLAST was used to check their
specificity. TransStart®Top Green qPCR Super Mix (TransGen Biotech, Beijing, China) was employed
to carry out the qRT–PCR, with the following reaction system: 10 μL of 2 × TransStart® Top Green
qPCR Super Mix, 7 μL of double-distilled H2O, 1 μL of diluted template, and 2 μL of forward primer
and reverse primer. qTOWER 3G Cycler and qPCR software (Analytik Jena, Germany) were used as a
work program and the 2−ΔΔCT method [31] was used to perform the relative gene expression level
analysis. The PtrActin was used as the internal reference gene. Triplicate independent technical and
biological replications were used in the analysis. The primers for qRT–PCR are listed in Table S1.
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2.6. Protein Interaction Network Analysis

The online database STRING v11.0 (https://string-db.org) [32] was used to predict the PtrTIFY
protein interaction network according to the corresponding homologs between P. trichocarpa and
Arabidopsis. Each amino acid sequence of the PtrTIFY genes was used to generate the protein interaction
network. In the STRING database, a variety of active interaction sources were provided for the user
to select the evidence of interaction [32]. In this study, active interaction sources were selected as
“experiments” and “co-expression” with a minimum required interaction score of 0.4. Cytoscape 3.7.2
software [33] was used to visualize and analyze the interactions.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

SPSS software (version 20, IBM, Chicago, USA) was used to analyze data using one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s test to assess significant differences between the control and
each treatment. Significance was defined as * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of TIFY Genes in P. trichocarpa

In order to identify all assumptive TIFY genes in P. trichocarpa, the HMM profile of the TIFY
domain (protein ID:PF06200) was used as a query to compare with the P. trichocarpa genome. In the end,
a total of 25 candidate TIFY gene members were obtained. Wang et al. found 24 PtrTIFY genes in the
P. trichocarpa genome; in our study, besides the founded 24 PtrTIFY genes, we found another PtrTIFY
gene (PtrJAZ13). According to distinct domain, we named TIFY proteins as PtrTIFY (1–2), PtrJAZ (1–13),
PtrZML (1–8), and PtrPPD (1–2). WoLF PSORT was used to predict the subcellular location of each
candidate TIFY protein in P. trichocarpa. The results showed that PtrJAZ6 and PtrJAZ10 were predicted
to be in the cytoplasm and chloroplasts, respectively; PtrTIFY (PtrTIFY1, -2) and PtrPPD (PtrPPD1, -2)
subfamily members were predicted to be in the nucleus; PtrZML2, -3, -4, -6 and -7 were predicted to
be in the nucleus, PtrZML1 and PtrZML5 were predicted to be in the cytoplasm, and PtrZML8 was
predicted to be in chloroplasts. The TIFY gene family has all ten different kinds of TIFY formation in
P. trichocarpa. PtrTIFY1, -2, two PtrJAZ subfamily members (PtrJAZ6, -12), and PtrPPD1, -2 shared
the TIFY motifs with TIFYGG and TIFYCG, respectively. PtrJAZ1, -4, -9, -13 contained the TIFYNG
motif and PtrJAZ2, -3, -5, -7, -8, -10, -11 shared the TIFYAG conserved motif. Eight PtrZML subfamily
members own six different kinds of TIFY formation, including TLSFEG, TLTFRG, TLSFEG, TLSFQG,
TIAFEG, TLTFQG. The GRAVY ranged from −0.225 to −0.893, the instability index ranged from
29.88 to 81.91, and the aliphatic index ranged from 48.96 to 85.07. PtrJAZ13 had the highest stability
index; PtrZML7 possessed the minimum GRAVY (grand average of hydropathy), instability index,
and aliphatic index; and PtrZML5 contained the maximum aliphatic index. Detailed information about
PtrTIFY genes is given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Basic information of the TIFY family in P. trichocarpa.

Name Accession Number
Subcellular

Location
TIFY Motif GRAVY

Instability
Index

Aliphatic
Index

PtrTIFY1 POPTR_0006s26370 nucleus TIFYGG −0.686 52.89 57.67
PtrTIFY2 POPTR_0018s01160 nucleus TIFYGG −0.642 49.32 55.05
PtrPPD1 POPTR_0002s04920 nucleus TIFYCG −0.662 59.33 73.36
PtrPPD2 POPTR_0005s23600 nucleus TIFYCG −0.743 60.38 68.33
PtrZML1 POPTR_0002s11140 cytoplasm TLSFEG −0.702 48.49 69.33
PtrZML2 POPTR_0002s11150 nucleus TLTFRG −0.682 44.88 65.52
PtrZML3 POPTR_0005s19550 nucleus TLSFEG −0.626 43.65 67.84
PtrZML4 POPTR_005G152800 nucleus TLTFRG −0.698 44.14 61.94
PtrZML5 POPTR_007G116500 cytoplasm TLSFQG −0.239 30.39 85.07
PtrZML6 POPTR_0007s03120 nucleus TIAFEG −0.852 43.09 58.1
PtrZML7 POPTR_0010s25810 nucleus TLTFQG −0.893 29.88 48.96
PtrZML8 POPTR_0017s06970 chloroplast TIAFEG −0.753 38.35 62.7
PtrJAZ1 POPTR_0001s13240 nucleus TIFYNG −0.563 55.46 69.74
PtrJAZ2 POPTR_0001s16640 nucleus TIFYAG −0.603 50.76 66.47
PtrJAZ3 POPTR_0003s06670 nucleus TIFYAG −0.635 50.12 63.75
PtrJAZ4 POPTR_0003s16350 nucleus TIFYNG −0.567 59.08 72.34
PtrJAZ5 POPTR_0006s14160 nucleus TIFYAG −0.417 60.09 65.18
PtrJAZ6 POPTR_0006s23390 cytoplasm TIFYGG −0.167 56.63 78.26
PtrJAZ7 POPTR_0008s13290 nucleus TIFYAG −0.271 49.13 68.32
PtrJAZ8 POPTR_0010s11850 nucleus TIFYAG −0.225 59.27 68.89
PtrJAZ9 POPTR_0011s02260 nucleus TIFYNG −0.799 73.46 78.52
PtrJAZ10 POPTR_0012s04220 chloroplast TIFYAG −0.329 53.25 68.37
PtrJAZ11 POPTR_0015s04880 nucleus TIFYAG −0.296 52.6 67.78
PtrJAZ12 POPTR_0018s08300 nucleus TIFYGG −0.559 56.38 62.53
PtrJAZ13 POPTR_006G023300 nucleus TIFYNG −0.782 81.91 71.67

3.2. Phylogenetic Analysis of TIFY Genes

To gain insight into the evolutionary relationship between TIFY proteins in P. trichocarpa, the 25
full-length TIFY protein sequences from P. trichocarpa, 17 proteins from Rice, and 18 proteins from
Arabidopsis were used to build the neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree. MEGA 7.0 software was used
to visualize the results. As shown in Figure 1, nine clades were identified in the phylogenetic tree,
including JAZ I to V, PPD, TIFY I, II, and ZML. Eight PtrTIFY proteins (PtrZML1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8)
were clustered together in Group I, which contained a GATA zinc-finger domain and a CCT motif
based on distinct domain. The remaining 17 PtrTIFY proteins were clustered in Group II. This group
contained all PtrJAZ, PtrTIFY, and PtrPPD subfamily members. The PtrJAZ subfamily contains the
largest numbers of members, which were distributed in three of the four JAZ clades, omitting JAZII.
PtrJAZ13 was in the JAZIV clade and belongs to Group II. From the genetic relationship, PtrJAZ2, -3,
-5, -6, -7, -8, -10, -11, PtrZML1, -3, PtrTIFY1, -2 and PtrPPD1, -2 were clustered with TIFY proteins
in Arabidopsis. This phenomenon indicates that PtrTIFY proteins are more closely related to those of
Arabidopsis than to those of Rice.
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic analysis of the TIFY family members from P. trichocarpa, O. sativa, and Arabidopsis.
The phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neighbor-joining (NJ) method of MEGA7 with 1000
bootstrap replicates. For Group I and Group II, Group I contained the C2C2-GATA (CX2CX20CX2C)
conservative domain, which was absent in Group II. Each clade was represented by different color
lines. The naming approach of each clade was following a previous study [34]. The explanation of
group I and II of Figure 1 was added in the Figure 1 legend which was highlighted in red font and
yellow background

3.3. Phylogenetic Analysis, Gene Structure, and Conserved Motifs of TIFY Genes in P. trichocarpa

In order to analyze the phylogenetic relationships among the TIFY genes in P. trichocarpa,
an unrooted phylogenic tree was constructed from alignments of the full-length PtrTIFY protein
sequences. As shown in Figure 2A, PtrTIFY genes were clustered into five sections, including two
parts of PtrJAZ. Based on the phylogenetic analysis, we identified 11 sister pairs, all of which had
strong bootstrap support (>90%). To gain further insights into the structural diversity of PtrTIFY genes,
we analyzed the exon/intron organization in the full-length cDNAs with their corresponding genomic
DNA sequences of individual PtrTIFY genes in P. trichocarpa (Figure 2B). Most PtrTIFY subfamily
members shared similar exon/intron lengths and numbers, especially the sister pair genes within the
same subfamily. For example, both PtrTIFY1 and PtrTIFY2 contained five introns of similar lengths,
while PtrJAZ13 and its homologous gene PtrJAZ9 possessed only one intron. Distinct motifs were
found in PtrTIFY genes by the MEME website. All PtrTIFY genes contained the conserved TIFY motif.
As expected, the most closely related genes contained similar motifs, indicating functional diversity
among TIFY proteins in the subgroup. In total, we found 15 motifs within 25 PtrTIFY genes, including
Motif 1 representing the TIFY motif, Motif 2 representing the JAZ motif, and Motif 13 representing
the PPD motif. PtrJAZ9 and PtrJAZ13 contained the minimum motif in number (Motifs 1 and 2).
Interestingly, PtrJAZ8 possessed one more Motif 6 than PtrJAZ7 (Figure 2C). Detailed motif information
is shown in Table S2.
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic relationships and gene structure of TIFYs in P. trichocarpa. (A) Multiple
alignment of full-length amino acid sequences of PtrTIFY genes was carried out with ClustalX 2.0.
The phylogenetic tree was constructed using neighbor-joining method with MEGA7.0. The sister pairs
was marked with black-box. Red and blue boxes represent the JAZ subfamily, yellow box represents the
PPD subfamily, green box represents the TIFY subfamily, and pink box represents the ZML subfamily.
(B) Exon/intron structures of the PtrTIFY gene family. (C) The conserved motifs were obtained from the
MEME website. Fifteen different kinds of conserved motifs were marked with different colors.

3.4. Promoter Cis-Element Analysis

Promoter cis-elements play pivotal roles in the transcriptional regulation of genes when plants
are under biotic and abiotic conditions. Phytohormones, including ABA, JA, and SA, apart from
their functions during growth and development, play important roles in various signal transduction
pathways during responses to environmental stresses [35]. Hence, we decided to identify putative
cis-acting regulatory DNA elements in PtrTIFY genes, based on their promoter sequences (2000 bp
upstream of the initiation codon). Six different kinds of cis-elements relating to phytohormones and
environmental stress signals were identified. Most PtrTIFY genes possessed the AREB cis-elements
(cis-acting elements involved in abscisic acid responsiveness). It is worth noting that PtrJAZ8 contained
nine AREB cis-elements in different positions of its promoter. PtrJAZ13, PtrZML2, -3, -5, and PtrTIFY2
contained only one AREB cis-element. PtrJAZ4, PtrPPD2, and PtrZML4 lack the AREB cis-element.
The remaining PtrTIFY genes contained 2–7 AREB cis-elements. Thirteen PtrTIFY genes contained
the CGTCA/TGACG cis-element (cis-acting element involved in MeJA-responsiveness). PtrJAZ1, -6,
-7, -10, -12, PtrPPD1, -2, PtrZML1, -2, -4, -7, -8, and PtrTIFY2 contained both CGTCA and TGACG
cis-elements in their promotors. Eight PtrJAZ genes, one PtrPPD gene, three PtrZML genes, and one
PtrTIFY gene possessed a TCA-element that is involved in SA responsiveness. GAAnnTTC is the
typical cis-element of heat shock elements (HSE) [36]. In the PtrTIFY gene family, PtrJAZ1, -2, -3, -8, -10,
-13 contained HSE in their promotors, with PtrJAZ10 possessing the largest number of HSEs. PtrPPD2,
PtrZML2, 6 as well as PtrTIFY1 and PtrTIFY2 contained 1–3 HSEs (Figure 3). In summary, each PtrTIFY
member contained at least one biotic or phytohormone responsive cis-element in its promotor. Detailed
promoter cis-element information is listed in Supplementary Table S3.
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Figure 3. Abiotic stress and phytohormone response elements in PtrTIFY gene promoters.
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3.5. Expression Pattern of PtrTIFY Genes under Drought, Heat, Cold Stress

To understand how PtrTIFY genes take part in drought stress response, we analyzed the expression
of PtrTIFY genes in roots under drought at 3, 6, 12, and 24 h using qRT–PCR. Our data showed that
all PtrJAZ subfamily members and PtrZML2, 3 as well as PtrZML2 and PtrZML3 were induced in
roots by drought stress. It is noteworthy that PtrJAZ10 was significantly upregulated at all time points.
PtrPPD1 and PtrPPD2 as well as PtrZML5 and PtrZML8 did not change significantly compared to
untreated controls. Finally, PtrZML4, PtrZML7 and PtrTIFY2 were downregulated at all time points
(Figure 4).

 

Figure 4. Expression analysis of PtrTIFY genes in root under drought stress by qRT–PCR. Error bars
represent the standard deviations from three biological replicates. Asterisks indicate stress treatment
groups that showed a significant difference in transcript abundance compared with the control group
(* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01).

We also analyzed the expression pattern of the PtrTIFY genes in the roots under 42 ◦C at 0.5, 1,
and 3 h. The results showed all PtrJAZ subfamily genes were induced by heat stress except for PtrJAZ2
and PtrJAZ13, which were suppressed at all time points. PtrJAZ4 was upregulated about 17-fold at 1 h.
Interestingly, PtrJAZ6 was downregulated at the 0.5 h time point and was rapidly upregulated at 1 and
3 h. PtrJAZ12 responded rapidly to heat stress, with the relative expression level being upregulated
10-fold compared with normal and then gradually declining to 5-fold at 3 h. PtrPPD2 and PtrTIFY1
were upregulated at the 1-h time point. PtrZML3 was highly upregulated at all the time points. Finally,
PtrPPD1, PtrZML1, and PtrZML6 showed no change in expression under heat stress at any time point
(p > 0.05; Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Expression analysis of PtrTIFY genes in root under heat stress by qRT–PCR. Error bars
represent the standard deviations from three biological replicates. Asterisks indicate stress treatment
groups that showed a significant difference in transcript abundance compared with the control group
(* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01).

For cold stress, eleven PtrJAZ subfamily members were induced by cold stress in roots. PtrJAZ6
was downregulated at 12 h and PtrJAZ11 was significantly downregulated during the early response
period and was elevated back to a level comparable to that of untreated control at 12 and 24 h.
PtrJAZ9 and PtrJAZ12 were dramatically upregulated at all time points, PtrJAZ9 and PtrJAZ12 were
upregulated about 11-fold at 24 h and 19-fold at 3 h, respectively. One PtrPPD gene and half of the
PtrZML subfamily genes were strongly induced by cold stress (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Expression analysis of PtrTIFY genes in root under low-temperature stress by qRT–PCR.
Error bars represent the standard deviations from three biological replicates. Asterisks indicate stress
treatment groups that showed a significant difference in transcript abundance compared with the
control group (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01).

3.6. Expression Pattern of PtrTIFY Genes Under ABA, MeJA, and SA Treatments

We employed qRT–PCR to determine the relative expression levels of all PtrTIFY members under
200 μM ABA treatment in P. trichocarpa roots at 0, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h. Up- or downregulation of the
relative expression level >2.0-fold was regarded as significantly differentially expressed. In roots,
most PtrJAZ subfamily members were induced by 200 μM ABA treatment. The relative expression
levels of PtrJAZ1 and PtrJAZ9 were upregulated about 17-fold at 12 h compared with control. PtrJAZ3
and PtrJAZ6 had similar expression patterns, with the expression level being gradually upregulated
at 3 and 6 h and then gradually downregulated at 12 and 24 h. PtrJAZ13 was downregulated at all
time points in the root. PtrPPD1 and PtrPPD2 were upregulated by 200 μM ABA treatment at 12 h.
PtrTIFY1 was slightly up-regulated at 3 and 12 h, PtrTIFY2 was suppressed by ABA at all time points.
PtrZML1, -5, -6, -7 were significantly upregulated by ABA. The remaining five PtrZML subfamily
members exhibited opposing expression patterns. The relative expression level of PtrZML2 showed
gradual upregulation at 3 and 6 h, then peaked at 12 h before declining (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Expression analysis of PtrTIFY genes in root under 200 μM ABA treatment by qRT–PCR.
Error bars represent the standard deviations from three biological replicates. Asterisks indicate stress
treatment groups that showed a significant difference in transcript abundance compared with the
control group (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01).

For MeJA treatment, all but PtrJAZ10 among PtrJAZ subfamily members were strongly induced
by 100 μM MeJA in roots. PtrJAZ10 showed no change compared to control. PtrJAZ4, -5, -7, -11, -12,
and -13 were significantly upregulated at both 3 and 6 h, indicating these PtrJAZ subfamily genes
are early-responding genes for MeJA treatment. PtrPPD1 was suppressed by MeJA at 3, 6, and 24 h,
while its homologous gene PtrPPD2 showed no significant change in expression compared to control.
PtrTIFY1 and PtrTIFY2 were markedly downregulated at 12 h. Only PtrZML4, -7, and -8 were induced
by MeJA treatment. PtrZML5 and PtrZML6 did not respond to MeJA treatment at any time point
(Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Expression analysis of PtrTIFY genes in root under 100 μM MeJA treatment by qRT–PCR.
Error bars represent the standard deviations from three biological replicates. Asterisks indicate stress
treatment groups that showed a significant difference in transcript abundance compared with the
control group (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01).

For SA treatment, all but PtrJAZ5 were induced by SA treatment in roots. PtrJAZ1 showed
gradual upregulation with time, peaked at 12 h (26-fold) then declined. PtrJAZ13 was significantly
upregulated at 3 and 6 h, then declined to normal expression level at 12 and 24 h. PtrJAZ1 and PtrJAZ9
were dramatically upregulated at all time points. PtrPPD1 was induced by SA treatment in roots and
PtrPPD2 was slightly up-regulated at 3 and 6 h, and repressed at 12 and 24 h. PtrTIFY2 was suppressed
by SA. For PtrZMLs, only PtrZML5 was upregulated at the 6-h time point; PtrZML1, -3, -4, -6, -7, and -8
were downregulated compared to the untreated control, while PtrZML2 was slightly increased by
the 100-μM SA treatment. PtrZML1 and PtrZML6 were suppressed by MeJA at all the time points
(Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Expression analysis of PtrTIFY genes in root under 100 μM SA treatment by qRT–PCR.
Error bars represent the standard deviations from three biological replicates. Asterisks indicate stress
treatment groups that showed a significant difference in transcript abundance compared with the
control group (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01).

3.7. Analysis of the TIFY Protein Interaction Network in P. trichocarpa

The STRING database was used to investigate the relationship of interaction and association in
PtrTIFY proteins with a medium confidence score of 0.40 and the interaction sources “experiments”
and “co-expression”. Thirteen putative protein networks were constructed within three kinds of
subfamilies (PtrJAZ, PtrZML, and PtrTIFY). This result showed that PtrTIFY proteins could interact
with other proteins to respond to phytohormone treatment and environmental stress in P. trichocarpa.
Interestingly, the pairs PtrJAZ10 and PtrJAZ11, PtrTIFY1 and PtrTIFY2, and PtrZML5 and PtrZML7
shared similar protein interaction networks, indicating a conserved protein interaction domain may
exist in each protein pair (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. The predicted protein interaction network of PtrTIFY proteins by STRING database. Different
colored lines represent different evidence of interaction.
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4. Discussion

TIFY is a plant-specific transcription factor that has been identified in many model plants, such as
Arabidopsis, Rice, and Maize [1,3,5]. Previous studies have given a comprehensive analysis of 24 PtrTIFY
genes in leaves of P. trichocarpa under various phytohormone treatments and abiotic stresses [19,20].
In this study, we found a new PtrTIFY gene, PtrJAZ13, that belongs to the important JAZ subfamily.
Additionally, we examined in roots, for the first time, the expression pattern of the entire PtrTIFY
family under ABA, MeJA, and SA treatments plus drought, heat, and cold stresses.

Each of the 25 TIFY genes in the P. trichocarpa genome contains at least one conserved TIFY domain.
The length of these sequences varied significantly, implying a high degree of complexity among the
TIFY genes. WoLF PSORT analysis helped to predict the location of PtrTIFY proteins. Most PtrTIFY
proteins (20/25) were predicted to localize to the nucleus. In addition, PtrZML1, -5, and PtrJAZ6 on
one hand, and PtrZML8 and PtrJAZ10 on the other, were localized in cytoplasm and chloroplast,
respectively. Interestingly, PtrJAZ6 and PtrJAZ12 were in cytoplasm and nucleus, respectively, although
they were placed in the JAZIII clade as homologous genes; it is the same with PtrZML1 and PtrZML3,
PtrZML6 and PtrZML8. These results indicate that the same phylogenetic group identified based on
sequence similarity does not necessarily correspond to the same subcellular localization [28]. Therefore,
homologous genes may show differences in gene function and signal transduction.

In this study, we compare the members of the TIFY genes in Populus, Rice, and Arabidopsis.
Our results show that the phylogenetic tree is divided into two groups; Group I contains the GATA
zinc-finger, and Group II lacks it. All PtrZML members, together with OsTIFY1a, -1b, -2a, and -2b,
AtTIFY1, -2a, and -2b belong to the Group I, which contain not only the TIFY domain but also the
GATA zinc-finger and CCT motif. The remainder are in Group II. PtrTIFY and AtTIFY proteins are
more closely related than those of rice, indicating that they may have a common ancestor. Interestingly,
OsTIFY1a, -1b, -2a, -2b, AtTIFY1, -2a, -2b not only have a TIFY domain but also a GATA zinc-finger and
a CCT motif; the remaining members in Rice and Arabidopsis do not have the CCT motif. However,
almost all the PtrZML proteins contain the CCT motif, suggesting that woody plants might have
undergone many different changes during the evolutionary process [37].

The promoter is a specific DNA region located about 2000 bp upstream of the initiation codon
that contains a variety of cis-elements, including AREB, MBS, LTR, HSE, CGTCA, and TGACG. These
help plants respond to exogenous phytohormone treatment and environmental stress [38,39]. In our
study, PtrTIFY genes possessed at least one stress- or phytohormone-related promoter cis-element,
indicating PtrTIFY genes respond to exogenous phytohormone treatments and environmental stresses.
It is worth noting that PtrJAZ3, -5 and -8 did not possess the MBS cis-element in their promoter regions,
although our qRT–PCR data showed these three genes were strongly induced in the root by drought
stress; we can thus speculate that they may interact with other genes to respond to drought stress.

Abiotic stresses, such as drought, cold, and heat, along with important phytohormones, always
influence plant growth and development in the life cycle, and may even cause fatal damage [40].
To adapt and survive under adverse environments, woody plants have evolved a number of responses,
including reprogramming of gene expression [40]. In this study, PtrJAZ1, -3, -4, -5, -7, -8, -9 -10, -12
showed high expression levels during drought, heat, and cold stresses, indicating that the PtrTIFY
family has important functions in responding to these abiotic stresses. PtrJAZ2 and PtrJAZ13 were
induced by drought and cold stresses but suppressed by heat stress, whereas PtrJAZ11 was upregulated
in drought and heat stresses but downregulated in cold stress. These results suggest that PtrTIFY sets
up different physiological and biochemical functions to respond to various environmental challenges.
Notably, OsTIFY9, a PtrJAZ1 and PtrJAZ4 orthologous gene, was strongly induced by drought and cold
stresses [3], suggesting the homologous genes have similar functions in different species. A previous
study has shown the relative expression level of VvJAZ11 was downregulated by cold stress [2],
but according to our qRT–PCR data, its homologous genes in P. trichocarpa (PtrJAZ7, -8, -10) are
strongly induced by cold stress. This result suggests that their functions might vary in different plant
species. Many previous studies had shown that ABA takes part in response to drought stress [41],
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with multiple drought stress-responsive genes being induced by ABA [42]. In this study, qRT–PCR
analysis showed almost all PtrJAZ subfamily members were induced by ABA treatment and by drought
stress. In Rice, OsJAZ1 was induced by ABA treatment and drought stress, over-expression of OsJAZ1
lead to a drought-sensitive phonotype under ABA treatment [43]. PtrJAZ6 and its homologous gene
PtrJAZ12 were simultaneously induced under ABA treatment and drought stress. PtrJAZ6/12 was
the homologous gene of OsJAZ1; this result suggests that PtrJAZ6/12 may negatively function in
drought stress under ABA treatment in P. trichocarpa. Salicylic acid (SA) is a key molecule in the signal
transduction pathway of abiotic responses [44,45]. In this work, qRT–PCR shows that most PtrJAZ
subfamily members are induced by SA and by heat stress. PtrJAZ1, as well as PtrJAZ4, were remarkably
upregulated at all time points both by SA treatment and heat stress. A previous study showed that SA
functions as a plant growth regulator and alleviates the effects on photosynthesis under heat stress [46].
When plants suffer from heat stress, SA could help to increase proline production through the increase
in γ-glutamyl kinase and decrease in proline oxidase activity to help protect photosynthesis from
heat stress [47]. PtrJAZ subfamily genes may play important roles in the cross-talk between SA and
heat stress.

JA is also involved in a wide range of plant growth and developmental processes, including
root development [48]. Previous research had shown that JA could regulate lateral root formation
in Arabidopsis and petunia cuttings [49,50]. Furthermore, PtrJAZ5 was dramatically upregulated at
early response time points (3 and 6 h) under MeJA treatment. GaJAZ5 was the homologous gene of
PtrJAZ5 in Gossypium arboretum; previous research had shown that when GaJAZ5-overexpression lines
were treated with exogenous MeJA, the lateral root and root hair were higher in number compared to
untreated transgenic lines in cotton [51]. OsJAZ1 could regulate root development by interacting with
OsMYC2 through JA signaling in Rice [52]. In this research, besides PtrJAZ5, PtrJAZ7, -8, -9, -11, -12, -13
were also dramatically upregulated at early response time points (3 and 6 h); moreover, PtrJAZ2 was
significantly upregulated at all time points under MeJA treatment. These results suggest the PtrJAZ
subfamily members may take part in root growth and development through the JA signaling pathway.

We constructed the protein interaction network to investigate their interactions and associations
in P. trichocarpa using the STRING database. The results showed that ten PtrJAZ (PtrJAZ1/4, PtrJAZ2/3,
PtrJAZ6/12, PtrJAZ9/13, PtrJAZ10, and PtrJAZ11), two PtrTIFY (PtrTIFY1 and PtrTIFY2), and eight
PtrZML (PtrZML1/3, PtrZML2/4, PtrZML5, PtrZML6/8, and PtrZML7) subfamily members were
predicted to interact with other proteins. Two members of the PtrPPD subfamily could not interact with
any other proteins; nevertheless, PtrPPD1 was induced by ABA, SA, and cold stress, and PtrPPD2 was
upregulated by ABA at 12 h and heat stress at 1 h, indicating that the two PtrPPD subfamily members
may function by regulating their target genes to respond to abiotic stress and phytohormone treatment.
Increasing evidence supports the idea that Arabidopsis COI 1 (CORONATINE IN SENSITIVE 1),
NINJA CNOVEL IN TEACTIOR OF JAZ and two bHLH protein family members (MYC2/MYC3) play
important roles in JA signaling and function in the JA pathway, such as root growth inhibition, wound
response, and abiotic stress response [10,53,54]. POPTR_0003s09090 is a homologous gene of AtMYC2;
moreover, PtrJAZ1/4 shared a high degree of homology with AtTIFY9, which had been reported to
interact with AtMYC2 to restrain the activity of transcription factor and then promote the expression
of JA-relative genes [55]. Meanwhile, according to our expression pattern, PtrJAZ1/4 was induced by
ABA treatment and drought, heat stresses, so we speculate that PtrJAZ1/4 may interact with PtrMYC2
in response to phytohormone treatment and abiotic stress by taking part in JA signaling. PtrJAZ1/4,
PtrJAZ10, and PtrJAZ11 shared similar protein interaction networks with PtrZML5 and PtrZML7,
PtrJAZ2/3 and PtrZJAZ6/12, PtrTIFY1 and PtrTIFY2, PtrZML2/4 and PtrZML6/8, as well as PtrZML5
and PtrZML7. This phenomenon indicates that a conserved protein interaction domain may exist in
these proteins that share the same network.
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5. Conclusions

In summary, we identified 25 PtrTIFY genes in the P. trichocarpa genome and performed
comprehensive bioinformatics analyses, including phylogenetic analysis, conserved motif analysis,
and promoter cis-elements analysis. Importantly, a new TIFY member (PtrJAZ13) was found. Then,
for the first time, we analyzed the expression pattern of PtrTIFY genes in roots under ABA, MeJA,
and SA treatments plus drought, heat, and cold stresses. Almost all the PtrTIFY genes responded to at
least one abiotic stress and phytohormone treatment in the root of P. trichocarpa. These results indicate
that the PtrTIFY genes may play important roles in response to phytohormone treatment and abiotic
stress. Our study will help to determine which genes deserve further functional characterization.
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